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_Ford Group Begins Assault
On Carter De-Industrialization
Allies To Push Pro .. Growth Program
WASHINGTON, D.C., July 16 (NSIPS) - James Lynn, Director of
engineering" being pushed by the New York banks. Reflecting this
the U.S. of Management and the Budget and one of President
opposition, the latest plans for standardization of ariiiSproduction
Ford's most trusted advisors, blasted the genocidal program of
among firms in the U.S. and NATO's European members - a foot
Ford's Democratic Presidential opponent in a press conference
in the door for full Wall Street consolidation and control - has
here today. "Jimmy Carter is running on a program of deinsuffered an important setback at the hands of U.S. Deputy Defense
. dustrializatioD," Lynn said. "The Republicans will be running on a
Secretary Clements, with previous moves to standardize parts
pro-growth program."
production by U.S. defense firms already scotched by the Defense
Lynn's statement is only one of the more public indications of
Department. According to the New York Times this week,
dramatically intensifying opposition to Wall Str.eet's ravening zero- - Clements (who hails from Texas) put the kibosh on former Defense
growth policies among the Republican Party's regional in
Secretary James Schlesinger's plans for U.S. -use of West Ger
dustrialist base, with business interests in the United States'
many's Leopard II tank, announcing thaf the relevant contracts
. Midwest farming and industrial heartland, centered in Chicago and
would instead go to U.S. firms. The Leopard II scheme had been a
- known as the "Chicago faction," at the forefront.
key part of Schlesinger's original arms standardization drive.
The stUmbling block for the pro-growth, anti-Wall Street in
Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld, instated by the anti
Rockefeller "Halloween Massacre" that unseated Schlesinger and
dustrialist forces remains their capitalist's fear of taking a firm
one of the most important links between the President and the
stand for the one measure required to decisively finish off their
Chicago faction, took another swipe at Rockefeller initmate
Lower Manhattan enemy - the debt moratorium.
Schlesinger in a July 14 speech here to the American Conservative
Republican officials and industrialists are responding to the U.S.
Union, condemning as "stupid" the doctrine of "limited nuclear
Labor Party's program for debt moratoria and fusion-based
war" identified with the ousted Defense Secretary.
development with serious discussion and thoughtful questions, in
Always sensitive to any attempts to curtail the grain trade,
stark contrast to the fascist filth and "peanut gallery" atmosphere
Chicago faction spokesmen are now also showing that they are
that predominated at the just-concluded Democratic Con vention.
keenly aware of the national security threat posed by Kissinger's
The U.S. Labor Party will testify at the August 10 GOP platform
insane threat to meddle in internal socialist sector affairs by
hearings in Kansas City and U.S. Labor Party Presidential can
didate Lyndon laRouche, will probably address the hearings on at
withholdi'lg needed food shipments. A high official of a large
least one topic.
Midwest agricultural implements firm warned that Kissinger is
�
"using the West German press as a bludgeon" against the Soviets
Breadth of OppositiOll
Lynn's statement at the press conference today was immediately
and the Ford Admincstration, and reported
' intense lobbying on
preceded by an open declaration from another close Ford advisor
Chicago's part to counter this.
of the Ford Administration's opposition to Secretary of State
A leading Chicago economist, already well aware of Kissinger's
Henry Kissinger's efforts to use food as a weapon against drought
plans in East Europe, labeled them "extt'emely dangeroliS" " and in
stricken Eastern Europe. In response to a Labor Party question on
addition warned that Peru and Mexico had to be watched very
the subject, Allen Greenspan, chairman of Ford's Council of
carefully in light of their debt situation and of Kissinger's
Economic Advisors, responded, "You can ask the State Depart
provocations. After outlining the programmatic alternative to Wall
ment about it. Its part of the Administration - or at least its sup
Street's austerity - massive trade credits to allow Third World
posed to be. The Administration puts no restrictions on grain
purchase of tractors and other advanced agricultural equipment
sales."
and supplies from the U.S., and the easing of immigration laws so
Meanwhile Republican Rep. Esche of Michigan has introduced a . that Mexican workers can work in the U.S. - the economist
bill into the house which is the pro-growth Republicans' answer to
betrayed his faction's continuing weak point by proposing that the
the leading slave-labor plank in the Carter platform, the Hum
unpayable debt be...rescheduled.
phrey-Hawkins bill. Countering the Humphrey-Hawkins measure's
The Chicago faction, and with it the GOP, continue to waffle on
emphasis on low-technology sweat labor, the Esche bill calls for tax
the crucial strategic question of debt moratorium and a gold
incentives to corporations which -purchase capital-intensive plant
backed transfer ruble system to replace the bankrupt Dollar
and machinery.
Empire. On Capitol Hill last week an aide to a leading GOP
On the further frillBes of this industrialists' anti-Wall Street
Congressman asked a Labor Party organizer point blank, "What
coalescence are representatives of the Southwest defense sector,
would you do if you were us?" When told, he questioned again,
who are (at the least ) adamantly opposed to the corporatist "social
"Well- but can we do all that without the debt moratorium?"
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Currency, Collapse
Springs Political Crisis
For Atlanticists

tolerate austerity program, the bankers complained, and French
July 17 (NSIPS) - yesterday's draDiatic collapse of the French
Prime Minister Chirac last week agreed under pressure to cancel
franc on international currency markets began the fmal phase of
taxes and debt payments of drought-stricken French farmers. To
... disintegration of the dollar monetary system, with the Italian lira,
maintain production credits to industry, Giscard has had to go to
the British pound sterling, the Dutch guilder, and'the Japanese yen
the international banks.
next in line. Unlike the March 31 round of currency attacks, which
Now the wolves are at Giscard's door. Writing in the Paris daily
the New York City banks and their "Eurodollar" affiliates pro- Le Monde today, Gaullist commentator Paul Fabra says that
voked to force austerity onto Western Europe, this week's events
Atlanticist French finance minister Jean-Pierre Fourcade "can
are out of New York banks' control.
neither control his mouth nor the fate of the French franc." In a
The currency breakdowns have sprung a political crisis on
press conference last week, Fourcade explained that France
Western Europe on the worst terms possible for the Atlanticists.
needn't worry about its debt, which Wall Street put at close to $25
The crisis gives European pro-development factions every chance
bi llion - France can always collect on its ou tstand ing loans to the
to seize the political initiative, and leaves them no out but a general
Third World! Due to intemational commodity speculation and the
moratorium - before September - on over $90 billion in Western
. decline in international value of the French franc, Fabra reports,
European debts to the Eurodollar ma rket.
the price of imported raw materials for French industry rose by 63
France's currency fell a staggering 2 per cent in trading July 16,
per cent over the past year. Either a sharp drop in the franc's
when panicky French businesses and Eurodollar speculators
dumped several hundred million dollars' worth of French francs.
valu e, or the buildup of further indebtedness, Fabra warns, means .

The run against the franc began after the government announced a
'$200 million trade deficit for June. indicating a vertical drop in
IIFrench industrial exports. Despite $ 1 00 millioB in intervention by
the Banque de France, which brought up discarded French francs
with dollars out of its narrowing foreign exchange reserves, the
'
currency took its worst fall since early April, when France withdrew from the West German-centered group of closely-pegged
European currencies.
Earlier last week. French branch offices of New York banks·
began a trickle of speculation against the franc, with the aim of
"inoculating" French capitalists in preparation for a sharp de
val�ation during the August holidays, when Paris is almost de
serted. "Otherwise." one top banker said, "there will be demon
strations in the streets." Instead, panic broke out Friday morning
July 16 after news broke that the economic crisis had caught up
with French President Giscard.
Since September 1975, France has borrowed $2.7 billion on the
international markets, and is borrowing this year at an annual rate
of $5 billion, far exceeding its accumulation of Eurodollar debt
after the 19.74 shock when oil prices quadrupled. Officials at
Morgan Guaranty Trust, which last week put together a $500
million loan for the French treasury, explained privately that
President Giscard had begged them for cash in order to save his
political hide. Neither French workers nor French industry will
2
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disaster.
In reaction to the franc's collapse, the Austrian government
announced it would drop out of the dwindling European currency
union . in order to maintain a close parity between the Austrian
schilling and the West German mark to preserve the trade rela
tionship between the two countries. Hysterically, the West German
daily Die Welt charged the Austrians with "giving the kickoff" to a
new monetary crisis.

I

Bankruptcy Stalks Europe
But the atmosphere of panic has less to do with the deteriorating

; French situation, grim as it is, or the currency jumble in Europe,
than the almost immediate threat of a forced default on $40 billion
of Italian and British foreign debt. Saved at the last minute by $5.3
billion off the printing presses of the United States and West Ger
many last month, the British treasury has already spent $2 billion
of the mammoth bail-out loan. The country will be broke again by
September. British politicians, including a ranking member of
Prime Minister James Callaghan's cabinet . are making con
tingency plans to freeze payment's on the country's $25 billion
foreign debt.
Pre-empting the next collapse of the pound sterling, which fell
this year by over 10 per cent to $ 1.78. the Arab oil-producing state
Abu Dhabi announced last week that it would withdraw its assets
from sterling.

Italy, which bas been-bankruPt since March, bas avoided default
on its $16 billion foreign debt through a ferocious squeeze 011
essential imports and under-the-table credits from Saudi Arabia
and other Arab oil-producing countries. The flimsy arrangements
which have momentarily stopped Italy from bringing down the
Eurodollar market and its New York banking creditors will not last
until September.
The European Community Commission, the core of Europe's
Atlanticists, this week forced Italy to maintain import controls
scheduled to be lifted Aug. 3 for another three months, which vir
. tuaUy guarantees the banki'Uptcy of the state sector of Italian in
dustry. These controls, which require the deposit with. Italy's
central bank of half the value of all goods traded, have prevented
Italy's industry from stockiDg up of vital raw materials. Current
stocks will run out by the beginning of August, forcing a make-or
break confrontation between Italy's creditors and Italian industri
alists.

Already, the Italian oil giant ENI is on the verge of bankruptCY
through the combined effects of the import-deposit scheme and
delayed payments from the equally-bankrupt state hyclro-electric
authority, EN E L . Despite repeated demands from
ENf's management, the Italian treasury has refused to release
funds to keep the country's main importing and refining operations
functioning. ENI. founded to give Italy an alternative to depen
dency on the Rockefeller oil multinationals, is the vehicle for a

series of oil-for-technology exchanges which Italy's state industry
struck with the Soviet Union, Iraq, Algeria and Libya. Guilio An
dreotti, the country's newly-appointed Prime Minister, will view
any threat to ENI as a menace to Italian national security.
. Japan, meanwhile, bas beaten off a speculative attack of the
Japanese yen, which banking sources pinned directly on the New
York banks . U.S. Treasury officials had insisted that Japan let the
value of its currency rise and price its exports out of the world
market. The world financial situation, the officials insisted,
demands that other countries SPend their available cash on debt
payments rather than on imports from Japan! Japanese business
leaders are factionalizing directly with Chicago and other Mid
westem U.S. industrialists, bypassing William Simon's Treasury.
Signicantly, a high-level delegation from Japan's business associa
tion leaves next month for the Soviet Union to work out the c0n
tribution of Japanese industry to the Soviet Union's upcoming five
year plan.
Taken as a whole, the outbreak of crises for a half-dozen leading
currencies exposes the flimsiness of the Atlanticists' paper empire.
A simple declaration of debt moratorium could bring down the
whole structure. And with the Soviet recent offer of the transfer
ruble as the basis for a new world monetary system. the Soviet
Union bas handed anti-Atlanticist forces in the European Economic
Community the political weapon they need to force the re
placement of the bankrupt dollar empire.

European Livestock Herds Slaughtered
As Continent-Wide Drought Continues
The most severe drought to hit since the 18th century has con
tinued this week without relief. Fodder. com and potato crops,
which are primarily livestock feedstuffs· are most seriously
damaged_ Due to water shortages. the potato crop. in normal
years used for human consumption, this year consists of potatoes
so small that they are fit only for animal feed.
The lack of feedstuffs has caused the slaughter of livestock at un
precedented rates . As the European herds are slaughtered. the
governments of Common Market (EEC) countries have been un
able to intervene sufficiently to support market meat prices. due to
,the already existing mountains of meat in the EEC-sponsored
stockpiles and lack of further room for storage. The result has been
a plummeting of meat Iprices over the last few weeks. In France.
poul�I'f and rabbit meat prices fell nearly 50 per cent in one week.
The danger of the herd slaughter is obvious. Beef· and dairy
herds. which are being destroyed virtually overnight. cannot be re
built in a short period of time. Due to stepped-up rates of butchery,
France is already reporting shortages of milk. According to the
Paris daily Le Monde of July 6. French dairy production is drop
ping at the rate of 4-5 per cent per week. (It should be noted that the
EEe has been attempting to reduce dairy production for years to
clear away massive stockpiles of butter. and powdered milk.
French cows eat more butter and milk than most Frenchmen.)
The drought extends into eastern Europe and though reports
conflict, Poland. whose farmers normally produce nearly as many
potatoes as all of Western Europe combined. seems to be parti
cularly hard hit. Poland's potato crop is used as feed for pigs which
are processed and shipped primarily to the U.S.A. and West Ger-

many. and represent a major source of Westem currency. The
slaughter of Polish pig stocks has been i nt ense in recent weeks and
there will be substantial losses of foreign exchange because of
reduced herds if the reports which forecast continued drought are
correct.
Though it is too early to tell how much grain Europe will have to
import. it is clear that imports will be necessary. It would be rash
to totally deplete European reserves in a year when most of the
world is enjoying record harvests and if credit or disaster relief are
provided. total depletion of the reserves can be expected. Food for
human consumption will be needed. particularly to replace
potatoes. The West German working class will be particularly hard
hit since potatoes are a staple of the West German diet. Feed grains
are crucial as well if the decimation of the .livestock herds is to be
halted .
Press coverage downplaying the severity of the drought situation
has slowed the flow of aid. According to the Baltimore Sun of July
17 all but the farmers will remember the drought "as a succession
of unpleasantly hot days."
_

_

The only "official" recognition of the severity of the situation has
thus far come from the govemment of the West German state of
. Nordrhein-Westphalen. which declared a one-year debt
moratorium on farmers' agricultural debt and interest. The
French Government is 'now .negotiating aid for farmers',
, organizations.
. Estimates of to tal drought damage have run as high as $50
billion. The London Financial Times estimated the loss for France
alone at $5 to $6 billion in foreign trade balance-of-payments. aid to
farmers. and lost hydro-electric power.
.
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Turning TheSerews On Algeria
The natiollal oil company of Algeria. SoIIatrab. was refused a
,. miUion loan OIl the Eurodollar market last week by New Yen
CODtroIIed European Ec:anomic CommUJlity officials. Tbe aciioa
brought a struug protest frOm AIPrian officials who denounced the
EEe action as a ..political pressure" tactic. 'Dle same EurodoUar
veadon approved a lou to IIorocco for,. miUion.
In need of credit for the deveIopmeat of its gas industry, Soaatrab
was forced to tum to the United Arab Emirates (Saudi Arabia and
Kuwait) for a loan of $50 million; that loan is the "first of its
nature" from the reactioaary, Wall Street-puppet Saudis to the �
gressive AIgeriiD regime. New York is IIOW to use the new debt as a
point of leverage to IIUlIIeUver A1geria away from its positioa ..
leader of the pro-development camp and compromiies witK 1&
Saudis , an idea evicIentIJ devised by Robert McNIUIUll'Il.
As one New York banker fraDkly admitted, their policy is "No
more credit for Algeria." But at the same time Robert McNamara.
World Bank president. held an UDanDOUIlced meeting in Ri,.dh, the

Saudi capital, to discuss, ·among other t:biDRs, "Saudi aid to
AIgeria."
In tandem with the credit squeeze, the Atlanticist banking
commUDitJ bas directed iDteIligence qencies to revive the "old
leadersbip" of the AlRerian revolution to applJ direct political
pressures to the Algerian regime. The CIA trotted out several such
faded "revolutionaries" to denounce Algerian President Houari
Boumeclieane for l1IJlJliDR a "totalitarian regime" in communiques
from Molocco.
As the JulJ issue of Middle East Mal8zine ackDowledRed,
however, "sips of trouble were bound to emerge" in Algerian p0li
tics - DOt because of "totalitarianism," but because of
"Boumedienne's commitment to industrialization."
An Algerian official summarized for NSIPS: " Our government
bas been trJinI to transform a peasant Dation of about 16 million
people into an industrial societJ. That is something that our
enemies do not. want to see." .
"
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Tailsl2in Continues:

"Dog Days" Come Early .ForU.S. Economy
NEW YORK, July 17 (NSIPS) - Three clear cut choices for U.S.
economic policy were put forward this week. The Democratic
Party, at its National Convention in New York City, adopted a
Brookings Institite-Institute for Policy Studies-dictated party
platform which under the rubric of "full employment" calls for de
industrialization, a return to primitive technology and austerity, to
be implemented through a corporate "watergating" campaign to
discredit industrial centers of opposition.
Top Administration officials meanwhile have continued their
refrain on the benefits of "go slow" economics in their mid-year
review of the Federal budget yesterday.
In contrast, U.S. Labor Party candidate Lyndon LaRouche, Jr.
released a Presidential Campaign Memorandum on Industrial
Policy directed to American industrialists and related forces which
calls for an expansion of U.S. production on the basis of "this we
can do" proposals. The core of the USLP program is debt
moratoria coupled with scientific and technological development
toward the building of a fusion-power based world economy.
The discrepancy between the urgent worldwide need for U.S.
ll!dustrial and agricultural products and current stagnation of U.S.
4
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industry was highlighted by yesterday's release of the Federal
Reserve Board's Industrial Production Index for June. As
predicted last week, the index showed only a very small increase,
0.3 per cent over May. With consumer products production con
tinuing its four-month trend of stagnation, and materials
production slowing down to a 0.4 per cent increase, the bl1lk of the
small increase was accounted for by production in the equipment
category. Since this category seems to be regularly revised
downward, and employment statistics for June show that
machinery (both electrical and non-electrical) employment and
aggregate weekly hours declined, the reported production increase
is highly suspect. Consequently total industrial production for June
was likely totally nat This would be more in line with. the reported
0.7 per cent decrease in aggregate weekly hours of production and
nonsupervisory workers on "goods-producing" payrolls in June.
The Business Week index corroborates the Federal Reserve
Index, showing a mere 0.3 per cent increase over the four weeks
ended June 26. On the basis of preliminary figures, the index seems
likely to decline for the week ending July 3, when raw steel,
automobile and truck production declined. Steel production for th�

week ended July 10 was further down 2.7 per cent from the week
before, with operating capacity utilization dropping to 85.3 per
. ·cent.
NoSolaceAbead
As a result of the decline in retail sales reCently, wholesale in
ventories shot up $401 million in May. Besides- backup from the
retail sector, a large part of this increase, S264 million. was the
result of speculative hedging on metals and metal products.
Similarly, manufacturing inventories showed a positive swing of
$1.08 billion from April. with $804 milDon of this accounted for by a
buildup of inventories of materials. suppDes and work in progress
in anticipation of price inflation.
Although retail sales were reported by the Commerce Depart
ment to have risen 2.7 per cent during June. this figure is bigbly
misleading. Other than the fact that the fIgUre itself is very
susceptible to large revisions (the reported May decline of 1. 2 per
cent was later revised to a 2.1 per cent dec1ine), the reported rise of
2.2 per cent in non-durablesales is strictly due to thepusbiDg ahead
of summer clearance sales. The lead article in the July 19 Business
Week quotes the vice-president of one Chicago store as saying, "A
lot of people are dumping goods ."
Otherwise, the retail sales figure was boosted by a reported 6 per
cent rise in auto dollar sales. despite the fact that auto unit sales
remained e!:§entially Oat in June. While auto analysts attribute this
to the fact that large cars are in short supply and consequently
people have stepped up their purchases of these higher priced
models in anticipation of future shortages, its clear that auto sales
are actually continuing to come in at very disappointing levek
Sales for the first ten days of July were at an 8.5 mil60n annual
rate, compared to March's 9.3 and June's 8.9.
No c-umer Deatand
It would be foolish to expect any real strength in consumer
demand. Since personal income figures are so weak. According to
the highly unreliable figures of the Bureau' of Labor Statistics,
average hourly earnings of production or non-supervisory workers
on private non-agricultural payrolls increased by only 1.5 per cent
in constant dollars from May 1975 to May 1976 (the latest month
available). With employment and hours weakening, its clear that
there is no underlying basis for a real pickup in retail sales.

Banking ette Report Exposes
Wall St.'s FaSCist Programs

•

MoaeJ Supply Jumps
The latest reported jump in the money supply (Ml up $2.6 bil60n
and M2 up $3.9 billion for the week ending July 7) bas revived fears
that Federal Reserve Chairman Arthur Burns' recent "loosening"
of the credit spigot will result in jumps in the monetary aggregates,
new inflation, and a jump in the interest rates soon thereafter. It is
abundantly clear to anyone who cares to face the facts that the U.S.
economy is spiralling downward at an accelerating rate, with small
increases in industrial production bought only at the expense of
much higher inflation. Such increases are certainly not worthy of
being called a "recovery." The last time the industrial production
index stagnated, back in October, Burns turned on the money
spigot. Faced with the similar situation in a far worse overall
economic climate, he again seems to be opting for the "diarrh ea

.

July 13 (NSIPS)
When former Banca U'ItaHa governor and
NATO agent Guido CarD identified Wall Street's Eurodollar
monster as the international moneblry system in existence today,
. he was not exaggerating one bit. The recently released Congres
sional Report on International Banking affirms this fact in unmis
takeable terms.
This article is the second in a two-part series on the report which
was compiled by the slaH of the U.S. House of Representatives'
Committee on Banking. The first part reviewed the report's find
ings on the conspiraCY involving Federal' Reserve Chairman
Arthur Burns and the New York banks to give finger-tip control
over international allocation of credit to Wall Street via the lawless
Eurodollar market, and to protect the dollar empire at the direct
expense of the international economy. The comprehensive 447-page
report is the best printed corroboration to date of the accuracy of
the Labor Party's conclusions in its now famous report on the
"Bermuda Triangle Banking Conspiracy."
The Eurodollar Market:
A Historical Perspective
It is commonly believed that the Eurodollar market owes its exis
tence to the need of the Soviet Union to find a safe depository out
side the continental United States for its dollar-denominated
foreign exchange holdings. Once this is recognized as a myth, the
truth behind the creation of this paper tiger can be acknowledged.
Even the widely held notion that the market's creation was the .
result of gigantic U.S. balance of payments deficits vis-a-viS
Europe is only a half-truth.
As the Congressional slaH report documents in great detail, the
market was created in the 1960s by the Rockefeller-linked New
York banks , with the support of the U.S. Federal Reserve Board
and such Rockefeller proteges in COngress as Senator Jacob Javits
of New York, for the sole purpose of demanding a "rate of return"
on the mass of burgeoning dollar paper from the non-U.S. produc
tive sector. This was necessitated by the growing inability of the
increasingly illiquid U.S. based business sector to service the expo.
-

nentially-expanding mass of dollar-denominated debt.
By 1967 the magnitude of dollar debt instruments seeking profits
in Western Europe was so much in excess of that sector's capacity
to absorb such instruments that a full-blown dollar crisis had
erupted. Despite the forced devaluation of the French franc and an
upvaluation of the West German mark the fixing of new parities
for these currencies against the dollar with the view of makiJlg
them overvalued vis-a-vis their "market strengths" - a point had
been reached by 1969 when under the then-existing international
monetary arrangements, a dollar bust was unavoidable.
-

"

treatment.
The Fed Chairman's actions are even more striking when one
takes into account their occurrance at a time when the latest two
week figures for the BLS commodity spot market price index shows
foodstuffs up from 213.7 to 223.6, industrial materials up from 208.9
to 216.3, etc.
How long this ridiculous spectacle will be tolerated by potentially
sane industrial forces in the U.S. is the key question of the U.S.
economy.

Caribbean "Shells"
That's when Arthus Burns, in a flagrant violation of the Federal
Reserve Act of 1913 and despite opposition from Representative
Wright Patman (D-Tex.), chairman of the House Banking COmmit
tee and Governors of the Fed, gave the go-ahead for the establish
ment of U.S. bank "shells" in the Caribbean. The monetary objec
tives were straightforward. These post-office box branches of U.S.
banks could be used to make it more attractive for holders of green
backs to maintain their holdings in dollars as they could earn inter-
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est rates higher than allowed UDder U.S. Regulation Q (c:eiliDg OIl
interest rates paid by statHide U.S. banks to their depositors) and
even earn interest OIl demand deposits (checking acc:ounts). U.S.
banks. by mereIJ maintaining a cliffereat set of boob for tile shell
branches. were absolved of the 16 per ceat or so reserve
requirements OIl ""domestic" deposits.
.
For the New York banks. however. there were other beDefits. As
documented in the Bermuda TriaDgle brief. the bigger banks with
actual branch operations in the Caribbean could use these branches
as repositories of illegal fuDds and for tile c:onduitiDg of CIA and
other dirty tricks IIlOIIeJ without fear of U.S. government author
ities looking into their Can"bbean branch books.
The sum total of the 198 decision to create the Caribbean
banking monster was the birth of the "bot dollar." From then on.
there has been a definitive shift in the ratio of short-term to Iong
term dollars (since most Caribbean deposits were short-term
money) and a COIICOmitaDt quantum leap in the ratio of speculative
to productive inve!itments. And hence. the takeoff of worldwide
inflation!
But the birth of the illegitimate Can"bbean "offshore" banking
network hardly marked the end of the troubles of the DoUar Em
pire. If anything. the increase in the ratio of the banking system's
cost of money to the price it cbarged and the dramatic increase in
the ratio of short-term IiabiHties to medium-term assets (the banks

were increasingly borrowing 30-60-90 day money and making 5year or more loans) became a self-feeding cycle that prompted the
banks to dramatically and continuously expand the total volume of
credit outstanding in order to maintain their previous levels of
looting income.

Captive Central Bub

The dollar continued to plummet. The central banks of western
Europe and Japan. captives of the dollar-based international
monetary system, bought up billions and billions of dollars as an
avalanche of greenbacks came rushing in in the form of Eurodollar
credits bidding up real estate and rents sky-high while U.S
multinationals bought up whole sectors of their economies with
Eurodollars.
The U.S. Treasury and the Federal Reserve Board forced ar
bitrary upvaluations and devaluations of European currencies.
forced the West Germans and the Dutch to float their currencies
against the dollar, and finally when nothing else worked, aban
doned the dollar's convertibility into gold in August 1971 . With the
Western Europeans increasingly reluctant to absorb more wor
thless dollars in their central banks coffers and two U.S. dollar
devaluations later (Dec. 1971 by 8.6 percent and Feb. 1973 by 10
percent), the New York bankers· and their Washington, D.C., or
derlies forced the abandonment of fixed currency parities
altogether. In other words, the Eurodollar market became the
international monetary system.
Whereas until this point the central banks of Western Europe and
Japan had to "agree" to any realignments of their currencies and
had some semblance of control over the total amount of credit
within their economies via regulations on dollar inflows, the
establishment of floating currency rates on March 1973 rendered
them mere adjuncts of the Eurodollar money markets. From here
on, the handful of New York-headquartered banks which "make"
the currency markets according to the Congressional Report, could
go on unimpeded creating the two-tiers of European currencies
essential for the defense of the dollar. All this the Eurodollar
market branches of New York banks could do, merely because they
controlled the allocation of international finance.
With no European country imposing restrictions on the flow of
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money between the branch of a New York baDk outside its borders
and ODe within, tIIese unchecked flows devastated productive .
ecoaomies while simultaneously fueling worldwide inflation.
Irrespective of whether they eountry maintaiDecl low or high in
terest rates, its currency flowed out either as capital flight 1IlOIleY,
as in the case of "second tier" Great Britain. Italy and France or
due to the attractiveness of its low interest rates. as in·the case of
"first tier" West Germany. Switzerland, etc. In both cases.
Europe's currencies joined the "hot.. money Eurodollar pool and
hence became a prop for the dollar. No matter if the currency were
being dumped or purcbased speculatively. the resu1t was the
destruction of the European and Japanese trade-depenclent
economies.

By October 1973. Rockefeller's DoUar Empire bad so bled the
U.S Western European and Japanese economies dry that only
Schachtian austerity in the industrialized capita1ist sector and new
looting pastures in the Third World could keep the DoUar ElI!pire
afloat. That's when the Rockefeller oil carte1-engineered "Great
Oil Hoax" was launched with its all-too-well-known international
ramifications.
.•

Domestic Moaetarr Policy
In domestic monetary policy, Arthur Burns has manipulated U.S.
interest rates to maintain them at a level higher than the so-called

forces of domestic demand and supply for credit would warrant.
Not only has this resulted in the gradual shifting of funds out of the
long-term capital markets (long-term bonds, etc.) and into the
short-term sector. but it has resulted in the capture of domestic
credit from regional banks savings and loan associations, pension
trusts and other financial and non-fmancial corporations by the so
called Fed Funds market. As the Congressional Report correctly
points out. this process has resulted in the concentration of credit in
the handful of New York banks who have then channeled this credit
out of the productive U.S. economy and into the Eurodollar "hot
money" pool.
Here the funds have multiplied by the Eurodollar market's
magical "n" multiplier and have been "profitably" invested in
debt refinancing, commodity speculation. real estate boondoggles
or the pool of European currencies that now constitute roughtly 30
pettent of the trillion dollar Eurodollar market. The similar
sip'honing off of funds by these same banks ftom the smaller U.S.
and foreign banks in the "offshore" markets via interbank
borrowings, completes the process of giving the seven Rockefeller
Morgan-linked New York banks virtual finger-tip control over the
allocation of international credit.
As the case of the Franklin National Bank bankruptcy shows, the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) that is supposed to
protect workers' deposits, is now nothing but an agency whose
grossly inadequate resources have been tied-up in buying up the
unsecured loans of large banks. Arthur Burns arranged for the
FDIC to take over Franklin Nation's unsecured (and hence, mostly
uncollectable) portfolio. Burns has repeatedly stated that he would
bailout the bankrupt New York banks, with their $250 billion in
uncollectable loans to the Third World alone, no matter what the
cost.
Should the Eurodollar market continue much longer, an
ecological holocaust would be that cost. The first step to reverse the
process of Rockefeller's credit triage of the international
productive economy and the hyperinflationary speculative activity
of the Eurodollar market is the immediate investigation and
dismantling of Wall Street's Bermuda Triangle Conspiracy.
.
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Argentina Resistance Blocks
Wall St. 's .Fascist Programs
July 16 (NSIPS)
ArgentiDa's economy is bankrupt, its in
dustrialists disoriented, and its working class idle and increasingly
-

With neither a functional trade union apparatus nor a
unified military structure to impose the poIitic81 restraints and
economic austerity demanded by Argentina's Wall Street
creditors, the roling junta bas resorted to the use of widespread
death squad terror against the population. 1bese open terror
tactics are designed to create the climate for the imposition of the
labor intensive economie rec:cJlStrUction" policies prescribed by
Wall Street's IntematioDal Labor Organization (I�). To elate, the
imposition Of this fascist scheme bas been blocked by isolated
resistance from the left, working class and industrialist layers.
With the appropriate international catalyst, however, these
elements form the basis for a potentially strong anti-fascist
movement.
This week's edition of Wall Street's Barron's magazine, fearfully
acknowledges this reality: "The Argentine economy is roined and
Argentine society is dislocated," Barron's reports," (Argentine
Pre$ident Jorge Videla) seems to have little control over the
anarchy that rejgas in Argentina...Videla is perhaps the worst risk
that bas ever asked thP. (international) banks for the sum of $1.2
billion." Yet despite Wall Street's appniisal of Argentina's credit .
rating as hopeless, Economic Minister Martinez de Boz' current
U.S. and European fundraising tour for refinancing Argentina's
debt bas met with ''unexpected'' success.
This deviation from traditional international fmancial practice
was, however, not unexpected . According to Money Manager,
another Wall Street weekly, de Hoz presented U.S. Secretary of the
Treasury William Simon with an "ultimatum" during his visit to
Washington,D.C. last month. That ultimatum,reflecting the highly
volatile situation in Argentina, demonstrated to Simon that unless
sufficient credits were provided to refinance Argentina's huge
foreign debt, de Boz would be forced to declare a debt
moratorium. The loyalties of Mr. de Hoz, a man called"Joe" by his
best friend David Rockefeller, were never questioned. As one
banker explained in an interview this week, de Hoz was not making
a tbreat,he was simply "being honest" in reporting the anti-Wall
Street pressures hack home. Thus, as Barron's nervously concludes, "(the banks and the International Monetary Fund) have DO
other choice but to concede the credits..."
The widespread Argentine resistance to Wall Street's fascist
dictates may catch the debt collectors at the IMP and the World
Bank by surprise and dismay. They do not, however, shock de Hoz
whose extensive family ties to Argentina's agricultural and in
dustrial layers (sugar and steel) are well known. A long tradition of
progress-oriented thinking within Argentine capitalist layers was
transplanted from Europe together with the majority of Argen
tina's original settlers. A fierce national pride in culture,education
and high living standards are similarly firmly rooted in Argen
tina's working class, giving it unique distinction as South
America's most "Europeanized" nation.
The drastic collapse of production over the last six months, and
the consequent deterioration of Argentina's living standards, has

angry.

"

.••

brought the reality of Third and even Fourth World poverty and
backwardness terrifyingly close to the Argentine POPulation.
Within the last three months alone, the sales of most consumer
goods industries have dropped by 60 to 80 per cent as the buying
power of the working class, bas fallen by 46 per cent since January.
ArgentiDa bas suffered the highest inflation rate in the world for
over a year, and the basic national industries of steel, auto,glass
and agro-machinery are folding up or universally resorting to
"short production weeks" as their inventories remain unsaleable.
A shortage of credit available to these capital-intensive industries
bas become more pronounced as the government's fascist dein
dustria1ization policy is translated into selective credit rationing
to
.
·
·
promote"decentralization."

8.O's Fuci8t Pruposals Rebuffed
The labor-intensive "decentralization" policies detailed at the
World Bank-sponsored International Labor Organization c0n
ference in Geneva last month were met with outrage by the
Argentine delegation. The Argentines agreed to join with the
progressive representatives of Mexico and Algeria to block the
passage of the ILO's fascist proposals.
Part of the ILO program specified that Argentina's capital
intensive, collectivized agricultural industry be dismantled in
favor of labor-intensive plot-farming in marginal jungle and
mountainous areas of the country to avoid costly fertilizer and
machinery imports. The agricultural ministers of all the Argentine
provinces met in a conference the week following the ILO meeting
to denounce this proposal. According to the Buenos Aires press
cov�rage of the conference,the provincial ministers resolved that
"the agricultural frontier will allow no expansion that does not
proceed from the incorporation of technology!"
Equally significant is the recognition of the notion of labor power
that developed within capitalist layers who have angrily responded
to IMP dictates for drastic cuts in working-class living standards.
These layers have demanded instead that the government make
"education, health and basic public services" their top priority.
The junta's elaborate campaign over recent weeks to push the
implementation of labor-intensive public works projects has also
been rejected by provincial ministers who have cited the industrial
development of the provinces as their primary objective.

PatalQllia: ··Argentiu'sNewPuture"
Despite the overwhelming pro-development sentiment of
Argentina's industrialist and agricultural base,the junta continues
to promote the World Bank's fascist programs. Over the past week,
President Videla himself was sent out to stump for his fascist
backers in the frozen wastelands of Patagonia in southern
Argentina. While Videla's saies pitch about Patagonia's "hidden
riches" Was intended for the oil-hungry mUltinationals, the ex
tensive publicity given the Videla tour in the press is even more
explicitly directed at Argentina's severely unemployed and un
deremployed workforce. "All means will be implemented for those
who, with patriotic vocation,decide to relocate and work in these
Latin America Newsletter
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lands. The old and the new pioneers will receive the encouragement
and support necessary for a renewed. impulse of creation and
progress , " Said a typical press report. Videla promised, ''What is
important is to create poles of development in the interior of the
country, particularly in Patagonia, to give it its own in
dependence," and further urged the "vigorous mobilization of
buman, material and financial resources" to carry out this
"development." Workers in Argentina's industrial beartlands of
Cordoba and Buenos Aires need only think back a few months to
recall that the Argentine government was making plans to use
chain-gang prison labor to "develop" Patagonia to appreciate the
full intent of Videla's "vigorous mobilization of resources" .
Other motion which would finally tip the delicate balance of
forces in Argentina is beginning to appear in Cordoba, the auto

center of Argentina. There, more than 60 per cent of the work-force
is bigbly-skilled. This layer is angered by the government's
austerity measures and anti-labor measures which have included
large increases in all public services, automatically increaSed by
15 per cent per month through the end of 1976, a wage freeze, the
indefinite suspension of the right to strike, and the latest measure
being mooted by de Hoz' ministry, an "emergency" 2 per cent tax
on all personal income over 3 million pesos ($120) a month - the
average salary of the auto worker in Cordoba. During the last
week, . according to the Buenos Aires daily Opinion, three local
newspapers ran panicked editorials on the effects ot the
"recession" on Cordoba's working class and all three came to the
same unaviodable conclusion: "Can one be expected to believe that
a mass of unemployed can stay immunized for three months to the
siren songs of the preachers of subversion? "

Rockefel ler' s Institute for Pol icy Studies
Runs Anti-Echeverria Smear Campaign
New York, July 16 (NSIPS) - An investigation by the U.S. Labor
Party, the Mexican Labor Party, and New Solidarity International
Press Service has revealed that the current international cam
paign of vilification and lies against the government of Mexican
President Luis Echeverria originated with and is being run by the
Washington, D.C.-based Institute for Policy Studies, a principal
private arm of the U.S. political intelligence establishment and the
chief controllers of international terrorism. Institute sources have
indicated that the campaign is being waged with the full complicity
of the U.S. State Department.
The Institute acting on its own name and through its front group,
the Council of Hemispheric Relations is presently known to be
conducting the following operations against the Mexican govern
ment and President Echeverria :
1) Conduiting lies IlDd slanders into the international press false
ly accusing Echeverria of "government repression" of the Mexico
City daily Excelsior, an Institute "left-fascist" propaganda sheet
recently taken over by right-wing forces linked to former Mexican
President Miguel Aleman. (New York Times correspondent in
Mexico. Alan Riding, is collaborating in this effort) .
2) Authoring statements to be circulated by U.S. Jewish organ
izations, denouncing the foreign policy of the Mexican government
as the prelude to Institute-organized "tourist boycott" of Mexico.

3) Pressuring European governments and the U.S. Congress, in
particular the Black Congressional Caucus, to withdraw support
for the nomination of Echeverria for the Nobel Peace Prize.
Not accidentally, the Institute for Policy Studies also played the
key role in setting up the Israeli "counter-terror" raid into Uganda
recently condemned by Mexico's Ambassador to the United Nations .
through deployment of its international terrorist networks to carry
out the Uganda hijack boax. Emphasizing the Institute's deter
mination to continue its lawless interventions against Mexico,
Larry Bims of the Institute's Council on Hemispheric Relations
told NSIPS that doctrines of national sovereignty did not apply to
the Institute's smear campaign because "there's no such thing as
sovereignty in terms of ideas."Birns described how he personally
had toured the offices of the AP. UPI, and other wires services to
ensure that the Council's press release smearing Echeverria was
conduited into print. But. Bims insisted, there is "no CIA plot to dis
credit Echeverria. "
In addition to laying out the scope of Institute operations detailed
above. Bims reported that the U.S. State Department, while public
ally refusing to deny that Echeverria was behind the Excelsior
takeover, is privately telling inquirers that "the facts of the case
are even more damaging to Echeverria."

Echeverria: " The Majority Took Over Excelsior, Not The Gov't. "
HIt's Strange That Indignation Should Come From U. S. "
July 17 (NSIPS) - The following is a reprint of an article appearing
in the July 14 Mexico City paper, Ultimas Noticias. which covered
statements made the same day by Mexican President Luis Eche
verria.

President Echeverria stated today that his government "has
never. least of all now when there is a lot of talk about an internal
crisis in a newspaper cooperative. been bothered by any posture or
any criticism, within the exercise of our liberties. which disagree
with our official path."
At the inauguration of the new television facilities of Channel 1 3 ,
President Echeverria refered specifically to the Excelsior case. He
said that "It's symptomatic that criticism of the Mexican govern
ment over a problem which arose spontaneously in Excelsior has
not yet been played up in the Mexican press. radio or television. but
rather in some papers - very rich papers - in New York City 
newspapers which are extremely dissatisfied with our nationalistic
position. "
8
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The Chief of State said that his government "has only asked the
media for responsibility and careful consideration. for a nation
alist attitUde in the face of foreign pressures and for a positive
attitude in the face of established interest groups."
Moments later. in a surprise press conference. reporters insisted
that the President discuss the Excelsior case and its repercussions
abroad. The President replied. "Why not ask reporters form New
York to go to the Excelsior offices and find out for themselves what
happened there? It seems to me, " he said "what happened there
was decided by the majority of the Excelsior cooperative mem
bers . "
When asked whether the criticism of the Mexican government
published in the foreign press could cut down his image as one of
the leaders of the Third World. Echeverria answered. "The world
is full of criticism . from editorials in the United States or Israel.
There is struggle. There is violence. And those opinions are coming
from countries which use plenty of violence."

Exclusive NSIPS Translation. from Izvestia:
,

"Mexico After The Elections"
July 11 (NSIPS)
77Je following article appeared in the July 12
IZvestia. the official Soviet government daily, under the byline R.
Tucluwi.
-

The modern history of Mexico is measured in six-year periods 
the length of time that a president is in power. The bourgeois
democratic revolution of 1910-1917 not only put an end to the 30 year
reactionary dictatorship of Diaz, but also established in the c0n
stitution the principle of forbidding re-election of the head of state
and government.
On July 4 the new president of Mexico became known - Jose
LOpez Portillo, the candidate of the ruling Institutional Revolu
tionary Party (PRJ) .
For almost half a century the PRlbas played the leading role in
the life of Mexico. Closely tied in with the state apparatus. it has for
all these years had its representatives at the roots of power. and its
political course bas changed depending on which of its ruling
classes held the top leadership of the party. The presidency of
Lazaro Cardenas (1934-1940) left a great imprint on the history of
Mexicc . when representatives of patriotic sentiments in the
national bourgeoisie nationalized the oil and carried out other
important progressive reforms. strengthening the economic in
dependence of the country and beginning the construction of a large
state sector.
At the present stage the development of the situation in Mexico is
characterized by an increased polarization of social and political
forces. The local oligarchy - an economically strong clan of large
financiers and landowners. acting in harmony with American
capital - does not conceal its hostility to the state legislation which
limits its entrepreneurial appetites. It would like to manage things
so as to give itself scope for uncontrolled exploitation of national
wealth and of the people. and politically to establish a reactionary
dictatorial regime. like those which now exist in several states of
the Latin American continent.
The extreme right forces became especially active on the eve of
the present elections. The landowners started behaving more
aggressively ; and in answer to the just demands of the landless
dwellers in the Mexican countryside. they have more and more
frequently had recourse to savage reprisals against peasant
leaders - there have been tens of murders by their "white bands."
Several latifundists even went so far as to cut back agricultural
production, which did economic harm to the country.
Large industrial-financial groupings openly came out against the
right of workers to strike. With unprecedented fury they went up in
arms against the governmental law limiting speculation on plots of
land in the cities. Matters went so far that influential financial big
shots met in Monterrey at a secret conference to agree on actions
against certain governmental measures.
It was evident that the upper strata of the Mexican oligarchy was
trying to exert pressure on certain circles in the government and to
turn the trend of the electoral campaign to the right. Concerning
the Monterrey meeting. President Luis Echeverria remarked that
the same people participated in it who. after the overturning of the
Salvador Allende government in Chile. wanted to do the same thing
in Mexico. The candidate (LOpez Portillo) from the PRI called
them Ku Klux Klan-types.
In the past the extreme reactionary forces opposed the ruling
Institutional Revolutionary Party in presidential elecitons with
their main political stronghold - the Party of National Action
(PAN) . But this time dissension within the party went so far that its

leaders could not even register their candidate for the post of
president and were limited to participation in the electoral struggle
for a place in · the senate and the house of deputies. However.
disorganization in the camp of the reactionary opposition does not
mean that the extreme right forces intend to give up their attempts
to direct the development of the country into another channel.
A broad electoral campaign was waged by the Mexican Com
munist Party (PCM) . together with the Movement of Socialist
Organizations and the Socialist League. The leadership of the PCM
bas stressed · that the main goal of its electoral campaign is to
ICobilize· the masses aioUnd a program called "The National
Movement for Democracy." And althoUgh the authorities did not
allow the candidate from the PCM - Valentin Campa - to be in
cluded on the candidates list. still the active participation of the
party in the electoral struggle strengthened its political position
and influence.
In five months. the elected president of Mexico will start his
work. LOpez Portillo stated that his policy will be directed at
raising the standard of living of broad layers of the population and
achieving full employment. On questions of foreign policy. the
government intends to continue the present course for further
.
development of relations with all countries of the world.
On the road of its development Mexico. as an independent
country. has achieved no few successes. But it must now resolve
many problems in the name of social progress and strengthening
of
.
its Sovereignty.
-

Special tc? NSIPS:

Stateme nt By Venezu elan
Ambassador To Mexico
July 1 1 (NSIPS) - The following statement by Dr. Francisco
Herrera Luque. Venezuelan ambassador to Mexico, was given to
NSIPS to clarify impressions left by an intemew the Ambassador
granted to the Mexico City daily Ultimas Noticias of July 1, on the
potentially volatile _Venezuela-Guyana border issue. Tensions in
this area ha ve been deliberately fomented by Kissinger's Institute
for Policy Studies to ignite the Rand Corporation 's "regional wars"
scenario in the northern tier of South America. The nature of the
questions and the editing of the interview in Ultimas Noticias. the
afternoon edition of the Institute-controlled Mexican daily Ex
celsior, implied that Venezuela would consider invading Guyana to
"liberate" the people in the western half of that country who "want
to be annexed to Venezuela. " The interview also omitted any
mention by Ambassador Herrera that Venezuelan-Guyanese
relations "are absolutely normal and cordial. "
Excelsior is linked to the Venezuelan weekly Resumen, which is
also edited by Institute agents. Resumen has been a key source of
provocati-ve lies against Guyana in an effort to inflame the border
issue within the right wing of the Venezuelan military. Forces
allied with Venezuelan President Carlos Andres Perez are aware
that a military adventure against Guyana would lead to the im. mediate end of civilian government in Venezuela.
latin America Newsletter
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Over the last two decades of the nineteenth century, Venezuela
was dispossessed of tbree-fourtbs of its national territory.
In that period of Victorian Imperialism, Venezuela was unable to
oppose such acts of exploitation. We were a poor and injured
nation, recovering from two wars, without the weaItb and military
power needed to defend what was stolen from us. Our country did
not. however, renounce the rights of sovereignty over these
tenitories.

never to attack . small countries and even more so if it is as
demilitarized as is our neighboring country. Our armies have never
crossed our borders for imperialist ends. When they went abroad,
with (Simon) Bolivar in the lead, it was to help our brother peoples
from Colombia to Bolivia win their Independence.
This does not mean, however, that with this we renounce our
sovereignty. The Foreign Offices of Venezuela and Guyana have
been conducting dialogues on this question for years: I am neither
informed nor authorized to give any more comment in respect to
these talkS. I am giving you these declarations in order to clarify in
Mexico at the request of the press, whatever doubt could exist on
the matter. The relations between the two countries, despite their
differences, are absolutely normal and cordial.

Years before the indepencIence of Guyana, Venezuela again .
demanded that England return to the lands.
Since 1965 the maps of our country include the claimed zone.
When Guyana achieved independence, Venezuela transferred its
claims to the new state and Venezuela persists (in making such
claims ed) to thiS date, as is public knowledge.
Venezuela,'witbout renouncing its rights, bas never harassed nor
Signed by Francisco Herrera Lugue, Amb. and Maria Isabel
threatened Guyana, since Venezuelans have profound convictions . Ferrero de G,onzalez, Press Attache, Mezico, Julyl;1.
-

NSIPS Special Report

IC,LC Cal ls ,For 'E mergency Debt Moratoriu m For Peru
To Prevent Continental Rand Wa,r
,

,

July 17 - Three months ago the International Caucus of Labor
Committees (lCLC) issued an international warning of the threat of
a rightwing coup against the pl'O-development government of Peru,
and the danger that a successful coup would lead almost inevitably
to war with Chile and a chain reaction of tenitorial wars across the
Latin American continent. The bloodless coup on Friday, July 16,
which purged the leading leftist ministers in the military govern
ment, , and brought the government firmly under the control of
civili!ln and military rightwing forces controlled by U.S. Secretary
of State Henry Kissinger, has escalated the danger of continental
I '
war to a point of immediate gravity.
The ICLC warned last April that the Peruvian rightwing military
is committed to waging a revanchist war with Chile, to regain
Peruvian territory conquered by Chile in the original War of the
Pacific in 1879. This revanchist obsession of the military rightwing
- profiled extensively by RAND agent and top Kissinger advisor
Luigi Einaudi - was the issue around which leading rightwing
agents split the Army, and forced continued concessions from the
pro-development military.
Since the emergence of Peru as a Third World leader in the fight
for a New World Economic Order and development - and par
ticularly since Foreign Minister De la Flor's endorsement of
moratoria on Third World foreign debt at the February UNCTAD
conference in Manila - U.S. Secretary of State Henry Kissinger
and the Wall Street bankers have used blatant economic warfare,
internal subversion, destabilization, and the threat of RAND
regional war to try to destroy the pro-develop ment elements in the
military government and crush the working class. Kissinger has
targetted Peru for "Chileanization" to prevent the possibility of a
Peruvian debt moratorium declaration which would have triggered
a chain reaction of moratoria throughout the Third World, and
broken the death grip of the Dollar Empire.
It is well known by Kissinger, Wall Street, Rockefeller in·
ternational finance agencies, and governments throughout the
Third World that prior to yesterday's coup, the Peruvian pro·
development forces had been actively organizing for a debt
moratorium, and that the key factor in their defeat was a lack of
critical international support.
We remind all individuals, financial and business layers, and
governments with an interest in the continued existence of Latin
America, that without open international support for the pro
development forces in Peru within the , days ahead, the coup or•
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dered by Kissinger last Friday will lead to the devastation of the
entire Latin American continent through a RAND-scripted "30
Years War" holocaust. We remind you, as we did in April, that the
rightwing now holding the reins of power in Peru is bent on war
with Chile, a war which would quickly force a geopolitical military
lineup across the continent and set off longstanding territorial
dispute$ and hostilities,
If Rockefeller, Kissinger and their RAND scenario-writers are
not stopped now, their policy of destabilizations, promotion of
genocidal regional wars, economic warfare, terrorism and the
imposition of fascist dictatorships throughout the Third World to
prevent Third World debt moratoria will inevitably lead the world
to a general thermonuclear confrontation between the United
States and the Soviet Union.
An immediate, emergency debt moratorium for Peru is the only
basis on which the pro-development military forces in Peru,
backed by a working class ready to fight, can wage' a successful
counterattack, and overturn Kissinger's coup.
Anyone and everyone who has an interest in the . continued
existence of Latin America and its potential as a market for trade(
as a site for industrial and capital· intensive agri<;ultural develop·
ment, and its very ability to support human life, must ensure that a
. moratorium on Peru's foreign debt is granted - now.
On July 16, the three members of the Peruvian cabinet most
closely identified internationally with the struggle of the Third
World and internally with uncompromising commitment to
national development were forced out of their posts. The most
important nationalist in Peru, Gen. Jorge Fernandez Maldonado
who served as Prime Minister, War Minister, and Commanding
General of the Army, and one other senior general were forced into
retirement in order to make room for right-wingers to take over
,
those powerful positions.
No official explanation has yet been given for the elimination of
the revolutionaries from the Revolutionary Government and their
replacement by conservative and pro-imperialist elements.
This "bloodless coup" was the immediate result of an uprising by
the Navy , and parts of the Air Force and the Army against the
progressive forces, but can best be understood as part of a long
series of economic, political and military attacks and threats
against Peru. NSIPS has over the last year exposed and published
details on these destabilizaton campaigns and the various
representatives of the State Department, RAND Corporation, and

the Rockefeller banking strucbIre who have formulated and COD
ducted the attacks. A brief giYiDg coasideraItle detail GIl
preparatioas for a coup in Peru aDd suiJllequent war with awe was
published by NSIPS in 197$. _
The iDtematioDal implicat:ialls of the present bloodless coup in
Peru are best expJained by the geoeraIized hysteria of Wall Street
and its agents towards Peru in geaeral aDd a-Fareign Minister
General Miguel AD&e1 de Ia FIor, in . particular, ever- since he
raised the question of 1'IIinl Werid debt lIlCII'Iltarium at the MaDiIa
Group of T1 Meeting in emty FeImary, 1976. At the MaaiIa C0n
ference de Ia Fler publicly II:'resIm ... future meetings must
...
affected DBtioIIs.
considera pnJlNlD of debt ....lmeDt�themost
and a generii1izeCl moratoria for the rest of the 1binI World as &eiDg
part of what is necesIIlI')' to maintain development despite. the
world capitalist crisis .
Since makiDg those statements as a representative of the Third
World, de Ia Flor bas been subject to the most vile abuse from
Rockefeller intensts. His :government bas been subjected to
economic straDguIatian by tbase same. iaterests and military
threats by way of � · fucilt pilla regimes in the surrOuncIiq
South American .......ie&lUdlilS Chile.
It is fully cenf"uiHd 1haUlte removai of debt moratorium ad
vocate de Ia F_ ..t iIis allies from the Peruvian military
government •· ...we,of 1lle aaalterable demands made by the
New York "banks under _ic warfare threats of CUUiIIg off
credit:; and titus food sappIies to Peru and of iIlciting Chile, Brazil
and Ilther local powers to militarily attack Peru. The anti-Peruvian
black propaganda emaatillg from sources CODDeCted with,
Secretary of State IlearyKilsiuaet 's NatiDaalSecurity Council, aad
their Senate mouthpieces sueb as Sen. Jesse Helms �.) bas
branded the country intoa '� cabmancl Soviet base," hoIcIiDg
the now-ousted Min· tuz8S1....-ible.
In late February, Henry K· . 4S', :g8Ve evidence of his personal
leadership in settiDg the fascilt ftRimes of the CCIIltinent agaiBst
Peru. The Secretary · Of � delivered an attack on Peruvian
foreign policy in Lima 1IIiI 1hI!n 'lh!w directly to Brazil, where he
declared Brazil a "special jiidbieI " of the United States. (South
American natioas regard BnlziIian military threats with similar
trepidation as independent African states see the OQtIaw govern
ment of South Africa.)
According to sources in the Council of Foreign Relations, Luigi
Einaudi, a Kissinger aide on loan from the RAND Corporation, was
instrumental in 8I'I'8JIIing the U.S.-Brazil "special arrangement"
treaty. While at RAND, Einaudi authored several profiles of the
Peruvian military and bas recently made lengthy, ''unofficial''
visits to Peru.
.
The United States, the IntematiGDal Monetary Fund (IMP) and
their regional enforcers made it repeatedly clear that they would
strangle Peru if the "radicals" were not removed and IMP-ordered
triage programs not implemented. Einaudi, meanwhile bas con
tinued to offer promises of debt rollover. and ample foreign private
investment and substantial military aid for a Holy War against
Chile, if Peru agreed to abdicate from a Third World vanguard
position.
Peruvian President Morales Bermudez bas capitulated to the
demands of �e Kissinger forces on the eves of the two critical in
ternational debt crises the March 31 and June 30 payments
deadlines. On March 31, Morales Bermudez repudiated "Peru's
agressive foreign policy" .... We must shift our sights back to the
American continent." be also warned of the need for severe
domestic austerity measures. These were sharply administered on
June 3D, with a 44 per cent devaluation of the Peruvian Sole which
the Economics Minister boasted went beyond that needed, and
announcements of drastic cuts in government service and
developmen� budgets.
The austerity measures were used to set off Chilean-model CIA
destabilization scenario of transport strikes. Simultaneously, Apra
_

SeCond International 8ncl maoist agents were activated for a spree
of looting and arson. 'l'hese provocations served to justify a national
State of Emergency, follOwed by measures banning all meetings,
parades, and labor strikes. These measures, while perhaps needed
to stop agent provocations have turned Lima into a miIitary
occupied city and make it extremely difficult for the workers and
peasants COIIlII1iUecI to the RevolutioDary Government to act in its
support - without receiving facticmal military backup.
As of this moment. the leaders of the major labor unions and the
revolutioaary defense orpnimtions � continuing to stay in the
open and to organize and inform their bases of poIitic8I develop
ments.
Such leaders are presently exploring all avenues open to them to
bait what is expected to be the steady movement of Peru towards
becoming a Chilean type fascist state. The advance of this process
of ChiIeanization was announced two days ago by the ap
pearance of armed fascist gangs in the streets of Lima. Calling
themselves "Patria y Dios" (Country and God) , these paramilitary
groups handed out leaflets entitled, "Long Live Chile," praising the
new Peruvian government for its intentiGll to "eradicate in
ternational communism."
While the fascist plotters are reported to have worked out plans
for wholesale round-ups of popular and union leaders, these plans,
and others calling for the removal of President Morales Bermudez
and the dismantling of the Revolution, are as yet being held in
abeyance. The fascists are uncertain about how much resistance
abrupt fascist moves might provoke from radical and moderate
sectors of the army. A figurehead President Morales and the
veneer of " institutional continuity of the Revolution" are being
preserved as means of temporarily calming the population and
- international public opinion.
The unabated step-by-step process of Peru moving away from
the Non-Aligned camp and towards submission to Imperialism bas
not yet produced the results desired by Lower Manhattan. Their
program is the demolition of the Peruvian Revolution, including
the undoing of land reform, the elimination of the state sector, the
industrial community (worker participation) , social property
systems, and the destruction of Andean Pact guarantees against
looting by multi-national corporations. These demands (and
parallel ones "to break all relations with Communism") bave been
repeatedly presented to Morales over last year by fascist elements
in both the Army and Navy in the company of threats that he would
be eliminated if he did not preside over their implementation.
NSIPS bas published evidence of ultimatums of this nature from
General Bobbio Centurion through his mouthpiece General Gonzalo
Briceno, in February, and overtly by himself since early April.
Bobbio even brought together the leaders of all military services at
his military academy, June 11, to throw his counter-revolutionary
demands in Morales' face. Morales at that point refused, citing
support from · the Lima Armored Division and the necessity to
continue the Revolution. The progres.sive elements fought back and
around the same time · succeeded in imprisoning on well·
documented corruption charges,tantalean Vanini who was among
the plotters.
A month later, Prime Minister Fernandez Maldonado, utilized all
the forces on his side in the Army to force the retirement of Bobbio
at the moment of an attempted "cold coup" Friday, July 9. Bobbio
held out 30 hours at the military academy before he was persuaded
to retire.
The Navy, however, went ahead with the coup plans, and ac
cording to military sources withdrew from the Revolutionary
Government on July 13. On July 15, the Navy threatened to bom
bard Lima's port of Callao if Morales did not remove Fernandez
and the other Third Worldists from his government within 48 hours.
Morales, perbaps out of fear of Chilean intervention in case of a
Peruvian civil war, capitulated to the demands of the fascists in
order to maintain the "unity" of the armed forces.
"

"
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News Update
JuIJ 18 (NSlPS) - AI we 10 to press, reports from Uma 1ndk:aIe" 
that Lower Manhattan ad Secretarr 01 State Hearr Xi.....

bave fon:ed a I'8Did aIIift in die Penman duatIaD rr.. a """
ICiDIti1utiaaaI" cIIaDp
to fuel.. to die .. 01 die 1173 a.uea
coup. 1hundar, JulJ 22 has beea made a taqet date for die DId
pbue of this procea - die pbue wbicb will beaIa a adieu tJpe

,

bloodbatb 'l1Ie IfaaiIt str1'BP teacIIin .... .... called •
aatiamride strite far that date ad aInab IIIItitute for PaIIq
Studies-eaatroU maaiaII in aaivenitiel u well u riIht-wiDI tul
owaen are trJiDI to apaad die IIrike IDto a tataI ....... with
the IOft!nmmt. 1'IIe aatc:ome ol die chaoa wIIicb wuaId _ flam
such a IIrike wuaId be a blaodbath.
UDder orden from their creditan in Lower ManhattaD die
aovenuaeat police bave aIreadr beaun to pic:k off
- poteDtiaI
-- - �
-- - I

NEW SOLIDARITY INTERNATIONAL PRESS SERVICE
Labo r N ewsle tter

Oem Convention Spawns Nazi J-abor _Front
July 18 (NSIPS) - With an eerie feeling of deja VUe millions of
workers watched in horror as the Democratic National Convention
acted to replicate, in the guise of a phony New Labor Coalition, the
coalescence of a 19308 Nazi Labor Front which is slated to become
the Pivotal force behind the fascist Carter-Mondale ticket. The new
Labor Coalition, heralded in major Atlanticist press organs as a
"new voice" for labor replacing the old guard in the AFL-CIO,
consists of such Institute for Policy Studies-CGntroUed unions as the
United Auto Workers. the United Mine Workers, the InternatioDal
Union of Electrical Workers, the National Education Association,
Communications Workers of America. AFSCME, International
Association of Machinists, and the Graphic Arts Union.
The Coalition, headed by top Institute labor spokesmen Leonard
Woodcock and Jerry Wurf, represents the realization of decades
long wrecking operation agamst all constituent-based trade unions
headed up by top Institute insurrectionist Victor Reuther, a leading
member of the Fabian Democratic Socialist Organizing Committee
(DSOC) Reuther, in an open letter circulated recently in the name
of the new Coalition, boldly declared war on those avowedly anti
fascist unions within the AFL-CIO who, like the powerful Interna
tional Brotherhood of Teamsters. have resisted implementati8n of
the Carter-Mondale backed slave labor policies.
The New York Times, gloated in a July 15 front page article over
the apparent demise of the formerly dominant " ol d-line " Meany
faction of the AFL-CIO as an effective political force in the newly
"reconstructed" D emoc ratic Party. The Times underscored the
significance of George Meany's absence from the Democratic

Convention by featuring the eight-union Labor Coalition as the
principal architect of the Democratic slave labor platform - which
Meany and his anti-fascist cronies in p rin cipally the Building
Trades and Steel sections of the AFL-CIO have no choice but to
support, the Times crowd. Meany, who is in a behind-the-scenes
struggle with Institute forces within the AFL-CIO under the
leadership of Lane Kirkland, AFL-CIO Secretary Treauret, and Al
Zack the AFL-elO legi sl ative Director, has so far refused to en
dorse the Carter-Mondale ticket. Boldly anticipating M eany ' s
capitulation to the Kirkland forces, the July 15 Christian Science
Monitor trumpted Kirk land as the sOUfce of widespread reports in
the national press "the executive council of the federation . .. will
meet in Washington Monday July 19 to endorse the Democratic
12
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nominee Jimmy Carter."
The issue of support for the Carter-Mondale ticket.however - is 
bringing the behind-the-scenes factional struggle into the open,
with top AFL-CIO officials in Washington swinging into motion in
an all-out fight against the Institute-backed Reuther-DSOC
wrecking operation. Over the past week alone. the U.S. Labor
Party has sold a dozen special intelligence briefs on "How the
Institute for Policy Studies took over the Mineworkers" to worried_
-&

top AFUIO bureaucrats who althoughly stubbornly refusing to
expose the Institute and its wreckers_ within the Labor movement,
reluctantly admitted that the 'USLP has been right all along on the
I.P.S. plans to wreck constituent-based trade unions.
Placed in the spotlight at the height of the Democratic Con
vention nominating speeches as the principal spokesman for the
Institute-backed Labor Coalition, Cesar Chavez of the totally syn
thetic United Farm Workers union boldly outlines the goals of the
resurrected N�zi Labor Front. Decrying the notions of progress
and technology as antithetical to the "good life" Chavez called for

massive de-industrialization, slave labor anc:\ equality of sacrifice
- a theme echoed throughout the convention.
The Chavez call for "greater sacrifice, besides getting support in
the speech of Carter-backer Peter Rodino, was given a larger voice
in a Washington Post editorial by Wolf Von Eckardt which warned
that the Carter program "is all good and promising as far as it goes
. . . but it does not I fear go far enough. "

,

The public flaunting of the new fascist labor coalition throughout
the major national press and news media is an actual revelation of
weakness and desperation by Atlanticist forces. Under pressure of
time and growing support among especially Third World govern
m ent forces for the USLP's proposed debt moratorium and In
ternational Development Bank, the Atlanticists must immediately
c ut working class living standards in the advanced industrial
sector by some 40 per cent which would have genocidal implica
tions for millions of human beings outside the advanced sector.
With the new fascist labor coalition openly exposed, the millions of
U.s. workers who fought bitterly agaisnt fascism in World War II
can deliver a crushing blow to the fascist resurgence by joining
with the USLP to expose the insurrectionist Institute for Policy
Studies and its criminal networks.

ENDOItSBIIBNT OP PASCISTDIDI PROGIWl PUIS
'l1L\IIS'IBItS INDANGEIl OF
1N-:tI-I-IUiB- POR POUCY S'l1JDIBS TAKBOVER
"db the � c:apbire of Internatiollal Brotherhood of
Teamsters IntematianaI Secretary Ray SchoessIiDg at this week's
Democratic Convention. the IDstitate for Policy Studies terrorists
have won a crucial tactical footboId within the Teamsters
executive. ScboessIiDg, the DUm_ two man in the Teamsters
hierarchy aacI a member of thicaao MaJOl' Daley's deleptiau
broke rub with the tells of ....... of Teamsters who bitterly
oppose slave labor aacI die Institute' s attempts to destroy their
union by "reluctantly" eillkuiug the despised Carter-Mondale
ticket aacI its fucist PftIIl'8IIl.
'lbe capitulation of Schoessling to the Carter operation of Fabian
Leonanl Wuodcock and the Institute fur Policy Studies is the direct
outcome.the nfasal of leading Teamsters to publicly identify the
lnstitm:-diRdecl dleusive to break their union. despite the fact
that theytbemselfts uefully inlenned and cogniunt of the nature
of the aIIaet tIIIIinst diem. With leading Teamsters remaining
stupidly silent, the Institute .... heen given reom to launch an all
out offensive qainIt '* Teunster leadership which aims at
restructuring the Teamsters along the lines of the toothless in
stitute-run United Mine Workers and eliminating the main
potential .. 2 • • .... mmemeat opposition to the fascist effort
centerai arauad1lteCartert:alllPBign .

Behind the c:apibdatiDn of Sc:hoessling, two key inside operations .
. against tire 1'eamIten emes:!led 1his week.
The morning afb!r " Cesar Cba-.ez' raYing anti-labor speech
at the Democratic Con,ention. IIIStitute brainwash victim Jim�y
Hoffa Jr reached ill Detreit, said. .....,be. as JOU say. we are
captives of these IDstitute agents. but I'm supporting Carter all the
way. Yes. I lmow the Laher Part7 1ft11'811l is for II'Owth and ex
pansion. the kind ef�the TtsiIl'iteI s supported in the past. I'm
sorry. I have to .....-t <:'.art!r. " l18fta bas also authorized
publication of a duIHous a L Liceapby of his father which lends
credence to insinuationB a.t 'llte present Teamster leadership had
a hand in the former Twa tu ... u' 1!II" s murder.
In a related de 0 eIu;;aaeal. 1he Teamsters bave capitulated
to the Institute-led pr..-e to restructure . their multi
billion dollar Central States Pension Fund along the lines dictated
by "PROD." the 1ttstitute '1J "rank and file' ; countergang with the
union. and by the SpeejaI SeaIne Task Force which is charged with
investigating the Fund. Daniel J. Shannon . Presiding Officer of the
Fund and a forme!' tfIp Daley aide. bas purged 28 of the 30 top
executives of the Fad. To placate the Institute's Senate agents.
Shannon replaced the 28 veter'aIIs with "bright. young . academic
types." a code phrase for Institute for Policy Studies penetration.
•

'"Maoists" - notoriously CGIdIoIIed by the Institute for Policy
�es - are respcJDSille for J"unmy Boffa's murder.
NonetbeIess. leadiug Teamsters bave made no move to c0un
terattack agaiDst the Institute assault 011 their union. Typically.
. Cleveland Teamster leader Jackie Presser. the son of Cleveland
Teamster head Bill Presser. sought to appease the Institute-PROD
wreckers in his area by publishing a bicenteDnial ad in the
Cleveland Plain Dealer which gave PROD the left cover of
"communists," eadoned the wage.price controls swindle which is
a leading feature of the fascist Carter platform. and haplessly
echoed the Institute smear against Congress by declaring Congress
"more carrupt than the IBT" 0 )
Leading T� Ia� -:;- . along with � memhe.rs
opposed to the Carter campaign and everything
It-stands for - are actively cousidering endorsing the Labor
Party's LaRouche-Evans slate. a move which would abruptly tlLrn
around � Institute offensive against their union. while giving
needed encouragement to the numerous AFL-CIO and UAW of
ficials throughout the country who prefer not to follow their
national leaders in endorsing the Georgia peanut.

I adamantly

•

DAW Set to ImpIemeIIt Carpantism As New Contract Talks Open
The United Auto Workers (VAW) leadership will be pushing full
scale impimentation of corporatist labor practices - Cf}
determination, bllmaniiation-productivity schemes. short work
weeks - rather than wage increases as the central contract

demands when negotiations open in Detroit on Monday. July 19.
according to top un;on officials at Solidarity House. In so doing. the
UAW is attempting to set a precedent for the massive importation
of German-British Fabian social fascist labor relations into the
USA. as per the Nazi Labor Front proposals which UAW head
Leonard Woodcock helped draft for the fascist Carter campaign
and the slave-labor National Economic planning-oriented
. Democratic party platform.
The upcoming contract talks - which will cover the Big Three
auto companies. Agricultural Implements Divisions and in
dependent Motor companies involving over 800 .000 workers to
replace present contracts expiring on Segtember 30 - will be
markedly different from Teamsters and other recent national
bargaining situations which delivered '�old-the-line" pay in
creases on the order of 35 per cent to union members. UAW sources
indicate.
The UAW plans to make reduced working hours - which the
union presents as a solution to mass unemployment of auto workers
- the major demand in the contract talks according to a statement
by UAW Vice president Irving Bluestone released last week.
Bluestone. a fellow of Marcus Raskin's Institute for Policy Studies
Justiee Dept. CIabDiIII It'I ....y . Launch IDdictmeDts
is also Director fo the huge UAW General Motors J)epartment. The
al lWfa Dlen
UAW plans - as outlined in the Democratic platform - to trade
At the same time. i n an exact replay o f the set up of Tony Boyle . substantial productivity gains to compensate the-auto compa!li�s
that led to the takeover of the United Mine Workers by Institute
for any wage bikes or cost-of-Iiving adjustments. other union
lapdog Arnold Miller. the July 16 Detroit News reported that the
sources added. The'substance of these agreements are suppOsed to
investigation into Jimmy Hoffa 's murder is reaching the in
be kept secret from the UAW membership.
dictment stage. Embellishing on a week-old story in New York .
Leonard Woodcock himself first announced that co
Times, the News quoted an unnamed source as saying. "We believe
determination would be made a priority demand in the upcoming
we now know all the significant details of the case and who killed
negotiations at a press conference held in Munich. West Germany
Hoffa. We've got just a couple of problem areas. There will be in
in mid-May. UAW vice president and Chrysler director Douglas
dictments. The evidence is growing every daY." Furthermore. the
Frazer then targetted the near bankrupt Chrysler Corp. for the
News reported. the grand jury investigating the case has granted
intitial implementation of corporatism. In a N.Y. Times financial
immunity to Joseph Giacalone. the son of an alleged Mafia leader
page interview. he inferred that existing speedup -productivity
whose car was borrowed by Hoffa's foster son. Charles O'Brien. on
schemes bave been largely ineffective from the standpoint of
.the night of Hoffa's disappearance. The immunity grant removes
changing· the disastrous financial situation. Frazer proposed to
:'Giacalone's right to remain silent before the grand jury on the
save the situation by baving the "UAW seek one and possibly two
basis of the Fifth Amendment.
union officials on the Chrysler Board of Directors" during the
negotiations. On the plant level. the UAW will ask for an enor
Ap arentIY. the top levels of the IBT leadership are walking into
mously expanded "humanization" program. he said. which would
this set-up with their eyes open. Authoritative top-level teamster
replace management-hired foremen with union-hired foremen.
sources have reported to NSIPS that they have evidence that
.•
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NEW SOlIDARnY INTERNATIONAL PRESS SERVICE
M ideast Report

Insane Advisors Say: "Try and Stop Us "

.

"'

•

Kissi nger Moves .For War Provocati�ns Ag ainst Soviets
A CODSeDSUS on nuclear brinksmanship bas been reached amcmg What is immediately required is that Moscow declare its open
the top strata of Atlanticlst policy makers to press forward - even intention to wreck and replace the shattered remains of the dollar
at the risk of igniting a direct confrontation with the USSR - with based internatioDal monetary system by supporting a general
the bloody military offensive by Syria and its Lebanese Christian moratorium on Third World debt payments both to Moscow and the
allies. A bloody cbaUenge bas been issued by Henry Kissinger to New York banks. The Egyptians, with a $16 billion debt, are stra
tegically situated for Moscow to begin that process, a process
the Soviets: Either you permit Syria and the FaIaDgists to an
guaranteed to break the power of the New York banks whose
nihilate the Palestine Liberation Organimtion and the Lebanese
desperation is fueling the Syrian attack on Lebanon in the first
left - or prepare for nuclear war As the following interviews
place.
show, the essential message from a sample of NATO-linked policy
planners is the same: "Try and stop us. "
In fact, a number of strategists interviewed this week, and the
NSIPS Exclusive Interview
Western press, virtually taunted Moscow with the fate of its poli
with L. Dean Brown:
tical allies in Lebanon should they be abandoned. A top adviser to
Kissinger, Dr. L., said it most plainly. "The Lebanon episode is
revealing the Soviets' impotence. The Soviet failure to support its
clients is hurting. Arafat wants the Soviets to make good on its
promises." Others, of a similar view, refused to acknowledge thai
at the point at which the Soviets decide that they are being in
tolerably isolated from their allies in the Mideast and the Third
VlASlHNGTON; D.C., July 16 (NSIPS) - The following interview
World, they will DOt only intervene militarily to stop the bloodshed
granted by former U.S. special envoy to Lebanon L. Dean Brown to
in Lebanon, but launch a general war
a joumalist on July 13 bas been made available exclusively to
The Soviets have thus far reacted with excruciating tolerance to
NSIPS.
the murderous fighting in Lebanon. Statements from the Soviet
Communist Party in Pravda have named the U.S., France, Israel,
Reporter: Reports have come in today about the Soviets readying
and Saudi Arabia as conspiring to supply the Lebanese right with
intervention on the side of the left in Lebanon. What's your
arms and ammunition. and Soviet spokesmen have let it be known
assessment?
that they are rmnly opposed to the Syrian invasion force in
Brown: I would doubt it very much. If they intervene on the side of
Lebanon. It is considered that, at this point, the Soviets are dimly
the Palestinians, you could imagine what their enemies would do.
trying to work out an accord between Syria and the Palestinians
The U.S. would intervene in turn. So what do you mean by 'in
that will prevent a final showdown in Lebanon itself. There have
te"ention'?
been recurring reports that the Soviets have suspended arms ship
Reporter: Running Syria's blockade for example. . .
ments to Syria, and - in diplomatic discussions - are pressuring
Brown: Then they would run into the Israelis. Anyway, you must
Syria to get out of Lebanon.
understand that for the Soviets to intervene as you are talking
The Atlanticist press has also eagerly given wide circulation to
about in Lebanon would be their first overt action there. Sure,
the reports from Lebanon, via the Lebanese left, that the Soviets
they've been critical of the Syrians, but the Syrians have rubbed it
are also considering military action. While such action is no doubt
into them. I doubt we'll see the Soviets doing anything militarily in
being considered as a last resort, Soviet sources have reportedly
terms of intervention without discussions with the Administration
denied any plan for imminent intervention into Lebanon. Earlier
here in advance.
this week, the leftist-controlled Beirut Radio reported that Soviet
If the Soviets simply intervened, the U.S. would react very
Ambassador to Lebanon Soldatov told Palestine Liberation
vehemently. Look, we've just beaten up everybody at the U.N. with
Organization leaders that the USSR was planning to take "urgent
our statements on Palestinian terrorism, you think we'll just let the
action" to defend Lebanon. Although no action was actually
Soviets intervene on the side of the Palestinians? I don't see Henry
specified, rumors rippled throughout the Western press. For in
Kissinger playing the game like that, he'd have his head shot at,
stance, the Jerusalem Post cited reports that the Soviets had con
think what Reagan would do with that.
structed a series of airfields in southern Lebanon for transshipment
Furthermore, the Soviets know for sure that they couldn't just
of military and food supplies to besieged Palestinian camps near
start up something in Lebanon and then pull back, they'd have to
Beirut.
get the job done and over with, which presents risks from their
The Soviets, should they actually intervene, would immediately . standpoint.
Reporter: So what do you see in store for Lebanon, a Syrian
touch off a worldwide nuclear confrontation as happened in Oc
takeover?
tober 1973 during the Arab Israeli war, when Kissinger ordered the
activation of U.S. nuclear facilities across the globe.
Brown: Yes, the Syrians' taking over the country is a good
possibility, at least most parts of it, excluding parts they don't care
Another option besides direct military involvement is available
about.
to Moscow and its Arab allies to b8lt the bloodshed in Lebanon.
.

" We've Just J)eaten .U p
Everybody At The � . N . "
�

.
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Mideast Report

Reporter: What's in store for the Pa1estiDiaDs?
Brenna : The PaJestiaian resistance is in grave trouble. It's
probably brealdag up. fiat to do nut is a big problem for them.
RepcwIar: WIIat at.t Kanit .... a flashpoint for Palestinian
activity and cordI...lbltiDn?
Brown: Kuwait? Nat in 6e .,.. future. Kuwait has a good control
system , poIic:e aDd 1IIOI,IIeY -=-rit7, IioIdiDg these over the
PalestiDiaDs. No .-e will acaspt PaIestiDiaD unrest. The Kuwaitis
are vel"f good at ... die lint plaae 1icket aut to troublemakers.
The Syria8s _'t ral1¥ __ to delt:mr 1be resistance, they want
to reoJ'IIIIIize it. Anyway, JIll can't destmy the PaIestiDiaDs as
such, dIere"ltrlo..., af 1llem, JQUeaD't drive tbem out. . .

NSC IIirIaIst lliIecIor Confirms:

C'The Lebanese Left
Wi11 ae Slaughtered "
WASHINGmN, D.C., JWy H (IfSlPS) - De IolJoJrillg are s
cerpts lmm _iIIIa we .. � OItley, tlre NatHma1 Security
Council DiM'.tIr ttl � &Item AI'Iail'S. De iJJtervietr coin
, "''''' ''' lnIrli aidbytlJe Palestinitms and
cided .,. .
media tlJat
LebaJJese WtiE .. �IB InJm Comecon BedDr
.
the Sovietnrel'e.,.. . 1' __ 1Irm efbelp.
NSIPS : Mr. Oatley, 81Ie ftIIBIt ftII'Dl'ts that the Soviets are plan
ning "ur&eDt adian" _ 1M I MCI118ft'e1Ct?
Oakely: (Leftist ..... c-l) Jumblatt and (Palestiae
Liberation OrRaN.... '-d) AnIIIt were told that today by the
Soviet Ambassador. But I ... . .. ..t it might mean.
NSIPS : Do you 1:IIiDk She ...... . 1:aike strong action, even military action, to aid dle h' r · , _ left?
Oakley: I doubt they1ri1l iaI& Gucmilitarily.
NSIPS : But they ebvioaiIr 'IiiIl 1I8t stand by while the Syrians
massacre the PaIw'iwiM-aMl left.
Oakely: My pemnaI _essmenl is that the editorial of the New
York Times of yestatlay was correct in saying that the
Palestinians and left hlAe miBaed their chance for discussion. I'm
not sure they can make 1111 qreement. I'm hoping something will
happen - butthere are -a.o..., .people involved.
NSIPS : So you believe the Syrias will slaughter the left, and that
the Soviets and the Iraqis, • are now saying they will not allow
this, will just watdl?
Oakley: The Middle Eut is ..ad for its talk, less for its action.
October 1973 (the Arab-Israeli War - ed. ) was an exception and that
includes the Iraqis.
NSIPS : You are agreeing tbat the Syrians are planning to
slaughter the left?
Oakley: If you want to call it slaughter. There were earlier reports
that the PalestiniaftS and left slaughtered the Syrians.
NSIPS : (Syrian President) Assad will not last long if the Syrians
continue their assault. Yesterday apparently there was an at
tempted coup against him.
Oakely: You and some of your friends have said that Assad is about
to go but he hasn't. Syria has a history of rumors like that. . . Go
back and match what has been said by the parties in the Middle
East to what they have done ! We are not playing the games you
claim ! We're not controlling the situation despite what you might
think !

Eugene Rostow Calls �or U . S.

Soviet Confrontation litM ideast
July 1 7 (NSIPS) - De following conversation between Eugene
Rostow. currently of Yale University and the Citizens Alliance for
Meditemmean Freedom (CAMP) and former top State Depart
ment oIIicial. and a reporter on the Mideast crisis on July 13. has
been obtained selusively by NSlPS.
lleparter : JIas CAMP formed a policy for the Middle East and

Lebanon?
lloItInr: Not yet as far as I know. They are in the throes of sitting
down and working out a polley which will be similar to the U.S.'s
and the Atlantic Alliance, that is, peace between Israel and her
neighbors before we do anything like deploying and mobilizing both
politically and militarily to reverse Soviet penetration.
Reporter: What about Soviet support and action on behalf of the
Palestinians ?
.
RoIItow : I'm not surprised. The Economic Intelligence Service said
over a month ago that the Soviet Chief of Staff had his HQ in a war
ship off the Lebanese coast. It must be fearful and bewildering for
them. After all, someone must be supplying the Christians .
R�: Who?
.
Rostow: The French and the Israelis of course.
Reporter: But this sounds like there could be an intervention by the
Israelis and possibly the U.S. and there would be one big war.
Rostow: What do you think has been 'going on, girl? When the
Israelis kill any Soviets they smuggle them out of the country. They
don't want people to know about it. Remember in '67 - over the
canal, you never heard about it again.
Ileparter : But why, . . . you would think the Israelis would want to
publish it.
lloItInr: They don't want to provoke the Russians. They are terri
fied.
Reporter: Are the Soviets moving?
Ro8tow: Are the Soviets moving? - Well, I am up here in Vermont
and not at the State Department. We are forming another group ;
we don't want it (CAMP - ed.) to be tied into each episode that
comes along.
Reporter: What do you mean another group forming?
Rostow: You didn't hear I said that. I didn't speak. It's a slip of the
tongue.
Reporter: What do you think about the Uganda hijacking?
· Rostow: I'm not following it too much, and CAMF has not yet
drafted anything on this, though they might. . . . I was very pleased
that Scranton said what he did finally. I had a public letter ready
saying just what Scranton said.
Reporter: What about the Seventh Fleet moving into the Indian
Ocean?
Rostow: I didn't know about that but it' s a good idea. The threat to
the Horn of Africa is great. Of course the French are working close
ly with the U.S. over this. It looks like a renewal of the Red Sea
Regatta concept of '67 and '73.
Reporter: What about Kuwait - with the Israelis blaming Kuwait
for the hijacking, has the emphasis moved to the Gulf?
Rostow: It already has. The question is what will Soviet policy be
around the U.S. elections. They always do something crazy around
election time. The problem is, they assume - falsely - that Ford
and Kissinger are paralyzed.
Reporter: Will NATO act in a situation like this (the Mideast) ?
Rostow: I wish I did see NATO moving into the situation. A NATO
strike force is preparing to go to the area. But it isn't ready yet.
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Council on Foreign Relations Specialist:

State Dept. Mideast Advisor:

" The Palestinians Are Being
Pushed Into A Meatgrinder
And The Soviets Are I.m potent"
Washington D.C., July 16 (NSIPS) - .In an iDterview today, Dr.

L--:TUgb-ranking State· IJepaltDjeiit luIvisor on the Middle East.
expressed confidence that the Soviet Union is powerless to in
tervene to halt the State Department-ordered butchery 01 the

. Lebanese left and the Palestinian movement.

Dr. L-: The Soviets are taJking harder, sure. The Lebanon episode
is revealing their impotence. Nobody in the Middle East wants to
play their game, and they are left with the most radical elements
alone, the Palestinians. The Soviet failure to support their clients is
hurting. Arafat wants help. The Palestinians are being pushed into
a meatgrinder, not as vigorously as I would prefer, but they are So
Arafat wants the Soviets to make good on its promises. Arafat tells
the Soviets, "You c laim to have interests here, etc."
The only thing they can do is send arms to the Palestinians. But
the Palestinians have no lack of arms. What they lack is fighters.
What can the Soviets do? Sending airborne troop s into Lebanon is
one possibility. But the Soviets are not Americans. They are not
legitimate. Most regimes in the area would 'accept' a U.S. m
tervention, the U.S. has a kind of phony right to do that - it is ex
pected. A Soviet intervention would have the Arab world in an
.

" Nobody Can Stop"
Fighting In .Lebanon

"-

July 1 7 (NSlPS) - The lollowiDg assessment 01prospects lor peace
in Lebanoa was obtained by a reporter from J.C. CamPbell. a
senior research fellow 01 the New York 0?!D...dl- .'!!L!oreign
Relations, and made available exclusively to NSIPS.
Reporter: What are the possibilities for Soviet action in Lebanon?
Campbell : I was just looking back to see what they might do. There
isn't much they can do. They are caught and are not in control of
events: They are very cautious. They might propose a UN Security
Council meeting, or a "Conference of Interested Parties."
Reporter: But how can the Lebanese fighting be stopped?
Campbell : Nobody can stop it against the will of the Syrians. The
Arab Force has only been token. They are just going to have to fight
it out.
It would be hard to get the Iraqis and even harder the Algerians
to go in with their new Arab Force just formed. The Libyans might,
they are crazy enough to try anything like that, but they are tied up
in the Sudan and so on.
I suppOse the most the Iraqis could do is scare the Syrians into
making an agreement. It won't work.
Reporter: Will the U.S. move in?
Campbell : I doubt it. Only to evacuate people. The U.S. doesn't
want to take the initiative and no one from the outside can ac
complish anything.. . Both)\{oscow and the U.S. are very cautious . .

uproar.

NSIPS: What about an intervention by Iraq - like Cuba in Angola
- with Soviet help?

Dr. L-: The Iraqis are not willing. As the fate of the schoolgirls
from the PLO shows. This is not Africa. The Middle East has plenty .
of clOWDS, but they are not all clowns like Africa. The Soviets would
have to send 50,000 Iraqis into Lebanon, and then they could be
eaten up by Syria and Israel. The same 10,000 Cubans that went into

Angola would, in Lebanon, be eaten alive. These people fight in the
Middle East, not like Africa, where they run .
NSIPS : Can Syria do it?
. Dr.L-: The Syrians are being very cautious. The only question is
freedom of movement. The biggest development in Lebanon in the
last two weeks is that the Lebanese Moslems have gone neutral. It
is now Palestinians vs. Syrians, with a few students and in
tellectuals - the left - fighting alongside the PLO. The Moslems
have gone out, and they are no longer calling on the Arab brothers
in Syria to rise up etc. You can tell the truth of this by plotting
combat points on a map.
NSIPS : What about a Syrian invasion of Beirut?
Dr. L-: Israel. Syria and Jordan have reached an agreement that
allows Syria to remove troops from the Golan Heights. As a purely
military question there is no question. I ' m confident that things ·
may go well in Lebanon, that Lebanon may finally be cleaned up.

NSIPS : What is your view of world reality in the aftermath of tile
Entebbe raid?

Dr. L-: The raid itself was not so important. Even before the raid,

the attitude of the European governments had changed. All
Europeans governments accepted the Israeli policy around the
raid, and had refused to give in to the hijackers' demands. Once
governments say no to this thing, there will be no more hijacks .
Attempts t o use the UN, I think, are useless. Resolutions have no
chance of success, since the Soviets and their allies will block them .
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Exclusive NSIPS Translation
from Rose-e/- Yusef

Peace Shuttle Diplomacy Or
The Messenger Of The Fifth War
July 1 7 (NSIPS) - In the third of a series of articles in the Egyptian
leftist weekly, Rose-el- Yussef on U.S. diplomacy in the Mideast by
Ihjaz Ahmed, a professor in Political Studies at Rutgers Univer
sity, New Jersey, U.S. Secretary of State Henry Kissinger is ·
identified as a CIA creation and as the main ally of the Rockefeller
family.
Kissinger's cooperation with the CIA goes back as far as 1952
when he was prepl)ring his Ph.D. theses . He was then given the
mission of supervising "Harvard's International Club," a program
widely known to be funded by the CIA. The program was aimed at
bringing 55 young scientists (among the young politicians, diplo
mats, government officials and journalists and even businessmen)
from Third World countries to spend the summer in Massachusetts.
The program's stated goal was to promote the discussion of and the
exchange of views in political, historical and philosophical affairs,
etc . Its real goal was to intellectually influence (the participants)
and to recruit them to the CIA. In the case of the opposing elements,
the goal was to establish a "warning system" to provide informa
tion about what new leaders could do in their own countries. Marvin
and Bernard Kalb (CBS correspondents) in their book on Kissinger
say that as the editor of the International Club's mag��ine

Kissinger succ:eeded in shaping its anti-communist editorial policy.
Kissinger's relatimship to the RockefeUer family started in the
JDicl..II5Os wmting as the director of a series of studies for the
Rockefeller Brotbers Fud.. KissiDger greatly beDefited from this
experience, e,.;peeially siace the Ilockefeller family has tremen
dous power in the "Couacil _ Fanian ReIatioIIs, " a body which is
sometimes cIescribecl as the '"OIlIer State Department. " Kissinger
succeecIed in establishiDg Iinb widl the Council wIIich bad funded
the publishing of his secaad boak. "Nuclear Weapoas aud Foreign
Policy." AU this time he aIIo IMmshed a YerJ close personal
relaw-bip with .... RocIrIefeIIer .... was his coasuItaDt OIl
foreign reIaIiaas. It was NeIral wIlD CIIftend Kiuin&er as a can
didate fur Sectetary of State (to President N"1XOIl). As he was also
recommeaded by the CIA, the elite of Harvard intellectuals and the
financial eIiIIe in the "c-iI _ F..... Affairs, " N"1XOIl could do
nothing bataceept.

",,,11 NnhU .. ....... .eId_
Kissinger's ...... of the wurId is similar to a great ex
tent to that of (lhe late, fGnMr Secretary of State) John Foster
Dulles, cmIy KissinIer' s thinking is even more ccmservative and
si . While J_ Faster Dulles divided the world into
more aggresve
Communists and .. who are apposed to Communism , Kissinger
considers that ..,. ....... 1IIIIt upsets the status quo which benefits
the adtllllCtid CIIPiWiIt CIDUIItries, is an aaresaive and revolu
tiODal'J fOl"Cle. Tberefare ., power, whether SIb8II or big, com
munist or .. camP.piat, tJ.u .81 a danger when it refuses to
accept the intematiotud order or other countries' internal struc
ture. Therefore all the aocialist aad national movements and coun
tries that are oppoaed 10 imperialism are all put in the same bag as
hostile elements. The United States in its position of the power
representing the es&abIi8::t d II'der ..... reapoad to these threats
everywhere.
Kissinger had adwcated in 1dI 1tS7 writings, the use of a double
edged sword (in U.S. dipIamaey) . Fint, the United States must
obtain a sweeping military vietGry over the Soviet Union, its main
rival and establish an intel'lllltiollal military order in its (the U.S.)
favor; second the U.S. must create many little wars against the
small powers who defy the JdRIIt international order. Kissinger
considers the peaceful soIutioDs as being "dangerous" and has
declared his personal rearet tbat the United States did not take
advantage of its exdasive owraet ship of nuclear weapons to unleash
a direct attack on the SoYiet Union.
By 1957, Kissinger bad allo adopted a concept of wars that he des
cribes as being 'limited' instead of an overall confrontation with the
Soviet Union. But even those "limited wars" included the use of
nuclear weapons with a destructive power up to 500 kilotons. The
events in Jordan in September 1m and the current war in Lebanon
are applications of this principle. This instinctive tendency in
Kissinger led him to find militsry solutions to problems that were
political in their essence , SlId to evolve three regional concepts of
modern warfare : 1 ) the necessity of liquidating militsry accounts
with the Soviet Union 2) the necessity of preparing for the effective
use of nuclear weapons 3) the nec�ssity of creating a new in·
ternational order in which the small countries will start regional
wars instead of the United States.
Despite the separation between these issues, they all represent
the interlinked features of a unique world strategy aiming at en
suring a perpetual milital'Y supremacy for the United States.
In 1957, Kissinger had realized that the chances for carrying out a
direct and an overall war were diminishing. His thinking was
scientific. The nuclear capability of the Soviet Union had made it
impossible for the United States to unleash a complete attack. The
Soviet Union is also not aggressive enough and is not crazy enough
to invade the NATO countries. A.s long as the Western European

countries had protected themselves from the outbreak of a World
War OIl their territories, there must be therefore smal1 skirmishes
in several places of the world that do not COIlStitute a direct attack
Therefore in these "PD8I'Iina1" countries, i.e. in the Third World
countries, the United States has to respond with increasingly
superior farces. There the U.S. bad to win a series of limited
wars in a decisive way even it that would require taking the risk of
a direct canfrontaticm. 1berefore. the direct military stnJggIe is
still possible
especial1y to stop this wave of WQrS in margiDaI
areas where the United States finds no other alter
native.. .Acc:onIing 10 the plus, these "wars" will lead to 'much
better political resul1s than the overall war..:' 1be central region
targetted to implement this strategy is the Mediterranean and the
area SUI'l"CI8Pldin iL If the dangers for reaching a soIntion are
greater than what it sould be, then there is no alternative but to go
to the next stage of the operations (in the Middle East). Even if I
am reporting something that has already become obvious, I predict
that Henry Kissinger, the famous dove of peace, now that his
shuttle diplomacy has stopped working for an unlimited period
will be the messenger of the Fifth Arab-Israeli war.
•••

"

"

-

"

"

Egypt
" Painful Solutions"
As reported last week, the Egyptian political and economic situa
tion is rapidly deteriorating. Egypt's main problems, according to
the July 14 issue of the prestigious Business International, are
rising imports, stagnating exports, domestic subsidies and deficit
financing. "Any hope of a painless solution vanished earlier this
year," comments the business weekly.
Plans for Egypt drawn up in March by the International
Monetary Fund were designed to use up idle capacity in public
sector industries, i.e., putting to work its highly educated and
skilled workforce in labor intensive jobs, increasing exports (the
key export, cotton, has been falling by 39 per cent, costing Egypt
some $500 million) . this in turn would increase Suez Canal trade.
The IMF also proposed that Egypt get long term foreign exchange
from the petrodollar rich Arab states while attracting foreign
private investment. To date, not one of these schemes - all aimed
at guaranteeing that Egypt could meet its $175 million monthly
debt service payments - has been implemented.
A combination of the world economic depression and the fall of
world trade plus the strong Nasserite opposition within Egypt,
politically opposed to President Anwar Sadat carrying out the
IMF's austerity programs, has made the Egyptian economy a bad
risk for the international investment community.
Sadat, fully aware of this, was forced to lower his sights and is
now concentrating on three main direct looting areas, Business
International reports : "Austerity in public expenditures combined
with higher income tax and customs receipts .... substantial cuts in
price subsidies and most importantly a reformed currency ex
change system . " The Egyptian debt (in excess of $16 billion) is
such a headache, an IMF official confirmed that West German,
British and France and the World Bank have formed a committee
to monitor the debt on a monthly basis. If Sadat wants to remain in
power he has to be able to implement the austerity and repay his
debts to the New York banks, sources report.
Business International reports that the 30·40 per cent inflation
rate is unpopular with Egyptians, yet it points . out that if the
country doesn't comply with the "stabilization program that the
IMF has been urging for some time," then the Arab countries will
not give Egypt any more credits. Fearing a collapse of Sadat, the
IMF has been forced to adopt a policy of "wait and see." In a
,

.
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telephone interview this week. a spokesmu for u influential New
York investment bank bad the foIIowiDg c:omments OIl the Egyptian
situation:
Babr: Sadat's positioD is DOt rosy. Politically aDd ecouomican,
the situation is deterioratiag. 'Ibe arm, is very dissatisfied with
him. 'Ibe overall natioaal- debt has DOW reached the SI& billion. All
the New York banks have agreed DOt to give 8IlJ more fonds to
Sadat ezcept smaD amCJU1ds aDd OIIIJ OIl liD daJ period. The major
banking activities have ceatered offshore. an operation which has
drained EgJpt's resoun:es. 'Ibe Arab IDternatiCJIlal BaDk. which is
coatroIIed bJ Kuwait. is the major but for such activities. AIIotber
but is the Arab-African but. Both of these buts are c:aotrolliDg
the offshore SJStem aDd are ehaDMling funds in and out of the
count:rJ.. There is a real possibUitJ of a coup against Sadat....
_ ,.
NSJPS: If the Arabs are doing something like �
Eupt's reserves). how do JOU expect Sadat to come out of his
CI'ISIS ?.
Buker: The Saudis and Kuwaitis wut to" use EuPt for military
purposes. Look at the Lib,a.ElJPtian dispute. (LJOJ8ll leader)
..

•

_

•

Qadam alwafS was figbtiDg for the Islamic leadersbip and he is

more successful 1ban the Saudis. The Saudis can DOt allow
something like that to bappea. so tbeJ are funding the "Muslim
4a"
.BrotherlIotod t in Egpt. tumiDg it against LJ"bJa. The
an
EUPtian-LJoJ8ll war is ahraJS there 0alJ one kiIIiDg
EgJptian in Lib,. and JOB can have war The Saudis are hoping
that Sadat can take over the LJOJ8ll oil wells. But .. far as rm
COIlCeI'IH!d. there is a bigger possibUitJ of a coup in EUPt 1ban
SJria. The buts will have to review their policies towards EgJpt
. YerJ IOOIL
An IMF official cancemed with EDPt. told NSIPS this week
"EveJ'JthiDg has gotten out · of band. especiallJ with the
(Egyptian govemment) Ministnes....Tiie Miuiitries' opposition is
not a unified auempt against Sadat. The, are serving different
interests for the different families. As far as I'm concerned. the
West is DOt going to allow the downfall of Sadat's regime. The loss
of Sadat would have a lot of implications not onl, for the West. but
for the (Persian) Gulf states. At present. the IMP must adoPt a
polic, of 'wait and see' ."

�
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"Kissinger, Schmidt Plot To Make Sovi.ets
A Target of Terror
July 18 (NSIPS) - Crued tap 8IIista1its of Secretary of State
Henry Kissinger are __ RIC••hleclariDg that the brutal terrordestabilization ouIaqltt 1lOW engulfing vanguard pro
developmentTbird World .... , will soon be extended to include
active deploJtaent fIf the 1RItitute 1or Policy Studies-run terror
capability witbintlaeSfMet.ctor itself.
On July 14;, foUowiaI two -a,. or tap level "private discussions on
intematioaal terNfttm " hfMueen Kissinger and West German
Chancellor 1IehDut �, lOUI'Ces connected to the State
Department Cabiaet 0........ to Combat Terrorism conveyed
their "hope that the Soviet Union will engage in efforts to
strengthen intemational (i.e. NATO) attempts to combat
terrorism. .. The lOUI'Ces, CGIDIIleIltinI OIl Kiasinger-Atlanticist
policy, predicted "1ft �eHtiOn of U88Dda-like incidents building
up over a period Of time," culminating in an "international pact
against terrorilJn" - code wards for fascist police-state rule in
North America and WtII&em Europe. The same sources then
declared tbat the " only oIher ahernative " for the Soviet Union to
joining the "pact, " would be to riSk "as a country not previously
" targeted . . . becomiq a victim of terror . "
By explicit State Department admission the Kissinger "accretion
�f incidents" line " CCIRItitutes the complete flop of the Atlanticist
attempt to force the tJai&ed Nations member nations to adopt an
"international pact" whose essence and purpose would be to
abolish the soverelpty of nation states . Aside from those countries
whose governments fwteticIIl as satraps of the U.S. National
Security Council, the overwhelming majority of natioIl$ want
nothing to do with this latest KissiDler scheme.
Kissinger's coterie are not called the Utopians for nothing. Only
Utopian madman could insist . - like the State Department hen
chmen do - that the Soviet Union will watch dispassionately while
an Atlanticist genocidal jackboot is clamped on Europe and the

Third World. The attainment of the Utopians' goals, liquidation of
pro-development Third World forces and fascist police states in
Western Europe, define in both cases the cl"9Ssing of the tiip-wire to .
assured provocation of early global thermonuclear war.

''Bemie Did a Good Job"

The Atlanticists have mobilized their full capability to begin
total destruction of pro-Socialist Third World regimes. The signal
for total war against the underdeveloped countries' appeared July
16 as a Goebbels Big Lie lead story by Bernard Weinraub in the
New York Times entitled " Libya Arms and Trains the World
Terrorists. " Using the stiJi.king "supporters of terrorism" lie, ·the
article targets the following leading pro-development Third World
regimes for overthrow : Libya, Iraq, Algeria, the Palestine
Liberation Organization-PFLP. Weinraub, as the title indicates,
devotes most the the Times' venom to Libya and the Palestinians
for precise reasons. The Palestinian-left forces in Lebanon are
presently undergoing hideous mass butchery at the hands of the
Atlanticist puppet Falange-Syrian forces and Libya is the intended
victim of an Atlanticist-directed destabilization.
The Atlanticist drive against Libya began as a parallel hoax to
the I.P.S.-run Uganda hijacking-Israeli commando intervention.
According to gameplan, a failed attempted coup in the Sudan was
denounced internationally as a "Libyan-directed coup attempt. " in
a coordinated falsehood campaign by Atlanticist media in the
advanced sector as well as the Atlanticist puppet regimes of
Numeiri in the Sudan, Sadat of Egypt, and the ARAMCO dynasty's
King Khaled of Saudi Arabia. Since that date, the Kissinger drive to
'finish' Libya, has not been confined to whorish scribblings on the
pages of the New York Times.
Events indicate that a direct move against Libya is imminent.
Three days ago, Sadat met Numeiri to discuss "the Libyan
problem . " Both" heads of state then new to the Saudi capital of
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Riyadh for a two-day summit with the ARAMCO monarch. While
there is no final word yet, the agenda is no secret. Right before the
talks, Khaled blasted Libya, listing "Libya's crimes," - a prelude
to action against the slated "victim. "
Weinraub's scripted lies also had other targets. "Behind Libya is
the Soviet Union ... with terrorist traininl camps in Cuba, North
Korea, East Germany, and the Soviet Union. " Top Kissinger
terror-controller, Robert P. Myers, the Assistant CoordiDator for
Combatting Terrorism at the State Department was effusively
praising Weinraub for his handiwork: "Wh8t he wrote is an ac
curate representation ... Bernie did a good job."

Surropte Warfare"
The operation against Libya is paradigmatic of the RAND and
related think tank-developed scenarios variously known as either
"Surrogate Warfare" or "War by Proxy. " The viability of the ugly
"regional war destabilization" operations lies in the continued
existence of the Atlanticist international invisible · government
terror apparatus in the advanced sector, combined with its control
and collaboration with outright Nazi cliques and outlaw regimes
such as South Africa, the Israeli warhawks, and other assorted
puppet creations.
The Israeli raid on Entebbe was the start of the Atlanticist antici
pated "accretion of such incidents. " Since that raid it has been
widely proclaimed in the media and emphasized by the State
Department that both South Africa and Giscard d'Estaing's new
Vichy France have similar commando intervention units "ready
for action anywhere on the African continent at any time,"" a fact of
which the Nazi butchers in Pretoria openly boast.
CC

In this light South African diplomats are manically proclaiming
the existence of South African commando 'hit squads' whose
mission is to assassinate pl'O-development African leaders,
fingering as "first in line, Libyan leaders Qaddafi and Jalloud. The
assassination plot would be a back up alternative "surrogate
elimination" fo the Libyan leadership should the scenario currently
being discussed in Riyadh come to nought.
On ANuclear War Tightrope
The net immediate effect of this hideous Atlanticist regional war
overthrow of pro-Socialist regimes in the Third World and the
"terror-counter-terror" fascist escalation in the advanced sector,
is the rapidly rising danger of nuclear war - unless urgently
required " debt moratoria killer blows to the Rockefeller dollar
empire are delivered.
The State Department's July 16 war-provocation line toward the
Soviet Union is the most direct expression of this danger. The State
Department's continued push for speedy institutionalization of "
Nazism in West German is another provocative prong thrust a the
Soviet Union.
A high level Atlanticist, commenting on the outcome of the
Kissinger-Schmidt drive talks"is paradigmatic of the Kissinger war
fever ; "The West Germans have enacted laws against what they
consider disruptive forces . . . they are approaching terrorism with
glee and joy as the opportunity to extend their powers."
Under this psychopathic "glee and joy," West Germany is closer
to becoming fascist than at any time since 1933 (see article page 1 )
Should that awful juncture ever b e reached, Schmidt's and
Kissinger's gleeful smirks will meet an early finish under a rain of
incoming Soviet nuclear hardware.
_

Exclusive NSIPS Translation
from Le Monde:

" A Return To Shock U nits
July 1 7 (NSIPS) - The following are excerpts from an article that
appeared in the July 11-12 French daily Le Monde. by the paper's
defense expert Jacques Isnard.

From the point at which the hostages were taken to Entebbe
airport in Uganda. special studies were carried out both at the
French Army operations center - a so-called "crisis" general
staff. underground. at the Defense Ministry - and at the
headquarters of the 1 1th parachutist division (of the French Ar
my) . in the Southwest. to examine the plans for a French in·
tervention (into Uganda) which could have allowed. through an air
transported expedition. the" recoupment of the Airbus plane
passengers. Units from the 11 Parachutist Division have the
capability to execute such an operation.
Such special studies and preparations for a so-called red alert are
classic on the part of these general staffs conceived to function on a
permanent basis. Previous similar studies had been ordered to deal
with the possible acceptance by all parties involved (in the
Lebanese crisis -ed.) of a French military presence in Lebanon.
All these preparatory measures do not prejudice the govern
ments's final decision which. in both present cases. has had to tak�
more into account the international and diplomatic context than the
strict considerations of tactical use of the forces organized for the
foreign intervention. It remains that the "red alert" of the 1 1th
Parachutist Division allows the French authorities to have
available the equivalent of a combat-ready regiment able to em
bark on twelve hours notice . . . .
' 2�
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. . . . Despite the operations studies carried out by the general
staffs. it does not seem that the 1 1 th Parachutist division was
placed on red alert for the Entebbe hijack.
.. .. On the other hand, everything leads one to believe that the
French intelligence services were in a position to gather in
formation on the execution of the Israeli raid on Entebbe. notably.
thanks to a rapid interpretation of the indications gathered by
diverse fixed or mobile monitoring stations which France has been
maintaining in the Indian Ocean since the removal of such in
stallations from Djibouti two years ago.
. . . . A commission of former trainees. of civilians and military has
been recently created at the Institute for Higher Studies on
National Defense in Paris. in charge of proposing means to stop
this new form of terrorism or international blackmail. The idea
prevails at the French Defense Ministry that it could prove
necessary one day to create organic units of professionals.
specially trained for this type of intervention. inspired by the ex
perience of the 1 1 th Shock Battalion. This commando unit had been
used in Indochina and Algeria in expeditions often controlled by the
" action" service of the SDECE (the French CIA -ed.) and was
disbanded without having really been replaced.
One can believe that the progressive implementation within the
1 1 th parachutist division of units exclusively composed of carrier
staff and . volunteers proceeds presently from such an evolution.
Once composed of volunteers, the First Parachutist Regiment Qf
(French) Navy infantry in Bayonne (Southwest of France -ed.)
could become this special intervention unit. Other countries
besides France did not wait for the Entebbe
operation to engage
.
t:
themselves on the same road.

Exclusive NSIPS Translation:

" Gun.boat Strategists"
July 17 (NSIPS) - · The following is the full ten 01 aD article ap

pearing in the German Democratic Republic Army weekly journal

Volksarmee, number 29-76. The article is signed Major H. Rabe.
This photo was taken on June I, 1976 in BolIn. Two NATO ad
mirals are displaying themselves in front of the world map. They

are the Supreme commander of the U.S. Navy, Admiral James L.
Holloway, and the inspector of the Navy of·the Federal Republic of
Germany, Vice-Admiral Guenther Luther. Their positions are
striking: while the head of the U.S. Navy covers the Atlantic and
Pacific. the Western sphere of operations of his fleet, his host is
found in front of the Indian Ocean. As luck would have it. the
photograph makes visible the long-term tendencies of imperialist
naval strategy.
In the "Europa Archiv" of October 25, 1975. U.S. Admiral Worth
H. Bagley demanded: "Traditional Western sea powers should
deploy their armed forces beyond the formerly delimited spheres
into other regions as well." The Federal Republic of Germany
ought to go beyond the limits of the North Sea and the Baltic.
"Permanent new NATO naval fighting forces," the author con
tinues, formed from the units of the U.S.A., Great Britain, the
Federal Republic of Germany, Canada. Norway and the
Netherlands as well as the Southern European NATO states "must
regularly cruise in the Mediterranean, in the Indian Ocean and in
the South Atlantic."
South Atlaatic SQuacIroDs

Admiral Bagley should know. Until July 1975 he was the deputy of
Admiral Holloway and commanded the U.S. Sixth Fleet in the
Mediterranean in the October War of 1973. His concept of the
world's oceans as the domicile of imperialist navies is supported by
the plans of NATO headquarters to extend this war pact's
traditional sphere of operations southward beyond the Tropic of
Cancer. The Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung had an exclusive
report from NATO headquarters on Feb. 5, 1976 that a Southern
Atlantic squadron, with the participation of the West German navy.
was being prepared as "something perfectly natural." According
to the Social Democratic Party newspaper Vorwaerts of February
26, 1976, the commander of the North American Sixth Fleet. Ad
miral Turner, is inclined to further "stake out NATO's horizons."
This goal stimulates Bonn's admirals to intervene worldwide as
well, with t'ull maintenance of the aggressive "Baltic mandate" of
their fighting forces. The DPA news agency on February 13, 1975
quoted from the appearance of Vice-Admiral Hartwig. then head of
the fleet, before the Naval Society in Kiel: "None of the Western
powers is by itself in a position to oppose the Eastern challenge at
sea." Apart from the well-worn anti-communist pretext for im
perialist naval armament, this is at least a new and utterly eager
tone vis-a-vis the American senior partner, which is thinking of
demanding more of its allies also on the seas.
On the offensive, the BRD offers imperialism its growing
maritime potential for a continuation of the imperialist gunboat
policy which in the future is to be supported by all of NATO. This is
also clear from the BRD government's military White Book 1975-76.
where, among other things, it says of the "naval mission: " "Sea
and air-sea forces are pre-eminently a means of political leader
ship for crisis management. " This does not only subsume the use of
the fleet for political pressure: The explosiveness of this mission
lies above all in the fact that, with its interventions around the
world, imperialism seeks to "manage" crisis that it has itself
previously provoked. Thus the Vietnam aggression in 1974 was
broken with the ready lie that two U.S. destroyers deployed with

aggressive intent off the coast of the Democratic Republic of
Vietnam had been "attacked." Moreover. such a crisis
management passage was not contained in the naval section of the
1973-74 White Book.
"Crisis 1IaDagemenf '

Among the most solid evidence that the mission of the West
German navy has been �ed is the decision early this year to
build six (later twelve> additional guided missile frigates of the
" 122" variety. Chiefly destined for aggression against the socialist
community of states, these units are geared for worldwide ad
ventures. Together with U.S. aircraft carriers and ships from other
NATO countries. they are intended to threaten national liberation
movements of Africa and Asia and act as partners of the South
African racists Their camouflage is "securing oil routes."
This is the way the future joint action looks inside imperialist
naval strategy. The BRD admiralty is angling for a share in the
"big stick" fo the self-appointed world-gendarme. the USA. And
. even before the new frigates are docked at Kiel. the naval officers'
corps is receiving instruction in "crisis management." This is
confirmed by a contribution in the Bundeswehr magazine Trup
penpruisf April 1976, by Captain Werner Rahn, teaching staff of
ficer for military history at the West German naval school in
Flensburg-Muerwik. Rahn formulates the "perceptions" he ac
crued from the Nazi naval interventions into the national revolu
tionary war of the Spanish people in 1936-39. The occasion is the
Spanish People's Army attack on the fascist armored ship Deut
schland on May 29, 1937 at Ibiza. He evaluates the "quasi-war
experience" as "doubtless useful" but "too dearly bought," for
.
lack of greater battlereadiness.
"Similar Missions"
I
What tIie BRD admiralty is up to emerges. clearly from Rahn's
"summary and conclusion." There it bluntly states : "Today we
must open ourselves to the thought that the larger units of our navy
could suddenly be entrusted with similar missions in a crisis zone,
which requires long deployment periods and in which untoward
incidents cannot be excluded."
"Similar missions" to the aid given by German fascism at the
side of Franco in throttling the struggle for freedom of the Spanish
people. It is with such provocatory plans that the NATO horizon is
to be "staked out further" and. in the words of Admiral Bagley. the
"mobility" of NATO sea power increased.
In October 1973 Bagley learned at first hand that the U.S. Sixth
Fleet no longer had the effective potential for supporting the Israeli
aggressors that it still could mount during the 1967 aggression. The
cause lay in the peace-securing mission of the Soviet fleet in the
Mediterranean.
No NATO admiral can maneuver past the new correlation of
forces on the world map. to say nothing of the ocean.

Stage Set For OlympiC Terror
July 18 (NSIPS) - The Montreal Olympics began yesterday in an
atmosphere of Tchaos with 25 primarily African countries with
drawing from the games. Swarms of "religious" zombie gangs
have been allowed into the Olympic grounds in violation of every
sound principle of security precautions.
For the past two weeks, racial and national tensions have
dominated the Olympics. mirroring in microcosm Henry
Kissinger's instigation of brutal Thirty Years War-type
destabilizations in South Africa and East Africa. Kicking off the
Kissinger destabilization while preserving his progressive cover
Maoist Canadian Premier Pierre Trudeau forced the withdrawal of
Taiwan from the. games over their use of the name. Republic of
China.
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Following this, the International Olympic Committee rejected
the demand by 24 African and Mideast countries to exclude New
Zealand for recently sending a rugby team to racist South Africa.
These tensions supply the contut for a terrorist attack as
outlined by Rockefeller insider Sen. Jacob Javits (R-NY) at -the
recent New York Ralph Bunche Institute Conference on Terrorism.
Javits predicted an escalation of terrorist "surrogate warfare"
attacks of targetted countries over racial minority and natiODa1ist
concerns.
Obmpic ViJIqe: 11M Caaeadratiaa Camp
Under the pretext of protecting tbe Olympic athletes from
terrorism, the entire Atlanticist international police apparatus
including Interpol, the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP)
and the NATO countries' intelligence services have turned the
Olympic Village in Montreal into a nightmarish concentration
camp, complete with hidden, closecl-circuit television cameras and
electronic listening devices placed everywhere within the village
complex. Residents in the village and people in the surrounding
area have been ordered to wear identification cards around their
necks with pictures and ID number prominently displayed.
Deployed in this test run of ROckefeller's 1984 police state
machinery will be a combined police-military force totalling 16,000
men. These forces will be in constant patrol of the Olympic village
grounds, the stadium and the route in between. They will be
guarding the underground walkways that lead from the village
housing areas to the buses that take the athletes to the stadium, and

riding inside the buses with shotguns. Complementing the
uniformed forces will be a mass of undercover spys from the
various NATO security and intelligence services, mixing in the
crowds, fully armed and alert for "terrorists. "
Reesian a.otce
In a recent article in the New York Times magazine, Gerald
C1ark, an editor of the Montreal Star, details the "security
precautions" for the Montreal Olympics and concludes with an .
observation by terrorist expert," Dr. Gustave Morf, that
"because of these precautions an attempt by professional terrorists
is unlikely." However, in a recent interview, Harry Brandes,
RCMP liaison to the FBI in Washington D.C. and a member of
Interpol, states that he is "deeply concerned"
about terrorist at.
tavs on the Olympic games.
In short, Rockefeller has two options. Unless his centralized
Interpol-Institute coordination of both sides of this hideous
psychological warfare manipulation - "terrorist" and "coun
terterrorist" - is exposed and dismantled, Rockefeller may either
use a terrorist attack to justify even greater police state measures,
or credit the absence of a terrorist attack to his 1984 "security
precautions," also justifying even greater police state measures.
Over the last week the North American Labor Party has issued
50,000 leaflets pinpointing U.S. Attorney General Edward Levi as
the controller for the Institute for Policy Studies and InteIllOI
networks that would carry out a terrorist attack against the
Olympics.
"

Another SLA? Boston _'j.�ft' and �Right' Terror ism Traced To

LEAA , IPS Prison Programs
BOSTON, July 17 (NSIPS) - Brainwashing and training programs
inside the Thomaston, Me. and other New England prisons are the
breeding ground and safehouse for the pool of terrorists who have
carried out almost all the bombings, "political" bank robberies,
and a ssa s s inations wracking this city over the last six months, and
is linked to every major terrorist incident in this region since the
early 1 970s. NSIPS investigators were alerted to the existence of
this operation through leads uncovered by the July 3 arrest of
terrorist Joseph Aceto and the subsequent recovery of nearly 2,000
pounds of dynamite by New England police officials. Two weeks of
intensive investigation, including numerous interviews with
government officials and other sources who insisted that their
names not be used for fear few their lives , have uncovered an ugly
Institute for Policy Studies network paralleling the case of the
Symbionese Liberation Army, and concealed by highest circles of
elected and appointed officials, including Maine Governor Longley
and the Maine State Board of Corrections.

The Included Elements

This week grand juries here and in Portland, Me. indicted four
men - Joseph Aceto, Richard Piciarello, Everett Carlson, and
Edward Gullion - in connection with the recovered dynamite and a
seri�s of bombings dating from early May, for whicQ responsibility
had been claimed by the "leftist" Sam Melville Jonathan Jackson
Brigade and the Fred Hampton People's Force, and the "right
wing" South Boston Defense League. All four men had served time
in the Thomaston, Me. prison, and all four had been members of an
organization there called SCAR - Statewide Correctional Alliance
Reform .
The network this led the NSIPS investigative team to is the
classic four-level control operation identified in the "Memorandum
22
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"
to Parliamentarians and Security Officials" issued May 24 by U.S.
Labor Party Presidential Ca:ndidate Lyndon LaRouche. As in every
previously documented case of "blind terrorist" operations ruil
j ointly by the Rockefeller faction's private intelligence agenci es
and the Institute for Policy Studies, from the Weather Underground
to the Black Liberation Army, this ne,:!J.N . uncovered terrorist
network includes the following elements :.t
(1) Key private political intelligence and related institutions,
typified by Marcus Raskin's Institute for Policy Studies. All of the
SCAR terrorists were created in environment shaped by noted MIT
linguistics brainwasher Noam Chomsky of the Raskin outpost, the
Cambridge Policy Studies Institute, along with Institute for Policy
Studies Fellow and ex·Weatherman Eric Mann. Both are policy
makers for the North East Prisoners Association (NEPA) , the
umbrella group which created SCAR.
(2) Official government police and criminal justice agencies in
terfaced with the private network. Through the Lemberg Institute
for the Study of Violence at Brandeis University, in Waltham,
. Mass., the New England Law Enforcement Assistance Ad·
ministration and former Thomaston warden Mullaney im
plemented parole and prison "reforms" demanded by NEPA and
concealed the drug traffic in the prison, the visits to Thoma ston by
known terrorists, and the implementation of behavior modification
brainwashing programs.
(3) A proliferation of Maoist goups and Institute for Policy
Studies-related countergangs such as the Socialist Workers Party
and the so-called Communist Party. All of .these outfits operated in
NEPA. Besides providing the general political "cover" for the
creation of zombie terrorists, these groups directly furthered the
p r o g r a m m i n g b y p � o v i d i n g . d r u g s �J! n c!_ ' �p_�Jit i c a !

education" belief-mucture JIUII'8IIlIIliD using materials from
similar Institute for PoIiq Studies mmbie creations like tbe
S.JDlbionese Liberation Army and tbe New World Liberatioli Fl1IIIt.
(4) The bliDd tenorisIs themselves. The 1bomastan inmate
ftleinbers of SCAR were subi.- to tile LEAA's usual bebavior
modification tecbicIues qI ...... PQUP 'tIIeap,. sessicJ!Is.
solitary confinement, and the CODCOIIIitaDt ..political education..
that tumed tbem from ordiDarr IIeIIII01led crimiDaIs into
"revoluticmary terrorists ; ·, ill dae saaae "shion. "radical prison
reform" PJ'OII'8IIIS ill CaJilwIaia·. V� ..... run bJ tile CIA
brainwashiDg � CoItGD ...... .. tile IDstitute for PoIicJ
Studi� UDited PriaaIen· UDiDa. cnat.ed tbe care of tile
SymbioDese LiberUioJa AnPJ.
, "

Funding for the apparently bottomless NEPA and SCAR defense
funds is bowa to have come from the IDstitute for Policy Studies
related Alnerican Friends Service Committee; and a r..atholic
bishop in Maine.
',
-:1brough tbe SCAR-NEPA reforms. "political eduCation'; COm
bined with prison-run behavior modification . programs created a
pool 01 pliant zombies wbo have been respoDSible for nearly a dozen
terrorist bombinp. robberies. and at 1east ODe murder since the
_earlr 1�. Carlson, who was pickecl up here last week with &00
pounds of dyaamite. taUlht classes for inmates at Thomaston in
''80 proo'" upJosives. a skill he had picked up as a quarry and
excavation worker. Negotiatioas between Heald and Mullaney
arranged lor these . classes to go on unmolested. One former
ThomastGO prison official ooafirmed that conditions there are so .
... ... .,.,
.
NSIP$ ipY� � . tile SCAR � iDside
)ax that drugs are literally thrown over the fence to prisoners. and
ThomastQn is a l"eIIUlI'blQ lp setpp .. a .....um secaritJ' .
knives and other weapons are carried by prisoners in full view.
prison. � qId walk _ tIae .... toJNnow and. �
IOCaT I8w emorcemem personnel and elected state officials
being subjected to � ..- .. 1Jida . . Brother". AQUIIU
revealed that tIIeir attempts to initiate an investigation into the
Heald. lIP. bead of SCAJ . IfIIJd it U. last ,., tile group's me
drug-nmniag at 'l'bomastaD and a 1974 incident in which inmates
founding inmate-mem_ I!tiII • 'J1aoatastaa ; every ODe of die
mailed a baby carriage riaed with uplosives to the Republican
others bas � � Of CGQYicted of terrorilt acts.
''
pan, National Committee with a note reading. "Pass this on to
Jerry Ford,·J have been consistently blocked by Mullaney.
Heald told NSIPS � _ _ 1IIUDCe lias bela c:ommuted
and he is eliJW� Ifw � .. "'" cI-.pite offers from tile Maille
Parole Caatrol
,State Boar4 of � to iana'" employ him as a
With the training in uplosives and terrorist tactics proceeding
smoothly. an Institute for Policy Studies and Law Enforcement
"'consultant." .., Qi � .. ..... 1Iia curnat setup - a
Assistance Administration joint project in parole and work release
private off�e (� � ....>.. . ........ ecIucatioa: ·
conj ugal visits. aud , a_ . � _ traffic iDsidetile priam.
took up the logistics of getting the newly created terrorist zombies
This pleasant arraIIIIQIeat .... .... in effect siDce 1973. when
out on the street for periodic deployment. Here the Lemberg In
stitute on the Study of Violence - boasting � Davis, Institute
SCAR was iIlc:orporated .. , ._ orgaaizatjoD as part of
NEPA. Through tile '*...... of IWIJd aDd fonaer 'l'bomaskIB
for Policy Studies crazy Abbie Hoffman. and Weatherman Susan
Saxe among its alumni - was a key nexus.
warden l4u1Janey - IIOW • � .... OR Law EDfon:emeat
Assistance � ara � lor tile State of MaiDe 
Through Lemberg Director and Institute for Policy Studies
one of the most bIataat ..... ...... Jet UDCOvered was
seminar veteran John Spiegel. his wife Babette, and through Dr.
created.
Ralph Lewis. currently an advisor to the Institute for Policy
_ '
Earlier this year. SCU .u.- left NEPA ill an engineered
Studies Counterspy-Filth Estate. both parole reforms and further
split over "revoJut"""q �.. .. SCAR favoriDg active
terrorist traiDiD& were initiated. Babette Spiegel directed the Law
"armed struggle." i.e. � 1'IIe December issue of NEPA
Enforcement Assistance Administration-funded STEP program.
where inmates were given parole and enroUed in a university. One
tips off the selection � _ .. canied out at that time. It
features a two-page � '1IJdD&in8 in full a speech bJ Weather ' such inmate. Stanley Bond. enroUed in Lemberg under Ralph
Lewis and soon joined forces with Weatherwoman Saxe in a
Underground terrorist u.rudiDe Dohm aJlDOUllCing the im
Massachusetts bank robbery in which a police officer was killed.
portance of above-� "DOIi&ic:al" covers to set the environment
. for the militar �
Mu1Janey and the New England Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration are now blueprinting the plan to extend this parole
While Heald: " AcetO. �. CarJaon. and Guuion were all
system throughout · New England and decentralize the relevant
inmate members of SCAR. DOIitk:aJ cootrol was exerted by two
evaluative bodies to a prison-by-prison basis. In this way, NEPA.
student radicals DaIIled Le� and Bishop. both currently fugi.
working within each prison, will directly influence the parole protives from a 1975 Rhode 1slan4 explosives arrest. Out of the now
ceedings.
defunct Red North Star book� Levuseur 0I'IIIUIized political
'
. i!JI'
To FiDish tile JClb
education for the Thomaston Dd.-n, briItIiD& in books and
The arrest of Aceto July 3 by Massachusetts State Police oc
literature from the Symbionese Liberation Arm,. the New World
curred in the face of outright complicity with the terrorist by
Liberation Front. George Jacksoo. and Regis Debray. Levasseur
federal agencies. the U : S. Justice Department, and the Treasury
and Bishop conducted PQliticaJ ecbM;atioD for the prisoners �.
Department's Alcohol. Tobacco, and Firearms Bureau. The four
through NEPA and the National I.aQers Guild. won prisoners the
men now under indictment have been released under liberal parole
"rights" to an "uncensored" politiCal library. conjugal visits. and
"work-release" programs.
stipulations and given immunity form prosecution for violation of
those stipulations !
From 1973 until his Rhode Island ari'est. while "teaching" at
Aceto was released from ThomastOn in August 1975. and never
Thomaston Prison. Bishop was on the FBI's Ten Most Wanted List
reported to his parole officer. Richard PiciareUo. still at large, was
for a 1969 bombing of CoIotaao power stations ! After his arrest in
released in October 1975 on condition that he would never return to
Rhode Island. Bishop was tried. convicted. and immediately
Maine. On his release from Thomaston. PiciareUo was tried and
released on appeal bond in Colorado.
convicted on Massachusetts bank robbery charges, and im
Similarly. Levasseur was released on bail of 531.000 raised
mediately paroled. Questioned on the failure to pick up Aceto or
overnight by SCAR. and has not been found by authorities since.
Picarello on gross parole violations while the two were openly
The FBI reports that Levasseur bas since fled to Canada. while
living at the homes of their parents, a parole board official stated.
Cambridge. Mass. police officials have indicated · that he is in
" How did we know where they were living?"
·Cambridge.
'
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Everett Carlson, the explosives expert, was released on May 3,
1976, only one week before the Boston courthouse bombing signalecl
a new escalation in "blind terrorist" attacks. Despite their known
history of terrorist activies none of the Tbomaston-8CAR network
were investigated in connection with the incident.
Some sources indicate that Aceto bas been a police agent all
along; other members of the network maybe hapless victims of
Chomsky-Institute for Poliey Studies-Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration brainwashing pl"Ofll"8JDS. But clearly these in
dividuals are just the gutter lev.el of a network which extends into
the highest circles of New England government officials and the
federal Department of Justice. These forces' complicity in
coverups of in-prison training and brainwashing, in the ongoing
LEAA plans to extend the operation through parole reform, and in
providing a continued free band for terrorist operations like NEPA,
are behind any further terrorist attacks.

NSIPS Sllecial Rep-ort
-

July 19 (NSIPS) - Terrorist Information Project, an outgrowth of
Marcus Raskin's Counter Spy-Fifth Estate group, this week issued
a public call for physical attacks and electoral black operations dis
ruptions against the U.S. Labor Party'S laRouche-Evans cam
paign. The release of the TIP pamphlet, "N : C.L.C. -Brownshirts
of the 70s,"financed by major foundation money conduited through
the Communist Party USA, the Socialist Workers Party, and -the
Institute for Policy Studies, came only hours before a highly sus
picious automobile accident nearly claimed the life of a Detroit
Labor Party Congressional candidate and an I.P.S. affiliated
splinter party in North Carolina was fraudulently moved onto the
ballot against the Labor Party.
In the next issue of New Solidarity, a full analysis and develop
ment of the significance of the TIP signal will be published. At this
point, the following points establish the broadest outlines of this
massive CREEP activation :
The "call to action" circulated in the TIP pamphlet has activated
the entire Rockefeller private intelligence apparatus in a CREEP
campaign to destroy the U.S. Labor Party and thereby destroy free
elections in the U.S. The Institute for Policy Studies is at the center
of this activation, which also involves Edward Levi's Justice
Department, other "official" government agencies, the top Wall
Street law firms including Arnold, Porter and Fortas and the Atlan
ticist-controlled above ground and "underground" news media.
The Democratic Party Carter-Mondale campaign apparatus,
directly overlapped with the 1972 CREEP operation that water
gated the Nixon administration , is a principal witting participant in
this criminal conspiracy.

Is Jimmy Carter Brainwashed?
NSIPS Special Brief
$1.00

-

-

The U N Security Council
Oehate On The Israeli
Raid JJ1to �g8Jld�_

,

Release of "TIP" Brief
Signals Massive CREEP
Activation Against _US_LP

-

UNITED NATIONS, N.Y., July 17 (NSIPS) - Last week the United
Nations Security Council carried out a four-hour debate on the
Israeli commando raid on Entebbe Airport, a raid on July 3 which
resulted in the death of more than 20 Ugandan soldiers, the
destruction of a number of Ugandan Air Force jets, and large-scale
material damage to the airport. The raid was carried out as a pre
conceived implementation of the doctrine of "limited sovereignty"
under which the so-called battle against "international terrorism"
becomes the justification for wholesale violation of the territorial
sovereignty and integrity of any state, particularly in the Third
World.
The UN debate itself revolved around a dispute between the
African, Third World and socialist members of the Security Council
who insisted that the debate focus on the question of the Israeli
violation of Ugandan sovereignty
and the Western powers,
principally the U.S., Britain and the Israelis, who attempted to turn
the council into a forum on "international terrorism. " The debate
was accompanied by a barrage of propaganda in the Atlanticist
press designed to create an atmosphere of praise and celebration of
the Israeli action as a model for dealing with "terrorism."
Coverage of the debate itself played up the statements of the Israeli
Ambassador Chaim Herzog and U.S. Ambassador Scranton, which
portrayed the Israeli action as a justified response to terrorism and
targeted numerous Third World states, including Libya, Somalia,
Algeria, Iraq and others as responsible for terrorism, The Ugandan
regime of President Idi Amin was charged with complicity in the
hijacking of the Air France plane and cooperation with terrorists
who held the hostages.
The Third World response largely focused on the dangerous
precedent set by the Israeli action and called for the condemnation
of Israel for a violation of the UN Charter and international law .
The Organization of African Unity submitted a resolution - they
filed the original complaint on which the meeting was based calling for the condemnation of the Israelis and payment of repara
tions by the Israelis for their attack on Uganda. In response. the
U.S. and Great Britain submitted a counterresolution which called
for a condemnation of hijacking and terrorism while only ab
stractly "reaffirming" the concept of territorial sovereignty
without mentioning the Israeli action.
The debate formally ended when a vote on the U.S.-Great Britain
resolution failed the receive the 9 votes required for passage ; the
Western states voted in favor 'and the rest of the participants ab
stained or refused to participate in the vote, citing the irrelevance
of the resolution to the actual question under debate. The African
and Third World representatives tabled their own resolution when
it became obvious it would fail to receive the required 9 votes.
Under any circumstances, it would have been vetoed by the U.S.
The debate began with the bloodthirsty speech of Israeli Am
bassador Herzog and the statement of the Ugandan Foreign
Minister. Excerpts of the Israeli Ambassador's speech, and the
speech of the representatives of the United States and of the Soviet
Union are printed here. We add the comments of Libyan Am
bassador 'Kikhia in reply to Ambassador Scranton and later to
Herzog, in which for the first time, the real nature of· international
terrorism as a conspiracy of the Western intelligence agencies was
broached publicly at the United Nations. In addition we print the
text of the Mexican government let�er to the Co�cil.
-
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ClWM BEPZOO, PBRIMNENT JlEPUSBIiITATIVE
OP ISRAEL TO mB UN
ADDIIBSS T0 1RB SECURITY COUNCIL.
1"" , 1171
In more ways tban one. this organization is in the accused stand .
today. . . There will be no excuse in history for this body or for the
constituent memben of this body. if it fails to condemn terrorism ....
I submit Sir that UDder the provisioD of article 23 of the Charter"
the Govemment of Libra � di8qualified< from membenhip of the
Security Couneil. FurlbetbiOie UDder A!ticle'27 paragraph 3 Libya
as a party to this dispute is diBqualified from voting on this issue....
The airbus'laaded at Entebbe-Airport OIl' Monday 28 June. and the
hijackers were met b}' a reinforcement of terrorists who awaited
them at the termina1 armed'to'tbe teeth witb submachine guns and
explosives:
President Idi Amin of Uganda arrived at the airport shortly .
before the hijaeked plane landect and embraced the hijackers in a
gesture of welcome and a IJIOIIIise of support and assistance.
Ugandan soldIas were tIftm JMitioDed with their gullS trained. not
at the hijackers. but at tile iBuueeut civilianB ; men. women and
children.
It has fallen' to . 1.. of 'lffll small country. embaUled as we
are . . to dew
II .... br thr world that there is an alternative to
surrendertaterlVliBnNalllllJlblMIPmaiJ ...
We call 0Jr tbi8. bud). to c:h!clare' war OIl international terror. to
outlaw it and'eradicate'it wberever it may be. We call on this body
and above alI we call' on tile member states and countries of the
world to unite in a common effort to place these criminals outside
the pale of human society amhritlttllem toplace any country which
cooperates in aDJ way in tlleir nefarious actlvities....
Let me remind you. tbat wIletr tie bii acltin& took place this
Security Council WBlfclllJaUq tbe feIIIIIIlt of the so-called Palestine
Committee. The Security COamriI:lield' fbur meetings on the Pales
tinian question while l1li &It fJI tamJr carried out by Palestinian
terrorists was taking p� _dtis Council did not see fit to raise
the question and pleadfbr1llllrreblale oftbe innocent civilians.
If this body fails to taII' .... we call on all freedom loving
countries in the world' to COJDe' 1DIedler outside the framework of
this body. establisb acceplJed IIDl'IDS of behavior in relation to
terrorists. and declare in no uncertain terms that each and every
one of them will have notItinI wliatsoever to do with any country
which violates these norms aml'which encourages terrorism.
.

WILLlAM sawnw. � REPllBSBNTATIVE
op .,.v.r. TO mB UN
ADDRESS TO .,. SItaJRlTY COUNCIL.
_12. 1J'18
As members of this Council lnow. I have spoken several times
earlier this year in this Council defending the principle of terri
torial sovereignty in Africa. I reaffirm that today. In addition to
that principle. there are other basic principles and issues at stake
in the question that is before us. We must be deeply concerned over
the problem of air piraCy and tile eaIIoas and pernicious use of
innocent people as hostages to promote political ends. This Council
cannot forget that the IsraeH operation in Uganda would never
have come about. had the hijacking of the Air France flight from
Athens nottaken place....
Israel's action in rescuing the hostages necessarily involved a
temporary breach of the territorial integrity of Uganda. Normally.
such a breach would be impermissible under the Charter of the
United Nations. However. there is a well established right to use
limited force for the protection of one's own nationals from an
imminent threat of injury or death in a situation where the State in
whose territory they are located is either unwilling or unable to
protect them. This right. flowing from the right of self-defense. is
limited to such use of force as is necessary and appropriate to
protect threatened nations from injury ....

This assessment of the legality of the Israeli actions depends
heavily on the unusual circumstances of this specific case . In
particular. the evidence is strong that, given the attitude of the
Ugandan authorities. cooperation with or reliance on them in
rescuing the passengers and crew was impracticable. It is to be
hoped that these uniqe circumstances will not arise in the future.
'We of course strongly defend the concept of national sovereignty
and territorial integrity. Moreover. the United States deplores the
"loss of life and property at Entebbe and extends its sympathy to
those families who were bereaved by events originating in acts of
terrorism that they neither supported nor condoned.
But the United States delegation believes very strongly that this
Council should address itself to the causes of incidents such as that
which occurred last week in Uganda. We believe that this Council
should once again take positive action to put an end to such sense
.less violence. We believe the United Nations should do everything
within its power to ensure against a recurrence of this brutal.
callous and senseless international crime of hijacking - the crime
which gave rise to the Israeli action....
Under such circumstances. it seems to me that the Government
of Israel invoked one of the most remarkable rescue missions in
history. a combination of guts and brains that has seldom. if ever.
been surpassed. It electrified millions everywhere. and I confess I
was one of them. It was j ustified - truly justified - because in
nocent decent people have a right to live and be rescued from
terrorists who recognize no law and who are ready to kill if their
demands are not met.

MR. KHARLAMOV. REPRESENTATIVE
OF mE USSR TO mE UN
ADDRESS TO mE SECURITY COUNCIL.

lu1y 12, 1976
The Security Council is yet again considering matters related to
the actions of a State represented here. and that State is Israel.
Furthermore. these are actions which on more than one occasion
have been judged to be aggressive. ':"his time the aggression has
state. Uganda.
;been committed against a small sovereign Africanlocated thousands of miles from Israel.
When you. Mr. President. gave the floor to the representative of
Israel I thought that the delegation of Israel had lit upon something
unusual and that it would help us to solve this matter in a positive
manner. would express its regrets at what had happened and
perhaps would propose some kind of measures to settle this ex
ceptionally unpleasant and dangerous phenomenon of a military
invasion of Israel into Uganda. No reasons which might be adduced
here can justify the fact that a small State was subjected to
aggression by Israel. armed and supplied with everything
necessary for this by other States . . . .
A unilateral attack b y one State o n another without an appeal to
the Security Council or to the United Nations is aggression ; it
cannot be denied. Official approval or justification of this Israeli
act against Uganda may arouse regret, but the very people who
approve such acts are encouraging organizations to undertake new
actions inimical to the peoples of Africa - and not only of
Africa . . . . The Soviet delegation therefore feels that the Security
Council must condemn in the most vigorous manner the Israeli
aggression against the sovereignty and territorial integrity of the
Republic of Uganda. an independent State and a Member of the
United Nations. It seems to me that the proposals made earlier
orally and Dow issued in a · draft resolution are quite- logical in ·this
connection : to compel Israel to recompense Uganda for the
material c;lamage done in connection with this attack. In addition.
the Security Council must extend a serious warning to Israel that
such acts of aggression will not go unpunished in the future . . . .
With regard to the matter under discussion, I should like to say in
conclusion that the peoples not only of Africa but of the entire world
must and will draw conclusions from this act of aggression. There
- --

•
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his counterfeit State. Israel. Maybe one day he will write his
memoirs, when he bas retired to his green Ireland. At that time he
will not be bound by the laws of secrecy of this counterfeit State,
Israel.

cannot be a double standard with regard to a given State. There is
me standard intematioDa1 law and it is set out in documents and
decisions of the Uaited Nations. Sooner or later, this will be UDder
I
stood by those who plaJmed the Israe6 action against UgBnda.
.
would be better if it were sooner rather than later.

MR. KDDDA. IlEPRESENTATIVE OP
'I'BE UBYAN AltAB REPUBUC TO 'I'BE UN
ADDRBSS TO 'l'BE SBCUlllTY COUNClL
July 12. 11'11
I have 1istened. as have all the members of the eouneil. with
great interest and attention to the statement of Governor Scranton.
which in the view of my delegation. contains very serious and
important elements and we cannot take it ligbtly.
What Ambassador Scranton said merits deep stady by us, DOt
only because of the importance of the subject that we are
discussing. but also because it comes from the representative of
one of the super-powers. The statement of the representative of the
United States of America contains some serious threats and
pseudo-legal arguments in support of the Israeli aggression.
I said that it is very important to study these declarations
because they come from a super-power. from a country which bas a
long and sinister record of aggression against sovereign. in
depdent States ::- I may mention the DomiDican Republic. Cuba.
and many others - from a State whose organizations and secret
services are very active in many regions of the world. and - if we
believe the American mass media themselves - even penetrate
the so-called terrorist groups.
CHAIM HERZOG, PERMANENT REPRESENTATIVE
OF ISRAEL TO THB UN
ADDRESS TO THB SECURITY COUNCIL,

July 13, 1976
I listened carefully to the long-drawn-out point of order made
yesterday by the representative of Libya. and I must admit that I
Quite appreciate his concern - which he expressed again today.
Who but the representative of Libya. a country which has been the
pay�aster and haven of international terrorism. would want to
aVOid a discussion in this Council on this evil : international terror
isr.n? L�bya' s role i� supporting international terrorism financially.
.
mIhtarIly and pohtIcally and its involvement in attempts at the
assassination of foreign leaders . including Arab heads of state. is
known to all of us. and I need not repeat it here.
•

MR. KIKHIA. REPRESENTATIVE OF THE
LIBYAN ARAB REPUBLIC TO THE UN
ADDRESS TO THE SECURITY COUNCIL.
July 13, 1976
As I said before. I will an�er the fabrications. allegations and
.
.
distortions of the representative of the Zionist entity later on. But
now he obliges me to speak again just to say that Mr. Herzog can
.
.
have Libyan friends. No problem . As an Irishman and as a Jew. We
have nothing against th,e Irish and we have nothing against the
Jew. We are figJtting the aggressor Zionists and the terrorists.
A�so. I want to point to another aspect of Mr. Herzog's statement.
.
�e IS re?eatmg again and again. that Libya is the paymaster of
mte � tlOnal terrorism and that Libya is promoting international
�errorls r.n . I do not know what is behind that. This whole Question of
mtern � tlOna" terrori sm poses a big Question mark : Who is per
.
petratmg mternatlonal terrorism ? What is international
terrorism? Who is responsible for international terrorism? There ·
may be many groups known as international terrorists and who
have their national background or ideological backg und. But.
many groups are penetrated. Maybe one day we shall know the
truth.
Mr. Herzog was the head of the secret service in his country. in

Mexican Gov't Statements To
UN Security Council Debate
United Nations. N. Y. July 1 7 (NSIPS) The following is the text 01
the letter from the Mexican government presented to the United
Nations SecuritY, Council on July 13 by Mexican Ambassador to the
UN. Roberto Rosenzwieg-Diaz.
-

•

The government of Mexico wishes to reiterate its condemnation
of all terrorist acts. and particularly those that endanger the lives
of innocent people. as is the case of the recent Air France plane
hijacking by a group of Palestinian extremists. The Palestine libe
ration Organization. which according to resolution 3236 of the UN
General Assembly is the representative of the Palestinian people.
has dissociated itself from those acts.
True to its principles however. Mexico cannot fail to make
equally known its firm rejection of the use of armed force by any
state as a means to solve conflicts. given that such acts flagrantly
violate the Charter of the Uaited Nations and the universally ac
cepted principles of International Law. while they create pre
cedents of incalculable danger for all of civilized coexistence.
The lack of political will to comply with the fundamental precepts
of the Charter of the United Nations. as well as the pertinent re

solutions adopted by that Organization. with respect to concrete
cases. has. in the opinion of the Mexican government. produced a
serious impasse in the Mideast. which affects all international
activity.
We wish therefore to urge those countries directly involved in
that conflict. and all members of the international community, to
make urgent effort to find formulas which will allow a definite
, solution to the problem of the Middle East. These formulas must
necessarily ensure the right of all states in the region to live in
. peace and security. as well as establish the right of the Palestinian
people to form a state with their own territory. doubtless allowing
major control by the leaders of the PLOt in order to avoid a
recurrence of terrorist acts which are to be condemned from any
standpoint.
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Special Reports

fflsI(ute Culminates Tak�over
Of Democratic Party With
Coronation of Carter and Mondale
MADISOM SQUARE GARDBN. N.Y July 17 (NSIPS) - The In
stitute fOr Policy Studies eelebrated tbesuccessful completion of its
2O-year canQJBiaIr to tr&ililbm the Demoeratic Party into a mid19705 versioll of the Nazi II10YeIIIeUt with the coroaatioll of
Trilateral Comodssiuu membets Jimmy Carter and Walter
Mondale as presideatial 8IIhic:e-presideatiaI nominees this week.
The festivities at tbe Demutlatic National Convention. carefully
managed from the _ dIwIr. at die same time inaugurated an
explicidy fasdst IB'lJ pi_'" fA deindustriaIizatioa, slave labor.
and tel rurism.
The IPS cuap 8I!IIIinIt die' party was bloodless ; nevertheless the
victim dlellf.
In transformiDI 6 Democratic party into a controlled fascist
vehicle. the Institute fOr Police Studies severed the party from its
life-giving base. One of the ., CJIII!I'atives used apinst the party
from without cIur'iq tile 1_ and from within during the 1970s;
Tom Hayden. descn1ied dis piUftIS candidly : "The old
Democratic party - 1IIIIde up of oIdtr wort«s Who grew up on the
Depression and wile fbqtit f8scism abroad during World War II no longer exists. The new COIIStituency - raised on Watergate.
Vietnam, the CIA revelatifJllSj and community control - represent
the future of the party. "
Once the euphoria of' qents lilte Hayden, Marcus Raskin,
Richard Barnet, Lecmard Rodberg and other Institute worms
settles down, they will find OIt tliat instead of gaining control over a
vast party machine capable of organizing millions of workers,
farmers and petty I>ourgems around a Nazi program, they have
taken over a shell.
, Everything that the party needs to win elections, including most
of its local machines and its all-important relationship to its trade
union and its civil rigJitS Base lias been shattered. The convention
farce Ii la Carter served up die zombie's nomination on a fascist
campaign platform as planned. but this very act also guaranteed
that the remaining viable elements in and around the party will
rapidly leave. They will leave because they can't face trying to sell
the unappetizing new candidate and platform to U.S. workers most of whom already signalled their disgusted rejection of the
party by boycotting the spring primaries.
The lutitute's Claventioll
The fact that even to the mOst casual observer, the entire con
vention was an Institute-run affair, will accelerate defections from
the party. The nominees, the platform, the convention proceedings
and composition of the delegates - had visible Institute paw prints
all over them, as did the campaign plans outlined at the
Democratic National Committee meeting yesterday. To make sure
that what the public saw on television was a steady stream of tinsel
and confetti for Carter, Institute agents packed the hall with their
Carterites and stage managed every event.
The Institute crew wno controls the remains of the party made no
attempt during the convention to hide the fact that the Carter
campaign is for the imposition of fascism in the United States.
,Nearly every major and minor speech presented during the four••

o

•

day convention reiterated the content of the "born again" party
proclaimed by Hayden and the ''unity and love" preached by
Carter: a Hiderian "national community" based on "sacrifice for
the common good. "
The Convention keynote address by Texas Congresswoman
Barbara Jordan, a member of the Institute-infiltrated Black
Caucus, set the tone by attempting to simulate a
Nuremberg rally of the sort the Nazis used to convey a sense of
"popular" support. Instead of a programmatic alternative to world
economic breakdown, Jordan exhorted the delegates to seek
spiritual solutions through the development of a sense of "national
community" - Hider's ''VoIbaemeblschaft.··

�onaI

Jordan's keynote theme was echoed and elaborated by other
speakers throughout the convention making it clear that Carter's
"moral" crusade is moral in the exact sense that Hider used the
word. Rep. Peter Rodino of. New Jersey, who made his national
reputation by assisting the Rockefeller insurrectionists in
destroying the Nixon presidency, contributed the other fascist
theme of the conference - the need to sacrifice
"Born Again " Jimmy could unite the population around the nned
for' "sacrifice" Rodino proclaimed in his nominating speech. In his
acceptance speech, Carter rambled oil for half an hour about how
the population had to "trust him. " Running mate Mondale added
another dimension to the fascist Institute program by calling for
concerted action against terrorism, the Institute script for forcing
a nuclear showdown with the Soviets.
In addition to the official speeches and the party platform
demands for fascist "final solutions" to the current economic
crisis, a pack of Institute rats was on hand to personally elaborate
the more hideous detail of the fascist schemes left unstated in the
official documents. Tom Hayden, Marcus Raskin, Carter's con
troller Dr. Peter Bourne, and Institute-linked Congressmen and
Senators such as George McGovern were at the Convention to in
sure that things went smoothly - that is that any overt resistance
to the nominee and program was quickly quelled and to begin
organizing around the Strasserite program outlined in a statement
written by Raskin.
Institute agents organized several "fireside chats" with
delegates to begin building support for their proposals. The New
York Times bolstered their efforts by handing over op ed space in
the July 12 edition to terrorist and defeated California
Congressional Primary Candidate Tom Hayden who called for
"new alternatives" for the "radically new age of limits" the world
is supposedly entering.
_

_ _

0

Carter's Labor SuPport

l'he composition of the convention's delegations represented the
fruits of Institute subversion of the Democratic Party, especially
the wrecking operations against the 1968 and 1 972 conventions. The
bulk of the delegates either were new to politics - having been
selected - on the basis of recently adopted Institute-concocted
delegate selection rules - or were outright Institute agents.
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As the New York Tmaes appJ'Ovingly pointed out in a front page
article July 15, the emly labor leaders who showed up at the Coll
VentiOll were Leoaard Woodcock. the Trilateral Commission
member who heads the United Autoworker' Union. Jerry Wurf of
ItAFSCME, Arnold Miller, the Institute-installed head of the
Mineworkers, and a strong"'contiDgent from the National Education
AssociatiOD. In other words, the ConventiOll, pulled in the staunch
members of the Jnstitute..cont "social democratic" agent
wing of the labor movement. The "old guard" of American labor,
including George Meany, was shut out of the proceedings, ac
cording to the Institute's stated plan of destroying the current
leadership of the AFLCIO and transforming that organizatiOD into
a Nazi Labor Front governed by the "social democrats."
The only significant bloc representing the traditional Democratic
Party were the George Wallace contingent - which offered no
organized resistance because of Wallace's capitulation to the In..
the Chicago machine of Mayor Richard Daley, was so
stitute
happy to be accepted back into the fold that it acted like a cowed
and beaten trained seal throughout the proceedings .
The only significant blocs representing -the traditional
Democratic Party were the George Wallace contingent - which
offered no organized resistance because of Wallace's capituiatiOll
to the Institute - and the Chicago machine of Mayor Richard
Daley - which was so happy to be accepted back into the fold after
the Institute had barred it from the 1972 convention that it acted
like a cowed and beaten trained seal throughout the proceedings_
To k� things under control, the Institute" crew mounted a
sophisticated multi-pronged containment operation. A Ford
Foundation-funded psychological profiling questionnaire was
conducted daily of all the delegates and fed into the computer each
night. Its purpose was to pinpoint delegates requiring further
persuasion and to develop a post-convention hit list of delegates and
.\

-

other party activists who would not coopeI1lte with the "Born
Again" party. Along with the profiling, a massive armtwisting
campaign was carried out within delegations, most notably with
the New Jersey delegatiOD. containing members who refused to
accept the pre-selected nominee and program. Guest passes were
freely distributed to Carter supporters and withheld from his op
ponnets, to ensure to the 1V audience a proper show of mass
" support" for the candidate. To subdue the spread of Labor Party
influence among the delegates and press, the Institute ground out a
perpetual slander mi1I, including the distribution of the new
Counterspy "Terrorist Information Project" pamphlet calling on
all "progressives to unite to destroy the U.S. Labor Party.
"

IPS Prepares SIIock Troops
On the morning after the convention adjourned, the Democratic
National Committee met to map oUt the synthetic machine they
hope to pull together over the coming months. Committee
spokesman told the assembled state chairmen that beginning Aug.
5, the partJ's national headquarters would initiate "training
schools" and "intensive consultation" sessions for shaping up
reCalcitrant party organizers in the appropriate organizing
methods for Clockwork Orange candidate Carter and the party's
fascist platform. The "training program" is modeled on one
initiated by Carter himself in 1974. Not surprisingly, the Committee
promised to concentrate much of their "training program" in the
South and Dlinois - two areas of the party's greatest weakness.
At the same time, the Committee announced plans to launch a
\'fiSt voter-registration drive to register 35 million new voters. Both
this drive and the campaign "training program" have a dual
purpose. Covering for the intended mammoth vote-fraud against
the Labor Party and selling the unpalatable Carter and his fascist
programs to American workers by any means possible.

_

Democrats Pledge Allegiance
To Platform Of War And Fascism
O n Tuesday, July 1 3 , the Democratic National Convention rubber
stamped a Rockefeller-dictated Party Platform of slave labor and
fascist restructuring of the economy coupled with an international
program of confrontation, genocide and . war. The Democrats are
also pledged to faithfully follow the Atlanticist-NATO scenario for
international "counter-terror" gestapo tactics against the Third
World. True to his terrorist Institute for Policy Studies controllers,
Carter told the Convention : "Peace is not tlie mere absence of war.
Peace is action to stamp out international terrorism . "
To ensure the quick passage o f the platform - drafted at closed- t
door meetings several weeks ago by David Rockefeller's Trilateral
Commission, staffers of the JUookings Institution and the terrorist
Institute for Policy Studies, the agent controllers of the remains of
the party explicitly prevented all dissenting discussion on the
platform : for-four days , Democratic Party leaders dutifully trotted
to the microphones to pledge unquestioning allegiance to the
platform, while national 1V viewers caught glimpses of the heavy
handed gag procedures in use.
Yet as blatant as the stated policy declarations · of the platform
and party leaders were, they were a toned down version of the
cabal's community·based fascist structures detailed in a platform
signed and circulated at the convention by the Institute for Policy
Studies itself. The I.P.S. document is an unconcealed exposition of
Hitler's "Volksgemeinschaft," as proposed to the convention by
keynote speaker Rep. Barbara Jordan.

Fascist Restructuring of the Economy

Stressing the imposition of corporatist economic structures, the
platform declares that "without the creation of a new bureaucracy,
but rather through the well-defined use of existing bodies and tech28
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niques" the Democrats will implement "national economic plan
ning" - the code phrase for "fascism with a human face" as out
lined by Carter backers Leonard Woodcock and Robert Roosa in
1 975. The Federal Reserve system would be tightly integrated
openly with the labor and the production policies dictated by the
Wall Street bankers ; "A domestic development bank" would be
established to coordinate money flows to designated industries.
The government regulatory apparatus would be overhauled into
a small assault unit against the industrial sector. The platform
demands "a re-examination, reform, and consolidation of the exist
ing regulatory structure. " The Democrats outline an assault a
gainst corporate executives who would resist this onslaught and
detail how they plan to eliminate "unnecessary" industrial sectors.
A process of "selection of an Attorney General free of political obli
gation and committed to rigorous antitrust prosecution" will be im
plemented to perform hatchet jobs on executives and business
alike, while an "independent consumer agency with sufficient
muscle to protect the public in regulatory matters" will ensure that
key industrial sectors conform to the Rockefeller economic blue
prints.
The platform calls for a mass pool of slave labor, including
millions of women thrown off welfare and workers . kicked off the
unemployment rolls, to funnel into the reorganized industrial
hellholes. It seeks the creation of massive public service jobs
programs, and outlines the consolidation of existing youth work
proj ects. The Democrats further pledge to impose a strong
" domestic council on wage and price stability" to slash workers
wages.
In an open declaration that the I.P.S. cabal intends to channel '

weHare recipients and workers c:ollectiag UDeIIlploymeDt ill- '
surance into slave labor jobs, tile pladonn states that pub6c
service jobs .. preferable both to welfare aad uaemployment
iDsurance. "nose ..... .. an JhJsically able to work sbouId
be required to accept � ,vaiIabIe '" 01' job trainiDg" or
.
be thrown off the welfare rolls, .... ..dorm ....oos.
TheSe pools of workers an to INJ ..... iato eaeru development
projects, scratcJUaa out coal and adler 11th century energy s0ur:
ces, if 'Rockefeller bas Ilia .... 'I'IIe .... demaads major
developmeat 01 coal nII8IV8I aad tile Coavenioa to coal use of
industrial users of oil. .... .. a Iaqe-scale federal initiative to
develop aftenNaSe .." 1UPlt1iae. TIle platform's � OIl se
vere cutbacks of 8II8lV CCMISUIIlPtiall ad their specific attack eo
"nuclear power," - aDd br iaaplicatioa fusicRa power, which could
fuel � iacl'UHl ia iaduatriaI oidput. pledges the Democratic
Party to die decimaticMa of u.s. iIMIasaQ ad the deadls of mill
of people woddwide.
Recogni� _ Amerlcaa � will DOt permit tbemsel.. .
to be �. berded .. tM slave JaIlor pub6c camps, �_
platform declares "dIU CGaIroI of crime is aD urgeDt aati8aal _
priority" and caDs ,. s. coavictioa and puaishment of offenders, "iDcJucIiDa ...... ........ " "An iadependeat special '
prosecutor" ..... -. .,Ni'W to &arRet particular resistoni. Fore. "'· "., n4lW.e.tr 't'ine widl ....
To compleweP& 1It.scia acaaoaaic po)icy that .:..- if DOt stopped -will lead to, wa,a:, .. ..... SoM UaioD by lt77. the Democrats clemand a fuU scale ....UntJmtGftlla
.
Illilituy.
The size aad s&nIctUn of ou miIiSar¥ fcnes must be
carefully �;to fila clem... of QUI! Joreign poncies in
this new era" ..... � ba baled OIl a careful
assessment of� 1IIJaa " be IIIIIII ia tile loaa-nm to deteI'
our potential � .. fiPt, successfully. COOVeR
tional wars. .. aad to. tvM'" (JIll. allies aad friends.. . To
this end. our �QlIf;_ __ must provide a strong
and credible � tQ. � a&tack and blackmail.
Oour conventional -. ...... be sbaa& enough to deter
agression.. . The han...1dIa of the NimD-Ford Adminis
tration defense poIic.p. �, have been stagnation and
vulnerability.
The platform outlines a. ...br-step approach of economic desta
bilization of Eastern E� _ the Soviet Union. and directly
announces a poncr of c:oaI.roatation with the Soviets. Demanding
the "independence" of Butem &rape, the platform states :
Rather than effectively reaistiD& such efforts, the Nixon
Ford Administration has·l"'fuorably cm such steps as
subsidizing US·USSR traclab¥ giving, the Soviet Union con
cessionary credits, promotiD&:trade increases because of a
shortrun hope of using trade to modify political behavior.
and even placing major United-States energy investments
in pawn to Soviet Union , policV. Where bilateral trade
arrangements with the USH are to our economic ad
vantage, we should pursue them, but our watch-words
would be tough bargaining and concrete economic.
political or other benefits for the Unitecl States.
Attacking the "USSR'miHtary dominance" of Eastern Europe as
a "source of oppression" for those populations, the platform
threatens that Europe wiD be in crisis "until these countries regain
their independence. "
While calling for preparation for war and economic blackmail of
the Soviets, the Democratic po6cy pronouncement outlines a
program of energy development camps and carefully allocated
food shipments for those third world nations not slated
for
.
genocide.
The Democrats' foreign policy platform thus fully confirms -

down to the rantings against "international terrorism" by Carter
aad Mondale during their acceptaace speeches - Secretary of
State Henry KissiDger' s assertion that there is DO substantial diffe
rence between his policies and Carter's. To underscore that point,
New York Times columnist C.L. Sulzberger wrote this week that
while Carter was free to oppose KissiDger's pet notion of "6mited
nuclear war" - Carter's only discerDable disagreement with
Kissinger - for purposes of campaign rhetoric,. he will be expected
to reverse that view once he is in office.
ne.oa.ts Par8de � Ia Stwart " FIllCist PladJna
, In a frightening natjonally televised spectacle, the Democratic
party leadership trotted one after another to the Convention micro
�e to declare their support for imposition of this fascist
program on the United States. Characterizing the convention and
its caudidate, the Chicago Tnbune, representing pro-growth mid
western industrial layers, was led � observe in its editorial J�y 17 :_
There is a place in pontical 6fe for dreams and for the
ability to inspire unity and willingness to inspire sacrifice.
This ability enabled great leaders like Chuchill and de
GauUe to do wonders for their country. It also enabled
AdoH Hitler to do immeasurable hanD.
The convention keynote, given by shuffling black Texas
Congresswoman Barbara Jordan of Watergate notoriety, was an
attempt to turn the gathering from the beginning into a Nazi rally.
Rejecting the possibility of a programmatic alternative to the e
conomic depression. Jordan preached to the audience that pro
blems can be solved spiritually, through the development of a sense
of "national community" (Hitler's Volksgemeischaft) .
Congressman Morris Udall attempted to coalesce all dissenting
delegates behind Jordan's call, dec1aring on Wednesday that he
was withdrawing from the presidential nomination race. urging his
delegates to vote for Institute for poncy Studies creature, Jimmy
Carter. Udall declared that the candidate of the party was un
important; the Democrats have a platform, he ranted.
That program was summarized by Congressman Peter Rodino.
as he placed Carter in nomination :
We in the Democratic Party must turn away from the divi
sion of yesterday and set before the American people an
agenda of sacrifice for today in the hope that tomorrow will
be better. If we have the courage to put the facts honestly
and intelligently before the American people. they have the
strength and the wisdom to make the crucial choices.
Jimmy Carter himseH, in accepting the mantle of Democratic
Party FUhrer. couched his wiI6ngness to implement the party ·
platform in a series of cliches about faith, truth and harmony.
Carter had no need to more specifically declare allegiance to the
party's platform : a speech the Presidential nominee delivered to
the Democratic Party platform Committee June 16. 1976. a speech
which bore the earmarks of Trilateral Commission authorship, was
used almoSt verbatim as the party's platform draft.
.
In that speech Carter declares the need for "a streamHned. ef�
ficient government." and attacks the corporate sector with the
demand that the activity of lobbyists "be more thoroughly revealed
and controlled" and the closeness between industry and the re
gulatory agencies be busted. Carter calls for an independent
"Attorney General" to target the anti-fascist opposition while out
lining a detailed program of "public needs jobs" in such areas as
"repairing railroad beds" and "increased emphasis on producti
vity." He also demands "standby wage and price controls," at
tacks welfare cheats and proposes labor pools be put to work on
"energy development" - to complement his demand for "energy
conservation. "
"We must substantially shift our efforts to increase our produc
tion of coal" Carter declares. He also demands a national health
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insurance program to impose corporatism on the nation's faltering
health care system.
On foreign policy Carter demands "a well organized and ef
fective fJgbting force" and threatens the Soviets with warnings that
"Eastern European countries must regain their independence . "
While Carter ended his qnest for the nomination with platitudes,
he began it with open demands for the fascist reorganization of
America. In announcing his candidacy for the presidency,
December 12, 1974, Carter declared:

We can then face together the tough long-range solutions to
our economic woes . Our people are ready to make personal
sacrifices when clear national economic policies are
devised and understood. We must even face the prospect of
changing our basic ways of living. This change will either
be made on our own initiative in a planned and rational
way, or forced on us with chaos and suffering by the
inexorable laws of nature.
In a most hideous declaration of the changes in "our basic ways"
he will oversee, Carter told the Conference of Mayors June 29, 1976 :
In terms of public employment, I favor an improved CETA
program, an accele rated Public Works Program, and
funds for a total of some 800 ,000 summer jobs. Like some of
you I remember the impact of the CCC and WPA in the
1930's and I think similar initiatives are called for today,
but with stress or urban rather than rural .ork projects
and with in aximum possible local control over those
projects.
These policies should be rammed through by local government
operatives, Carter told the National Governor's Conference July 6,
1976 :
The states have been the laboratories of public policy. They
have pioneered . . . economic, labor and social programs . . .
The states should serve a s fifty independent experiments .

Wall Street Economists Move to Draft Specific Actions
to Implement Platform
. Even before Carter officially closed the convention with a parade
to the podium of Democratic Party National officials in homage to
him and the cabal's economic policies, the Institute's press conduit,
the Washington Post announced that a gaggle of Wall Street-allied
economists were drafting specific actions to implement the
program. The Post announced a new staff coordinator on econo
mics for Carter, Congressional Joint Economic Committee staffer
Jerry Jasinowski, the principle drafter of the Humphrey-Hawkins
slave labor public works bill. Jasinowski will coordinate with
Wharton School Professor Lawrence Klein, who is already over
seeing a group of top Wall Street-allied economists including
Charles Schultz, Joseph Pechman from the Brookings Institution
and Harvard University's Stanley Surrey to draft concrete
proposals for Carter to implement. Klein declared that his fascist
band was working on "indexing" - the policy of linking wage
hikes to ostensible inflation rates , a policy which decimated Brazil
and meant millions of lives. These and other advisors will dictate
legislation and draft speeches that increasingly approach the
" Folk Community" policing of slave labor and economic deci
mation blueprinted by the Institute for Policy Studies in their "un
official" platform circulated at the convention.

I.P .S. "Platform" : Pure Hitler

The I.P .S. "Platform, " written by Marcus Raskin, co-director of
I P .S. in conjunction with members of the New Democratic
Coalition including Congressman Ron Dellums and Senator George
McGovern. was the purest expression of Nazi ideology circulated at
the convention. The document builds up the notion of community
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identity, detai1iilg a community structure to police fascist
programs. Declaring that it is a mistake to assume "the em
ployment difficulties of the economy are temporary" Raskin and
Co. call for a "full employment program that muSt be seen as a
structural change in the american economy."
"These must be decided locally by communities" and ensure
"worker community participation" and participation of workers in
"their work." The community would police the work sites, "would
have the power to recharter corporations, invest in them and buy
them." A brainwashing structure Would be established "in new
kinds of.education schools" which would develop "understandings
and skills for the operation of large scale enterprises."
Welfare recipients are targeted for a program implemented in
California by then-Governor Ronald Reagan, the establishing of
"poor people's corporations to determine the kinds of services
given to the community." Local community groups woUId oversee
energy projects and control a "National Community Health Ser
vice" staffed by "health workers" which would eliminate most
hospital services.
Raskin blatantly calls for the massive resettling of city workers
into the countryside :
"Legislation should be fashioned which will help people in large
cities resettle in small towns, Such legislation would include the
reclamation of land around small towns (green belts) " and land for
"common agricultural use." The Institute planners hope even
tually to eliminate the necessity for jackboot enforcement of their
p«!'�ies by brainwashing workers into determining for theinselves
, ' ''what crimes and punishments they want to have. "
Th e Democratic Convention sealed the fate o f th e Democratic
Party as a fascist propaganda unit. The political allegiance of wor
kers across the country, watching the spectacle of the Democratic
Party's takeover by fascism on their TV screens this week, shifted
en masse toward the Labor Party - their only alternative to the
D emocrats' program of war, slave labor and genocide. At the
convention itself this political shift was recognized by Louisiana
Governor Edwin Edwards, Edwards told a Carter representative
at a caucus meeting "You don't know beans about politics. If this is
the platform and the people of Louisiana find out about him
(pointing to a rep. of the LaRouche campaign) then. . . "

Resistance To Carter Fascist
Policies Bursts Out At
Democratic Convention
The carefully cultivated press lie of Democratic unity behind
Nelson Rockefeller'S Trilateral Commission candidate Jimmy
Carter crumbled in the face of strong opposition to the fascist
policies which Carter stands for during the course of the Democrat
ic Convention. The result of the Democratic Party's "success" in
shoving Carter down delegates' throats in numerous skirmishes at
the convention can only be massive defection out of the Democratic
Party toward the Labor Party in the weeks ahead.
Before the convention opened. U.S. Labor Party calls to a repre
sentative sampling of more than 200 delegates across the country
found approximately 90 per cent of the delegates alreadY questio�
ing who positioned such an obscurity to garner the Democratic
nomination on a platform which would destroy industry and agri
culture. Delegates arriving in New York recog�ized the psy
chological truth of the USLP brief "Is Jim ,? y C�rter Brain
.
washed? " and responded by buying over 1 00 copies which were cir
culated and discussed throughout the convention. More than 50
delegates met with the U.S. Labor Party during the convention,
with several pulling other delegates into meetings which frequently
ended with the question of whether the Labor Party was on the
ballot in their own state. Two state delegations invited the Labor

party to address their full caucus meetings.
c.ter'. ...... OJII 8IitiIIIl
Vehement opposition to Carters fucist policies emerged from
old-line southern delegations familiar with Carters Institute for
Policy Studies staff sudl as Mary Kiq and Peter Bourne, and their
ten years of counterillsar&eney __ old-line machines in the
South. AU hell broke loose in tile Louisida Caucus when Senator 1.
BeJmett lo1mson (D-La) propaaed a ¥Ute to support Carter's DOQU
nation and atIe1 ted "'t 1IlCIIt of the laaiIiana 1IIlCOIIlIIlitt de1e
gates SIJPIICII'tecI Carter. Deleptioa CIIairmaD Gov. Edwin Ed
wards flatly eGlTeCted J... dIat most of the uncommitted
delegates did MOT sapport c.ter .... JGRd the choice of support
ing Carter'. c:acIidae, "to the eonseieDce of every individual."
Louisiana State Rep. LoaiI .JeIIIdns, a Wallace delegate and one of
the stde's ",_ to tile Demecratie Platfunn Committee issued
a press .eatemellt deIIouDc:iDI tile Deaeeratie platform adopted as
one wbich wwId lase the s.th, ..,linl out as fatal flaws the plat
form's endonement of the fuciIt Hulphrey Hawkins bill , ICNEP
and the atlrJI;eed .... eaeru ,.Jicy. len1Dns mentioned as a foot
note on Carter'. "reIiIfMs fMc 1MIItaIi8t" dIaracter that Carter
bad personally 8IS1ftd IIiIil tIIat the had DO iDtentien of ruDDiDg on
the adopted ,latfera. lit fie .... tamiana Caucus debate, one
Wallace deletMe .... tile .... to cuufront Senator Jolmstoo CHl
wbat Caner .. .. tilt .. Ketr 0rIeaDs a booming port CHlce
again.
••11 .' CW.IW.
Opposition to Carter's deinclustriaHzation and destruction of agri
culture poHcies was I'8II1P8ftt 8IIlGIII waUaee deleptes from aU
over the country widl die aceptiob of die llemoralized penonal
followers of Wallace from AlaIIe_. On the fiaal day of the conven
tion, one Massachuaetts WalIace ....te
.. attacked Carter as "tile
creation of a sman CIIIMl &IMler the directiCHl of NeIsCHl
Rockefeller" CHl the conftlltiull .... ill a speech DOminating a vice
presidential candidate ill J" iliftlmt to Walter "Boxcar" Mondale.
This speech was blacked _ of CGIlftlltion radio coverage, while
the seconding speech bJ .... CIt, Councilman Albert O'Neil,
who twice submitted debt moratorium to the · city council, was
blacked out of television lift COftl'qe. The entire Massachusetts
delegation initially paned on the roll call vote on the presidential
nomination.
Significant opposition to Carter's policies surfaced in several
state' votes. Even in the heartIud of American Fabianism,
Wisconsin and Minnesota , � blocs of votes could not be lined up
behind Carter. Philadelphia Mayor Frank Rizzo, who bad opposed
Carter's counterinsurgent macbiIle in the primaries, refused to

auend the conventiCHl, as did AFL-CIO president George Meany.
who sliD baa not endorsed Carter
Carter'. SIroaa-Ann BacIdirea
Delegates from around the country reacted strongly against the
push by Carter to "psych out" the massive oppositiCHl. For
example, delegates received their credentials which · included
Carter campaign parapbrenaIia , from Carter "hospitality suites."
Carter forces initially attempted to eliminate the premdential roll
call vote and replace it with lint ballot "acclamation" by exerting
pressure CHl Arizona Rep. Udall, California Governor Brown and
anti-abortiCHl candidate EDen McCormack to withdraw their names
from oominatiCHl, - an indicatiCHl of how panicked Carter forces
were that opposition to their SJDthetic candidate surface and break
the CCHltrolled environment within the convention and around the
country. Carter forces backed off this plan when both MacCormack
and Brown refused to yield and Rep. Martha Griffiths (D-Mich) ,
chairman of the Rules Committee, refused to tear up Party
nominating procedure.
. Unable to completely quelch opposition by topciown control of the
entire CCHlventiCHl proceedings , Carter stringers were then forced to
go to work directly on rank-and-file delegates. In virtually every
'state delegation caucus, Carter forces made motions to bave the
'
delegations "unanimously" support the "eventual nominee,"
leading the delegates to believe that no significant opposition to
Carter's policies existed 8DJWhere in the convention. In New
1 ersey, where 85 of the state's 103 delegates bad steadfastly refused
to commit themselves to Carter after being elected as "un
committed" in the State's primary, a "unanimous" vote was 0b
tained only after intense pressure on the uncommitted delegates.
According to the July 16 Newark Star Lodger, resisting delegates
were broken by techniques such as being marched around the
sweltering convention fioor, being told tbat each was the "oniy
holdout." Some were even refused admission passes into the
convention itself. Four delegates were ultimately reduced to shout
ing "No, 80 " from the convention fioor in vain as New lersey
delegation and Party cbairman Dugan announced during the roll
call tbat the delegation's vote was "unanimous. "
In The Field
Democratic precinct captains and ward leaders bave responded
to Labor Party briermgs during the convention with unprecedented
openess, a refiection of widespread worker disgust with the peanut
and his fascist kernel. Several delegates returning from the con
vention and expecting the further party reorganization hinted by
Carter's mention of resignations at the Democratic National
Committee meeting in New York City on luly 16, bave alreadY, set
up meetings with the Labor Party.
.
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Make East aloe Debt A Strategic Issue
July 16 (NSIPS) - west German Chancellor Helmut Schmidt and
U.S. Secretary of State Henry Kissinger took the occasion of their
' meetings this week in Washington , D.C. to open a potentially ex
plosive destabilization campaign against the Soviet Union and its
allies, using the Warsaw Pact countries as political leverage
against the socialist sector. A barrage of articles intended to
provoke and intimidate the USSR appeared this week in West
German and U.S. Atlanticist press , all striking the identical
Kissinger-scripted chord: the socialist countries are getting a free
ride from East-West trade, have become over-indebted to Western
banks, and must be made to pay up.
The press campaign, which spilled over even into outlets tied to
pro-trade industrialists in West Germany, followed the precise
lines of a recent Schmidt speech in which the Chancellor claimed
wildly, in the face of increased West German dependence on its
trade with Eastern Europe, that East-West trade hurts his country.
It was Kissinger's speech at the London Institute of Strategic
Studies last month - now reprinted in full in the influential West
German daily, the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung - that kicked
off the sabre-rattling campaign over Eastern Europe's debts.
Kissinger's conduits have added outright lies to this intimidation.
The Journal of Commerce claimed July 15 that the Soviet Union is
seeking a $5 billion loan in the West, offering gold'as collateral. The
Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung followed today with a report that
the Soviets will henceforth be shut out of the gold market in Europe.
Both of these highly suspect stories have been denied by informed
banking sources. Charles Fuller, who wrote the Journal's story,
admitted the political crux of the matter ; the Soviets must be
blackmailed to change their "Africa policy" - Kissinger's code
phrase for Soviet material support of and strategic alliance with
pro-development forces in the Mideast and other parts of the
developing sector.

The following interviews with officials of Atlanticist banking,
government and academic circles reveal that Kissinger and Sch
midt were reduced to launcbiDg this politically ill-advised cam
paign out of sheer desperation. Soviet support for Third World debt
moratoria and participation in a new world economic order,
through offering of the socialist sector's transferable ruble to
replace the dollar as an international exchange currency, is a
matter of "fundamental political power changes" as Mr. Holtzman
admits below. Thus, Kissinger is forced into the crudest
bludgeoning maneuvers against the Soviets - throwing out a hook
empty of enticing trade or of credit arrangements to make the
Soviets bite. Kissinger hopes to intimidate not only the Soviets but
also their potential collaborators, including pro-trade industrialists
in Western Europe and the U.S.
.

With these tactical blunders, Kissinger has made debt a matter
of strategic urgency for the Soviet Union. Soviet "leaks" via the
Japanese government through the daily Yomiuri, and the Berlin
correspondent of the French daily Le Figaro, are that Moscow is
contemplating the offensive power of �ts own debt holdings' in the
developing sector - and the potential power of moratoria on those
debts as political leverage against the Rockefeller interests.

- 'liowever, even if the Soviet Union were neither to make use of or
support the use of the debt moratorium weapon, Kissinger and his
Wall Street sponsors would be no better off. As the Soviets have
clearly indicated, their response to such threats against the
strategic interests of the socialist sector would be a nuclear first
strike against population centers and military targets in Western
Europe and the United States. Kissinger and Rockefeller, in their
insane gambit, have thus moved the world to the edge of nuclear
destruction.

East--West Balance Sheet
July 17 (NSIPS) - The following are excerpt from an article ap
pearing in the July 11 Japanese Yomuri.

by Minoru Hirano

Foreign Minister Miyazawa recently instructed his subordinates
to carefully study the speech by US Secretary of State Henry A.
Kissinger to a meeting of the Council of the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) , held in Paris on
June 22 . . . .
. . . Kissinger urged the OECD member nations to study, among
other things : ( 1 ) what should be done to restore equilibrium in
East-West trade ; (2) how the member countries can deal with the
probfem of dumping and other unfair trade practices by countries
in which prices need not bear a relation to costs or market forces ;
(3) what the implications are of the growing external debt of the
communist countries ; and (4) whether it is possible to bring the
Soviet Union and the Eastern European countries into the process
of responsibly assisting development in the Third World.
Immediately after Kissinger delivered this speech, Foreign
Minister Miyazawa asked him who was the real addressee of the
speech - whether he wanted to ask for Soviet cooperation in tack
ling North-South problems or whether he was urging the Western
world to make better use of East-West economic relations on a
more stable foundation, or whether he was asking the American
people to make a new assessment of East-West relations. All these
interpretations were possible.
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Kissinger answered that he had no specific audience in mind and
that he had only enumerated the problems in East-West trade.
He then said that he had once submitted a trade bill to Congress
in order to accord most-favored-nation treatment to the Soviet
Union but the bill had been killed by the anti-Soviet diehards in
Congress.
Had the bill passed Congress, the Soviet Union would not have
resorted to such action as intervention in Angola, he added.
Many people consider Kissinger to be a believer in power
politics. The Foreign Minister also thought that the Secretary of
State proposed a plan to reshape East-West relatiQns into a form ·
advantageous to the US by capitalizing on the West's "accounts
receivable" from the East, which total some $30 billion.
However, it is undeniable that the increase of East Europe's
liabilities toward the West was the result of efforts by the West
European countries to overcome the past recession by finding sales
outlets in the communist countri es. Therefore, the Eastern side can
convert their liabilities into strength by asserting that the inherent
weakness of capitalism has produced such liabilities.
The West European countries will receive a serious blow if they
fail to collect their bills from the East. One European leader
criticized Kissinger's thinking at the San Juan summit by saying
that it was undesirable to discuss the problems of economics and
trade from a political viewpoint.
Japan has trade accounts receivable from North Korea. North
Korea' s debts to Japan resulting from illl ports under:.���err� .

p8JDlent

arrangements, total about $280 miUion, of which S60
million are overdue. North Korea bas asked Japan for a grace
period of two yean for tile overdue portion of the debts and offered
to pay intenst for that pert at a rate which was lower than the

internationally prevaililll rate.
Japan consented to uteDd a two-year period of grace but
rejected the pl'QP08ecl iateNIt rate. NegetiatioDs are UDder way.
CoIIectioDs of bills from the communist bloc involves complica
ted political ......... . New Zealand Prime MiniItet' Robert
Muldoon cIuriag his viIit to Japan at the end of April said, when
coafeniDI with 'Prime MiIIiIter MiD, that (1) should a war break
out in tile Korea PeniaoIa, its cause would possibly be the wor
sening of the North Kereu tcODOmy; (2) so it was unwise to drive
the NOI1b Korean eclOJOIlJ to bay ; and (3) the West should be
lenient ill eoUectia& .. aeeeunts from North Korea. Prime
Minister I&i I4lid Ile qned with this opinion.
The ecotIOBlic relations between West Europe and East Europe
can be likened to those between Japan and North Korea. Should
West Eure;..n COUfttritl trY to forcibly collect bills from East
Europe, trouble weuld ..,., in the economies of East Europe,
and the whole of E1IfQP8 a.t be faced with an undesirable situa
tion. East-West uo.tte ,.... -. prob!ems fodapan, too.

E{��u,Ivf.ItIIP' r",,�"tion:
- Comecon : Increased
. · Econom4c Integration
r

·

July 1 7 (NSIPS) - fte IoIIoWw .is excerpted from an article ap
pearing in the July II ".,.. 4II1y I.e Figaro. The article was
datelined Berlin and ...... by tile ,.,..'s special correBJtJOIJ(IeI
Jean-Paul Picaper.

Five "commoa ...... " Mve been adopted (at the Comecon
meeting) , all covel'iq . ......,... period. These include : an
increase in raw ma..w � and energy reserves which
presently constitute ...... ....MU)' .... latter - the main bottle-neck
for the countries of die 1Mt; • numerical increase in high
. technology machines ; a � eIfoft in the food sector ; a schelna for
an integrated system qI eIIeUieal eBergy, as well as the im
provement of the roafl aad railroad network of the member
countries .
. . . Finally, the Comee. "it Utnpatiently waiting for an answer
from the European ECOIMWie Community" to its proposal to
conclude an agreement t.t..- the two economic blocs. This is
what Mr. Faddeiv, Soviet c:o..e.c. Secretary, declared in a press
conference. collaboration in this frame work would be the logical
follow up on the Helsinki confereace.

. . . "Exchanges/ ' properly speaking, only take place with the West
with large amounts of Western credits ; Comecon debts (excluding
East Germany) to the Federal Republic of West Germany alone '
amounted to some 18 billion Francs in 1975 (the East German debt
to the BRD is close to 5 billions) . . . .
With only Rumania having taken legislative steps to allow
Western capital's participations in their economy, trade with the
East is only financed by Western credits whose irresponsible multi
plication poses a pelitical problem : by postponing their (debt)
repayment, or even by ROt renewing contracts and therebY create
unemployment in the EEC, the Soviets would have available an
excellent means of pressure.

of Commerce Psywar
On Soviet .. Debt

,Journal
.

_

July 1 7 (NSIPS) - Following are excerpts from the page one lead
article in the July 15 Journal of Commerce, which appeared under
the beadline, "Soviets Reportedly Seeking 5 Billion Dollar Loan in
W. Europe. " Appearing under the byline of Journal of Commerce. .
stall writer Qarles FuHer, the atricle was admittedly based en
tirrily 011 unsubstantiated nuDors floated by unnamed sources in
the U.S. and denied or discounted - the article lurtber conceded 
by every authoritative identifiable source available in both Europe
and the U.S.
The Soviet Union is reportedly sending out feelers in Western

European capitals for a massive loan of up to 5 billion dollars in
order to pay for heavy grain purchases and to roll over a portion of
its foreign debt.
.
In Europe, however, bankers contacted by the Journanjl COii1�
merce were unable to substantiate the reports.
Several sources here told this newspaper that the Soviets have
approached European central bankers for the funds, but have en
countered considerable resistance in light of the U.S.S.R.'s heavy
foreign debts and its poor balance of paJDlents position.
One source said the Europeans would put up the foreign ex
change only if the Soviets pledged 5 billion dollars in gold as colla
teral or, alternately, simply trade the gold for the currencies at a
price favorable to the European. He indicated, that a deal may
already have been worked out, with the Bank �or Internatio!W
Settlements (BIS) handling the gold transactions. .

A European correspondent for this newspaper was told that at
the BIS board meeting Tuesday, the indebtedness of Eastern
European countries was discussed in a general way. However, it is
said that nothing has transpired which would indicate that the BIS
bas any application for such financing . . .
I I reports that the Soviets are indeed searching for 5 billion
dollars are true, such financing could mean that crops in the Soviet
Union are worse than generally believed. II so, additional - and
unexpectedly high - purchase of U.S. grains and soybeans could be
around the corner . . .
A demand for gold in light of heavy loans to the Eastern Bloc
nations in recent years is not viewed by observers as being out of
keeping with the credit markets. West German chancellor Helmut
Schmidt has expressed anxiety about any further loans to the
Communist nations. In only a few years, their debts have soared
from virtually nothing to a�ut 40 billion dollars.
A spokesman for the New York Federal Reserve Bank said he
had no indication that a multibillion dollar loan to the Soviets is
being considered in Europe. He said Federal officials who returned
this week from the BIS monthly meeting had heard nothing of such
a loan request. .. A spokesman for the U.S. Department of Agri
culture said current USDA estimates for the Soviet grain crop
indicate that the U.S.S.R. will harvest abo�t 195 million tons this
year, close to the second highest crop on record . . .
.
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NEVI YORK, July 15 (NSIPS) - In an interview this aftemooa,
Joumal 01 Commerce staff writer Charles A Fuller elaborated on
JUs lead article iD the moming's editiolJ 01 the JOfIl'IIBl 01 Com
merce, which reported l1IlDOl'S that tbe Soviet UDion is seeking a 15
billion Eurodollar loan secured against Soviet gold reserves to
finance forthcoming grainpurcbases hom the U.S.

Union for Eurocredits." The article further claimed that these in
stitutions were embarking on "demonstrative support purchases"
of gold to sucker the Soviets into selling gold at high prices to raISe - .
cash in Deu of the bigb-priced loans, and then moving quickly to
undercut gold prices so the Soviets take a beating and they pick up
Soviet Gold at premium prices. "Das Geschift soll den Russen
verdorben werden" (the business must be spoiled for the Russians)
Fuller: The Soviets are doing this from a position of extrem weak
is the slogan of the day, the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung
ness, and the Europeans, essentially the West Germans and Swiss, . claimed.
who have the money to lend. are putting the screws on the Soviets,
*CIwnllor Helmut Schmidt, JulJ 15: speaking at the National
demanding the gold. The Soviets will have an 8 billion dollar hard
Press Club during his tour of the U.S., Chancellor Schmidt
currency deficit this year on top of a 5 billion dol1ar one last year
"declined to comment" when questoined as to "whether the Soviets
and have well below 10 billion dollars in foreign reserves, according
might soften their interventionist policies, such as in Angola, if
to a u.s. Department of Agriculture estimate. They don't want to
Western nations threatened to cut off trade with Moscow." "He
ship a quarter of their gold reserve to the BIS (Bank for In
noted, however," according to the report in the Journal of Com
ternational Settlements - ed.), but if they need grain to feed their
merce, "that the Soviets are becoming increasingly dependent on
people, they'll do it.
Western trade, and that they rely more on the West for goods and
My source on the loan report also told me that the Soviets are
_ services than the West depends_� them . "
going to have a much larger grain deficit this year than anyone
imagines and want to stock up on money with which to buy grain
Exclusive NSIPS In tervie ws:
before someone realizes this. West German Chancellor Schmidt's
recent statement that the debt of the East bloc is now 32 billion
dollars and will rise to 40 billion dollars neXt year tends to bear out
my source's report. The next loan the Soviets ask for will require
political conditions ... such as moderating their role in Africa or
elsewhere, the Europeans say.

�

_

_ _ _

_

Hysteri a Over
Econom ic Initiatives

West German Press Attacks
Soviets On Debt Question
July 1 7 (NSIPS) - With a unanimity and coordination remarkable
even in tightly Atlanticist-controlled West Germany, the entire
West German press, together with Chancellor Helmut Schmidt.
chorused in unison at the end of the week that West Germany must
reevaluate its policy ofissuing credits to the Soviet Union and other
East European nations. Highlfghts follow.
,.
*July repOrt of the Bundesbank (West German central bank) :

-- - -efaborates the socialist bloc's 20 Dillion deutschemark cfebi to the
Federal Republic, and makes clear that West German-socialist
bloc trade has reached its limits unless the socialist nations deliver
"more and better goods." The reports takes as its model for this the
decision of Poland to sign over significant amounts of its copper to
a West German development project.
*Handelsblatt, July 15: a story headlined " BRD Fulfills Comecon's
Plan" bewails the Comecon's growing debt to the BRD contrasted
with the high-quality goods the socialist nations received in return.
*Deutsche Zeitung, July 15: charges that "the West now delivers
the goods and pays for them" in trade with the East bloc, echoing
Chancellor Helmut Schmidt's recent speech claiming that ex
panded exports to the socialist nations reduce West Germany's
standard of living. "Reduction of the East's debt" is the Deutsche
Zeitung's solution, including "direct co-production on Communist
soil."
*Frankfurter Allgemeine ZeituDa, July 15: reprints in full
Secretary of State Henry Kissinger's speech at the London Institute
for Strategic Studies last month, where Kissinger kicked off the
outcry against East bloc indebtedness and called for country-by·
country Western subversion of the socialist nations of Eastern
Europe.
*Frankfurter Allgemeine ZeituDa, July 16: claims that "big Euro
market banks, again, institutions with a big interest in gold, have
for some weeks demanded higher interest rates from the Soviet
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The iollowing interviews obtained this week by NSIPS reveal
widespread hysteria in western banking, government and think- ,
tank layers to recent economic initiatives by the Soviet Union.
MR. COBB, DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF THE STATE DEPART
MENT'S OFFlCE OF EAST-WEST TRADE.

Q: Isn't it true that most banks really consider the Soviets a-pretty
good credit risk and the 10 per cent legal spending limit is bunk due
to the proliferation of funds on the Euromarkets?
Cobb : It's quite true that there is no lending limit issue, especially
with the money creation on the Euromarket, but we believe that
quite a few banks have reached internal limits beyond which they
do not care to lend. They don't feel the Soviets will pay.
Q: Won't (Secretary of State) Kissinger's pressure on the question
of Soviet sector debt re-payments bring the Soviets to support Third
World debt moratoria?
Cobb : That's outlandish ! We're not pressuring the Soviets on any·
thing. We're just saying Western governments should apprise each
other of loans going on, share information on conditions, and be
concerned about how dangerous the situation might be.
Q: What do you mean by dangerous? What would the Soviets do?
Cobb : Well, you've just laid out all sorts of scenarios yourself,
haven't you?
PROF. FRANK HOLTZMAN, HARVARD RUSSIAN RESEARCH
INSTITUTE, (an attendee of June 16-19 State Department Budapest
Conference to discuss opposition to Hungary's integration into the
·Comecon.)
Q : What are the 'Europeans and the Third World doing on the
transfer-ruble question?
Holtzman: Europe wants nothing to do with it. Sure the Soviets
would like transfer ruble-based trade, but they aren't pushing it
because no one in Europe wants toilet paper. I talked' ·to the . Ghana
Foreign Trade Minister Peter Ablom last week - he's at Oxford
now - and he said "We're holding these ruble surpluses with the
Russians, we can't do a thing with them, and we're left holding the
bag . " It's like any Eastern European country. That's why Hungary
doesn't want multi-lateral transfer-ruble convertibility with Come
con, because the transfer ruble itself isn't freely convertible into
. ----- commoditie,s .

SOVIET LOAN OPFICD AT A IfTOP PIVE"" NEW YORK BANK
Balder: Yes, they are open, but the Soviets haven't offered it.
NSIPS: I have noted several articles in the Sovie£ press, and U.S.
Q: I can't see the fmancial justification fcJI' all tbese iDsultiDg ar
ticles OIl the Suriets' credit ratiDgs in the iDternatiooal press. Did
government statements that they have.
the State Departmeat oriaiDate the story?
BaDer: I know, I know. Look, call up the Soviet Gosbank and ask
A: Of course not, it started right here in the financial community.
them. Its not yet officially done . They talk all the time, but the
We're the ODes lending the money to them , DOt the State Depart
Soviets are against this.
ment. After the CIA iImted a group 01. bankers down to talk the
NSIPS: Would JOU 'agree with the Italian weekly magaziM
matter' over earlier this JeU' we began to speculate that more
L'Europeo of last week that (Italian industrialist Eugenio) Cefis
should be foaDd GIlt .. the sitaatioa. I don't even know how
has .indeed secured all 01. Italy's $8 billion annual oil imports
much foreiID uchanae-reae: ¥eS they have, 110 one does.
through loag term barter 8J'l'8IIPDlents with the Soviets, Iraq,
Q: Under wItat terms will JIIIU lead to the Sovets?
Algeria, and Libya?
Balder: Yes I would. There's 110 more market for Montedison in
A: No aBe wiD IDa aDJmle SS biDian. as reported by the Joamal 01.
Commerce yesterdaJ, witboat a gold pledge, that's fcJI' sure. How
ltaiy, he has to expand to the Soviet bloc, and also into the U.S. and
ever, I daabt tIaey Ire ...... far a loaD that big. We haven't heard . Canada.
of it. GeaeraIIJ, 1heJ·fIne been cfenumcling interest rates one and
NSIPS : What about the prospects for an Italian debt moratorium
one-qu.rter' per eeat over the London interbank rate of banks OIl the
and Cefis-directed transfer-ruble based trade agreements under
Euromarket, aad hue gotten it until as recently as the Bankers
- Trust .,.. at... of a $2ID 18iIlioo loan to the Soviets last mooth. - the new government of (Premier-designate) Andreotti?
Bozter: Italy will never declare a debt moratorium ...Cefis is
Now, we and other bub feel we've reached the limit of loaning to
talking barter aaI¥.
. them at those rates , c c .1" .. iag the other available loan 0p
NSIPS : Isn't true the W. Germans want reserve requirements on
portunities on the 1Il8fket. So they will have to pay more. And they
the Euromarkets?
might cat their hale ..... -.e, and start providing more data
Bozter: Yes, they're pushing hard for it... on a slow but sure basis,
on their deIIt. 'II ! .., ... 10 em, to encourage lenders and diseven the Social Democrats. The Euromarket causes tremendous
courage .Utllil .....Aw
. ..
inflation on W. Germany and elsewhere in Europe.

-Interview with Curtis Hoxter, .

- NSIPS : U the Euromarkets are regulated, there can be no more
rollovers, a sure impetus to Third World debt moratoria, which
many West Europeans support as well.
BaDer: The Euromarket doesn't work that way, it is getting'
smaller and smaller, and we can collect. Look at Argentina, they're
NSIPS : Wha, IS tile ..... of tM!IIDtiaiions between the Soviet Bloc
doing rme ...We can have that everywhere. I don't take the
and Western Europe OIl the UIe 01. the transfer ruble? What is the
response of the Rulir ill. Itrj,... in west Germany? What about ' Algerians seriously. They're just talking, I've seen their
declaration (of Third World rights, supporting debt moratoria 
the Bank for Intera.til .. 5tH1 lilts?
ed.). Africa is in bad political shape with this Ugandan thing. The
1Iozter: I've seen the D e lap ZeituDg article criticizing the
declaration is a public relations job. The Algerians are putting up a
dollar and debt last week) Y., German industrY is very open to
show.
accepting the transfer ruble Jram tile CMEA. It would have to be
,
done European-wide, �, for example, through the Bank for
NSIPS : The declaration was issued before the Uganda hijacking.
International Settlements (BIS).
What about Mexico, Peru, Italian support for debt moratoria?
NSIPS: Are they open to the transfer-ruble on a state to state level,
1Ioxter: Mexico, only very, very guardedly supports Algeria. Peru
no foreign exchange tradiIIe, as a unit of account for specific long
is not significant. Look, if the Soviets, Europe, and the Third World
term credits?
were going to do this ruble thing, they could h!��liong ago,.

Zbigniew Brzezinski ' s
International Finance Advisor
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.Lelio Basso Press Conference
On Rights Charter,
Debt Moratorium
. "'Cllft'lllPClDll GuiIeppe �

ROME. July 15 (NSIPS)
LeJio Basso. an iDdependent sociaIist
and member of the Italian Senate who was responsible for drafting
the well-known Charter on the Rights and Freedoms of Peoples"
unofficialy
l backed by several pro-development Third World
nations. held a press conference in Rome yesterday to describe the
plans he and the organizations associated with him have for
organizing around that document. At one point. Basso read aloud to
the 30 attending journalists the charter"s "Chapter 26" asserting
the right of aU nations and peoples to debt moratoria - noticeably
upsetting certain sections of the press corps .
Basso began his press briefing by announcing that the Algerian
and Vietnamese governments will be submitting the charter to the
Group of 77 (Third World) nations meeting in Colombo. Sri Lanka
in August, and that from there. they hope to take the charter to the
United Nations. The charter also contains a call for a Nuremberg
type code to be established as international law to protect nations
and peoples from "imperialist aggressions."
Basso specified that the charter had originally been drawn up by
an international group of jurists under the auspices of the Lelio
Basso International Foundation for the Rights and Freedoms of
Peoples, a new foundation to be distinguished from the Lelio and
Lisli BaSso Foundation. Based in Switzerland, the new Founda
tions' primary job will be fund�raising to support organizing work
around the charter by another new organization, The League for
the Rights and Freedoms of Peoples, which will be holding two
meetings soon, one in Denmark and another in Latin America. The
League is now opening chapters in Switzerland, Spain, Portugal,
France and elsewhere. The League's political goal is to see the,
-

"

. charter put into practice.
During the question and answer period, an NSIPS reporter called
attention to the consideration of the transfer ruble as a
replacement for the U.S. dollar at the most recent Comecon
meeting, the applause with which the Czech Party neWSPBper Rude
Pravo greeted the charter, and the generalized Third World fer
ment around a New World Economic Order. In this light, the
reporter asked Basso could Chapter 26 of the charter be used at the
Sri Lanka Group of 77 meeting to generate joint debt moratorium
declarations?
,

Basso answered that nobody could be sure of the success of the
initiatives in the charter The charter was, however, drafted by
competent jurists from Egypt, Switzerland, Algeria, Italy, France,
Denmark, Chile, and the U.S. It was polished and revised in close
consultation with the Third World government representatives.
When it was adopted, he continued, at the International Foun
dation's meeting in Algeria several weeks ago, liberation move
ment's were also present from Bolivia, Argentina, Haiti, Polisario,
Southwest Africa, Jordan, Iran, and included the Palestine libera
tion Organization, the MPLA of Angola, and official representa
tives of Cuba and Vietnam. The charter, he said, is similar to that
proposed by Mexican President Luis Echeverria, with the addition
of Chapter 26's contribution on the debt issue.
.

Basso then proceeded to read aloud that debt moratorium section
to the entire gathering. He referenced the historical precedents for
debt moratorium in Europe and Russia in 1917. Not only is this
nothing new, said Basso, but the fact is, Third World nations have
an enormous debt burden, which they cannot possibly pay.

The World Bel o n g s to The People
ROME, July 1 7 (NSIPS) - Th e following is a n extract of th e cover
age given to lelio Basso's press conference in Rome July 14 by
A vanti, the Italian Socialist Party newspaper. Although 30 jour
nalists were present, this is the only coverage given to Basso's
press conference apart from NSIPS.

Yesterday in Rome, Lelio Basso presented a universal statement
of the rights of peoples . . . The theme was not only the struggle
against license and offenses, but rather affirmation of the inalien
able rights of mankind . . . This declaration of the peoples' rights. . .
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was an undating necessitated by the changed world situation,
which sees a vast �nleashing of tyranny and violence . . . .
Referencing directly the "Charter for a new world economic
order" presented by Mexican President Echeverria to the United
Nations, Basso highlighted the necessity of refounding the relation
ships among all countries . . . on a new basis.
The element perhaps most significant . . .is contained in Chapter 25
where it states : "All unequal treaties or contracts approved at the
expense of the fundamental rights of people's can produce no · ef
feet."

NSIPS Exclusive RellQrt

Ga,u llist Michel Jopert Speaks On Economic C�isis

NEVI YORK, July 15 (NSIPS) - De Iol1owing are excerpts lmm a
presentation today by outspoken Gaullist leader JIicIJe1 Jobst
before the FreDCIJ AssodaUoa 01 Basiness Students at Columbia
University's BusiDess SdJDoI 1Iere. De former Fn!IIdJ ForeigD
JIiJJister pn6ced biB remads 011 ''ECf1IJOlDic Realities Today aud
TOlDOl'IUw's Peispetfives " by nm.iJJg his mOBtly Americaa
audience that lIWIY IUIJOII6 them M1fJld be "slJocked" by his for.
tbright "criticism 01 U.S. loreitIa poJjcy. "
Mr. Jobst then began his address:
,

Europe is a brilliaDt whole, . .. a whole which does not exist as it
sbouId. In Senator Frank Church's mind (Senator Church spoke
yesterday at the Democratic Convention of the need to reform Mr.
Kissinger's policy on this I do agree with him), Europe does not
exist, be did DOt cite Europe 0IlCe
-

.

••••

Europe also suffers from being treated as a ncm-person and is
getting ready to become the sub-contractor of a number of U .S .
firms .... It is not in our interest. Europeans, to accept the world
economic government composed of IBM, Exxon, Mobil on and so
forth . If we accept this degradation, we will one day accept being
shock absorbers of crises for the United States ....
.... Since World War II the U.S. proceeded from the analysis that
it
had to reconstruct the world and that it needed economic part
I
ners near equal to them, especially for their fums like m, which
works practically only outside of the United States, who needed
. markets. The United States took the lead in the reconstruction
operations ... It was implicitly UDderstood that the expenses (for
this UDdertaking) , especially military expenses , had to be support
ed by the others. The easiest method was chosen: the disequili
brium of the United States' balance of payments ...This had led to a
continuous inflation in Europe ...
"

-

"

For thirty years, we have not gotten out of a profound
disequilibrium. The system had to break and it did in 1971 . Now it
• has been re-consolidated because West Germany, France and
Great Britain agreed to perpetuate this system, because they have
not mustered the courage to find sufficient monetary unity to en
sure world trade exchanges . . . . Those who believe today that this
system can last. and . . . believe that you just have to shut up those
who shout too loud. give a bit of food to those who starve too much,
and for those who are al ready dead, well fine, they don't bother
anyone any more. This, then is the U.S. reasoning.

At the Democratic convention, I noticed that reflections were not
oriented toward economic realities. . . The United States is not in
the least bit concerned about measures to redistribute (global)
economic power. This situation is extremely grave . . . . There are
growing forces in the world who are going to use dramatic means to
"redistribute the cards." At the recent (May -ed.) UNCTAD
conference in Nairobi, these problems were dealt with in a
moderate fashion, with no results . Except that is, for (Secretary of
State) Kissinger's proposals (for an International Resources Bank)
-ed) - but Treasury Secretary Simon does not have the least

intention of CODSidering his colleague's proposals. . .. The un
derdeveloped countries have a demographic force which they are
ready to use. ' Take the Bucarest conference on population: the
underdeveloped countries have refused to enter into birth-coatrol
schemes because they do not want to use their population as a
means of pressure on the rich countries.
Now, the two big worlds (i.e. the Americans and Soviet -ed.)
agree to a dialogue and to co-emt. I even suspect the big U.S firms
to believe DOW that it is in the Soviet bloc that they could develop
their capacity (markets), after having depleted Europe.... We
must be favorable to those who want to regroup and constitute new
poles of power....
An NSIPS reporter aslceel Mr. Jobert to comment on the recent
Soviet aDd Comecon proposals to use gold and the traDsferable
l1lble as the basis for a DeW iDtematioDal monetary system and on
.

the growingpro-debt moratorium sentiment within the Third World

aDd the adVIJDCeeI sector's peasant organizations.
Mr. Jobert replied: This idea seems good to me. Why wouldn't the
Soviet bloc enter the international monetary system? I suggested
this myself to (Soviet Foreign Minister) Mr. Gromyko when I was
Minister. And (the late French ) President (Georges) Pompidou'
wanted this issue to be discussed at the 1974 Washington con
ference. A lot of people believe in France that if detente must be
furthered, then why shouldn't it spread to a joint currency
arrangement. The Soviet Union is certainly in a position to pledge
its currency on its resources, not only on its gold. So, you see, I have
no qualms at all about this idea ....
Moratoria? Debtors are always in favor of moratoria ...but the
underdeveloped countries are in such a situation now that even if
'the term moratorium does not please Mr. Kissinger, the relations
between the West and the Third World will have to be established
on some moratorium basis. Do you see these moratoria as going
toward a new order of world trade exchanges?

NSIPS replied that such a move was a necessary first step
. toward a global expansion oi trade. Mr. Jobert continued:

A first step, this is right, but I don't see these moratoria as
systematic and general, they will occur here and there, in a
shameful way . . . and a very skillfull way . "

In response to a question about the present French monetary
policy. Mr. Jobert replied: Since 1972 . I have seen (French

President) Mr. Giscard D'Estaing assert this perspective of fixed
exchange rates from one meeting to the next, and then renounce it
every time . . . Giscard's doctrine is that of the viscuous exchange
rates . . . "

Asked about whether a creation of a left government in Italy
would modify European policy as a whole, Michel Jobert replied,

" Concerning defense, no one on the Left in Italy nor France has
been shouting too excessively: US Go Home. They say we wilt'
accomodate with this. NATO is not too much of a bother. . . . Mr.
Mitterrand (head of the French Socialist Party -ed) js not a man
who separates himself from the United .States on the strategical
level. "
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Italian CP Forms Shadow
Gov't To .Force Austerity On
Andreotti
July 18 (NSIPS) Gullio Andreotti. ltalys new anti-Atlanticist Prime
. Minister-designate. is DOW under intense pressure to preveDt his
forming a pro-development government. The leadiDg Atlanticist
political force in Italy, the crimiDal leadership of the Italian
Communist Party (PCI), has stepped into the forefront to force
Andreotti to adopt the Schachtian economic program put forward
by Atlanticist economist Nino Andreatta in the holy name of
preserving the integrity of the dollar debt structure.
According to the Milan daily Corriere della Sera, Italy's most
authoritative (and Atlanticist-conirolled) newspaper, the PCI and
the countergang "left" wing of Andreotti's Christian Democratic
. Party (DC) together form a bloc in Parliament which will constitute
a "shadow government. " The task of this "shadow government"
will be to block any anti-austerity, development-oriented policy
which Andreotti's government draws up.
Further, the PCI-dominated trade union confederations have
issued the most remarkable demands any union has asked of a
bourgeois government in working-class political history. In effect,
the national trade union leadership has given th� Andreotti
government 100 days after its formation to introduce bills c0n
sonant with the virulently Nazi Andreatta economic looting
program. This includes wage freezes , massive cutting of public
expenditures, and cuts in consumption items such as meat,
gasoline, and other "luxury goods." Other trade-union proposals,
presented last week at the meeting of the confederations' direc
torate, include forced purchases by workers of government bonds
- furnishing liquidity to a bankrupt system directly out of the
workers' s.hrunken pockets ! No doubt, were Andreotti not to con
cede to these demands, we would be treated to the unbelievable
spectacle of Communist trade unions attempting to pull workers
out on strike under the banner of wage cuts !
This debauched role reversal exposes more forcefully than ever
before the actual loyalties of the Atlanticist PCI and its trade union
whores. Faced with a pro-development prime minister whose
publicly stated commitment is to industrial-technological growth
and development, the supposed defenders of working-class in
terests are scuttling out of their holes to insist on workers' blood.
That the Atlanticists have chosen to pull the cover off their machine
at this time indicates the degree of their fears vis-a-vis the potential
for an Echeverria-type development in the heart of the advanced
sector.
Battle in PSI
Andreotti's firmest political ally in the factional battle with the
internal and international Atlanticist opposition is Giacomo Mancini
of the Italian Socialist Party (PSI) . Over the course of a lengthy,
four-day Central Committee session last week, Mancini enor
mously strengthened his control over the party by helping to
splinter the centrist De Martino faction as the first step in Man
cini's own consolidation of this faction, the party's largest single
grouping. Such an operation, when concluded, would give Mancini
the absolute majority among the PSI's power blocs and conse
quently firm up the overall anti-Atlanticist forces.
Mancini's next step, after forcing the removal of De Martino
from his seat as party general secretary, was to commit a fatal
mistake, however. Mancini agreed . to the installation of a " corn -
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promise" candidate to succeecs DeMartino . - '�ljg as of Jet too
weak himself to install his own direCi lepre8entative on the basis of

.

a pro-deveiopment programmatic platform; The compromise
candidate - who will hold his post until the next party congress in
approximately three months, giving Mancini sufficient time · to
consolidate his own power base - is Bettino Craxi \'Vhom Mancini
figures he can manipulate if not control entirely by virtue of
Mancini·s considerably increased weight in the party. The flaw in
the plan is that Craxi is DO manipulable party flunkey, but a top
level Atlanticist agent who will consciously attempt to out
maneuver Mancini along the same overall programmatic lines
represented by Crui's fellow operatives in the PCI leadership.
Bettino Craxi is the proteg€! of the PSI's aged Atlanticist factional
leader, Pietro Nenni. Known as the "German" of the PSI for his
close ties to Social Democratic terrorists like Willy Brandt of West
Germany, Soares of Portugal, and PaIme of Sweden, Craxi also
heads the European Social Studies Institute, an institution set up to
run operationS against the East bloc. As part of its overall opera
tions, the Institute publishes a magazine called Listy in com
memoration of the rag of pluralist stooge Alexander Dubcek,
Literarny Listy, published in Czechoslovakia before the 1968
Prague Spring and which continues to be run ily the identical
gaggle of Czech "dissidents. "
AD Intelligent Tactic
The tactic of allowing Craxi to remain general secretary under
the illusion that he can be manipulated in Mancini's favor is
potentially disastrous for the anti-A.!anticists and Mancini's own
political career. It is also unneceSJary for Mancini to accede to
such a "compromise" with the agent wing of his party preparatory
to his consolidation of power, since a tactic exists for him to short
circuit the entire agent operation in the PSI.
Were Mancini to follow through on preliminary moves his asso
ciates initiated this summer and pinpoint the creators of terrorist
pngs within the ranks of the PSI itself, he would succeed in one
blow in neutralizing Craxi and a key, already vulnerable wing of
Atlanticist operations in Italy.
In May-June of this year Mancini's associate and editor of the
weekly Tempo IIIustrato, Lino Jannuzzi, launched an investigation
into the origins of the Red Brigades terrorists with the full colla
boration of Andreotti. The inv(l�qgation moved to the point of
identifying Trento University as the nexus in the reation of Italian
terrorists. Mancini must merely draw the link - already in public
domain - between Trento University and PSI member Francesco
Alberoni, rector of Trento during the 1968-69 period which spawned
the Red Brigades under his expert tutelage . .
Were Mancini or Jannuzzi to demand an investigation of PSI
member Alberoni's involvement in the creation and deployment of
terrorists he would immediately throw a monkey wrench into the
major Atlanticist operations within his own party and in their
Christian Democratic-interfaced networks. Mancini would then
have secured sufficient maneuverability to allow him and An
dreotti to propose an anti-austerity government program, having
outflanked and neutralized the otherwise inevitable Atlanticist
backlash such a program would have to contend with . .

U .S. Supreme Court J_u stice B_u rg er Proposes:
Back To The Caves!

.
.
. Lpdma R ...... Jr.
u.s. I.at. Partr PftsldenIIeI CawMde
WIESBADEN, west Germany, July 4 (NSIPS) - The recent U.S.
- Supreme Court majority decision restoring death pCmalty rituals is
lacking only one feature - ceremonial acts 01 caDllibalism con
deep plunge
c:erniDg the victim's corpse - to take the USA a full
back into the bowels 01 cave-man culture.
Let us plaiDly name the game. The game is Imown as "ritual
human sacrifice, " DauseatiDg barbaric vestige which the USA
thought it had at last done with. Now, the Supreme Court majority,
at the behest 01 Attorney General Edward Levi, has brought this
symbolic rite 01 C8DIII"baIisDl back into official practice.
Let it be emphasized: I woIIId not endorse the death peua1ty even
for such extreme cases as those 01 Marcus Raskin and Lester
Brown. The issue is not that 01 keeping IIMSlrimilable semi
humanoids such as Raskin and Brown alive. The fact is, un
fortunately, they were born and have been Iormally certified as
juridically human ! Once society has certified biological entities as
"human" we face a certain moral problem - as ADatole France

emphasizes in his novel, "Penguin Island." Once society has
pronounced biological entities such as even a Raskin or Brown to be
juridically human, what we do to them is something that we do
morally to the human race. We do not treat any person as so much
meat.

Our BeItial Past

The principle of weraeId in Celtic and Germanic barbaric
traditions (among others) is a reflection of those dark past ages
when men lived close to the moral and intellectual condition of
lower forms of animal life. They were not lower animals, of course ;
in their own way, they were very much human - otherwise, we
should not exist today. The problem was that they frequently
confused human and lower-animal life through their backwardness
and stupidity.
Hanging and other forms of ritual murder which passed from
Anglo-Saxon barbarism into modern English-speaking justice were
not originally p�cticed as a "remedy" for crimes as such.
Hanging and other forms of symbolic cannibalism were frequently
practiced against tribal leaders - as a way of making a great
gesture of sacrificial respect toward the "gods." H the rains do not
fall, if the game is scarce - something must be done to please the
"gods" ; make a truly impressive sacrifice, such as the ritual
murder of a chieftain or great warrior ! That will impress the
"gods" ; the rains will come and the game will be abundant once
more.
.
This barbaric symbolic cannibalism and the old practice of
wergeld "payment" were fused into the common pracljce of
"capital punishment." The connection into later feudal anCi mer
cantilist forms of justice was not direct, of course. It was
metaphorical. Offenses against the feudal authority and order,
interpreted as acts of lese majeste, became offenses to the senses
of the " gods " - obviously, according to barbaric traditions, a
ritual act of cannibalism must be performed to propitiate the
"gods" - lest the rain not fall, and so forth.
In modem practice, the carry-forward of the institution of ritual
cannibalism was openly justified as a policy of law by tel'l'Orism.
"Capital punishment" was carried forward from barbaric and
feudal traditions as a means of reminding the population - through
periodic rituals of official human sacrifices - of the hideous con
sequences of offending the rulers.

"The Fear of God"
The "civilized" or human principle of criminal law was formerly
expressed by denouncing the criminal as a person who lacked "the
fear of God before his eyes . " In that religious guise, a great truth
was metaphorically set forth.

-

Psychologically, the principle 01 "the lear 01 God's wrath" may
be objectified as fear 01 the penalties 01 the afterlife. The active
principle involved is very much in this life. The individual's self
(the sense 01 the personal "soul" ) , his sense of social identity is the
active principle involved. Immediately, the individual wishes to
avoid becoming an "unperson, " an "outlaw" in the opinion of his
immediate peers. That immediate concern is significant, but is
only the superficial aspect 01 the matter! The great modern
religious movements 01 the 14th century onward include a record of
martyrdom before all sorts 01 inquisitions on account of a strength
of conscience greater than peer-group opinion. The "fear of God's
wrath" is the compulsion to have a human identity at all risks ; in
the great consensus of society taken as a whole, the individual must
know that his existeDce is justified.
It is the lack 01 that moral force which constitutes what is
properly coDstrued as the crimina1 mind.
Vietnam is an expression 01 the same principle in another frame
of reference.
There are three premises upon which a warrior can fight. We cite
first - to get it out of the way - the case of the psychotic warrior ;
his motivation is his insanity. The second premise is that of
discipline in the larger sense ! His immediate social environment
controls his behavior ! The third premise is the individual warrior's
historic sense of the importance of his act. Before the dedicated
person with a sense of historic purpose, the soldier acting out of
discipline is ultimately helpless. He must become demoralized or
continue to fight by fleeing into drug addictions or other forms of
insanity. (Indeed, the proper "Green Beret" - and similar types 
becomes a psychotic of not much durability for sustained assign
ments.)
The positive basis for criminal law is that: (1) The society itself
must have an actually positive moral objective, which actually
serves the interest of objective human progress in general ; (2) In
one way or the other, the law and customs must coincide with ef. fecling overall technological and related cultural forms of human
progress. In that context, the criminal mind and the psychotic are
commonly distinguished by lack of a controlling commitment to
being useful persons for those social objectives. That is the reality
to which the "fear of God before one's eyes" properly corresponds.. ...

The Baader-Meinhol Example

The notorious terrorists, the Baader-Meinhof gang, were com
posed of three principal elements. The first was Andreas Baader,
whose career begins as that of a tunnel-digger for West Berlin
based anti-Communist intelligence agencies ! The second element
is the case of Ulrike Meinhof, a tortured - and possibly also black
mailed - individual whose socialist past was exploited to give the
color of "left" credibility to the operations. The third element, on
which we focus here, is the poor zombies who made up the rank
and-file of the gang, the recruits from the so-called Heidelberg
Socialist (Mental) Patients Collective.
We cite that celebrated case to emphasize the way in which the
criminal state of mind was deliberately induced among a group of
paranoid-schizophrenics through agencies linked both to the
London Tavistock Clinic and the Institute for Policy Studies.
We draw special attention to a booklet published in West Ger
many, " Dokumentation zum Socialistischen Patientenkollitiv
Heidelberg. " This booklet was issued b y the Prolit-Buchvertieb of
Giessen, West Germany, under the editorship of the Basisgruppe
Medezin Giessen and the Fachschaft Medizin Giessen ! The booklet
is dated 1972. The most relevant of the included material is the
argument, dated 29 September 1970, given by one Dr. Peter
Brueckner, professor of psychology at the University of Hannover
and a well-known protege (together with Oskar Megt, Martin
Nikolaus and others) of SPD leader Peter Graf von Oertzen.
•
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Brueckner's defense of the SPK is based principally 011 two
seminal source works, that of R.D. LaiDg (of the Tavistock Clinic)
and that, published in 1958, of one T.S. Szasz, a professor of
psychiatry at the State University of New York. It sbould be em
phasized that a similar line is characteristic of the activity of
Professor Michel Foucault and other followers and co-tbinkers of
the Merleau-Ponty-liDked circles of A1thusser and Levi-Strauss in
France ! The same approach is key at the bigbly-contaminated Uni
veristy of Trento, Italy (where the Red Brigades terrorist group
was Centered), and is a recurring pattern around the networks of
the IDstitute for Policy Studies, including the notorious Lincoln
Hospital I)e.Tox Center (where the terrorist Black Liberation
Army was created).
The gist of Szasz's argument - on which BruecImer principally
relies - is that it is counter-productive (and oppressive) to define
paranoid-scbizopbrenia as an anti-social disorder. The related
arguments of Atlanticists' LaiDg, Cooper, A1thusser, and Foucault
are well known. From the standpoint of any competent psychiatry
and law, Szasz's (and Brueckner's) argument is not only viciously
incompetent bat downrIaht criminal!
The possiblity of inducing recovery in cases of mental disorders
depends upon the victim's knowledge that his aHliction is a
disorder; Unless the victim knows that his fugues represent
unreality and insane responses , recovery is impossible. It is the
Szasz-Brueckner destruction of such essential distinctions between
sanity and insanity, reality and unreality, upon which all forms of
brainwashing (Primal Scream "therapy," "sensitivity" con
ditioning, etc.) and the transformation of poor lunatics into
terrorist gangs depend.
It is necessary for society to protect itself against the criminal
and the insane - and to protect the penon within the lunatic and
felon from being destroyed or placed beyond recovery by lunatic or
criminal acts. The principle of "retributive punishment" is an
odious approach to this problem - but, for the moment, the bad
approach we are still temporarily left with in practice. Bad as our
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TIle Problem Before Us
.' The principal problem confronting criminal justice today is the
toleration of criminal minds in positions of authority._ While Henry
Kissinger, Marcus Raskin, Edward Levi, Mark Rudd, Lester
Brown, and such apostles of fascist genocidal " de-industrializing"
policies are running loose, often enjoying great power - how can
our society present to its young a moral standard of practice by
which the maturing person can develop a fine sense of the distinc
tion between ·moral and immoral acts? Without demanding - and
enforcing - the rule that the principle of the Idea of Progress
governs our nation and its foreign and domestic policies, what
morality prevails?
Meanwhile, in respect to the hideous recent ruling of the reac
tionary U.S. Supreme Court majority, our temporary recourse is to
appeal to legislators, judges, prosecutors and juries, to propose to
them that they not put the persisting after-taste of the condemned
person's corpse on their tongues !
�

_

Lays 4th Amendme nt To Rest ·

July 10 (NSIPS) - The U.S. Supreme Court ended its term July 7th
with a series of four decisions which struck a fmal blow to the
Fourth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution which protects indivi
. duals against illegal search and seizure; Scoring the majority's de
l cisions - which capped off the Burger Court's record of assault against the Constitution this year - Justices White, Brennan and
Marshall wrote in their dissent : "The Court, no longer content just
to restrict forthrightly the constitutional rights of the citizenry, has
embarked on a campaign to water down such constitutional rights
as it purports to acknowledge. "
The sum total of these and other recent Supreme Court decisions
means that Federal Courts are now virtually powerless to inter·
vene to halt kangaroo proceedings by state and local courts.
In the first case, Stone v. Powell and Wolff v. Rice, the Court put
severe restrictions on Federal habeas corpus proceedings. Federal
habeas corpus has been historically used by prisoners and State
Court criminal defendants in order to force the federal courts to
intervene in those instances where the prosecution has brought for·
ward evidenciary material which was obtained illegally through
search and seizure, i.e. in violation of the Fourth Amendment and
exclusionary rule guarantees. Justice Powell, writing for the majo
rity, attacked the basis for exclusionary rule -which bars illegally
seized evidence from use in a trial - saying that it gave unfair ad·
va mage to criminals and discouraged society's necessary respect
for police officers.
: ; During the "Mountain lakes" trial and frameup of three of lead
'iing National Caucus of Labor Committees members for possession
�f weapons, the NCLC had based a key portion of their defense on
•

penal codes may be in practice, we can modifY and temper them
with work toward effecting a policy of moral and mental recovery,
and making our probationary and other criminaI justice practices
flexible to such ends.
The central issue of criminal justice policy is that of inducing the
"fear of God" in the sense we have defiDed it here: the individual
must develop a sense of the positive role of his society in
technologically and culturally advancing the world out of its
present relative backwardness , and must situate himself as a
to-himse importance is that of positively
persOn whose precious-lf
contributing to such achievements. At worst, until we have solved
that problem, we must stick the worst lunatics and criminals out of
harm's way under humane conditions appropriate to mental
recovery.
We must not degrade ourselves by tolerating the practice of
symbolically eating the dead bodies of the convict under the pretext
of the death penality.

the exclusionary rule, which would now be out of the question. The
U.S. Labor Party had considered appealing to Federal courts for
habeas corpus when local Virginia Courts illegally jailed USLP
candidate for Senate Alan Ogden last winter.
The following three decisions handed down by the court further
. underline the assault against the constitutional guarantees of the
U.S. population :
* U.S. v. Martinez Fuerte, Sifuentes v. U.S. : The Court ruled that it
is legal for border guards to interrogate and investigate aliens
without a warrant or reason for search and seizure. This is no doubt
directed at the Mexican illegal aliens "problem" and will serve to
inflame the situation further.

* South Dakota v. Opperman : The Court found it constitutional to

use as evidence in a trial material gathered from a car glove com·
by
partment without a warrant when that
. car has been impounded
the police.

*U.S. v. Janis : Almost reversing its rationale in Stone v. Powell
•

and Wolff v. Ri�the Court ruled that evidence which has b�en
suppressed-dUring a State criminal trial because it had been gao
thered illegally can still be used in a Federal Civil Court proceeding
on the grounds that it is a civil and not a criminal case.
Finally the Court further "clarified its capital punishment ruling
of last week by striking down state mandatory death sentence laws
in Oklahoma, North Carolina and Louisiana. The Court acted to
further inflame tensions by vacating the death sentences and .
remanding the cases back to lower courts for resentencing under
the new Carter-inspire.d "guidelines."
_
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